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II. Table of Names 
 

Food and Drug Administration 

 

Jeffrey Shuren 

Director, Center for Devices and Radiological Health 

 

Jeffrey Shuren is the Director for the Center for Devices and Radiological Health.  He oversees 

the Center’s operations and strategic direction.  Dr. Shuren, along with several other FDA 

officials, ordered the initial computer monitoring and was a later proponent of its expansion.  

 

Ruth McKee 

Associate Director for Management and Executive Officer, Center for Devices and Radiological 

Health 

 

Ruth McKee is the Associate Director for Management and Executive Officer for the Center for 

Devices and Radiological Health.  McKee reports directly to Dr. Shuren, who tasked her to lead 

the charge to determine what steps the FDA needed to take after it learned of the potential leak.  

McKee also ordered the monitoring and determined the initial monitoring search terms given to 

the Office of Information Management.  

 

Mary Pastel 

Deputy Director for Radiological Health for In Vitro Diagnostics, Center for Devices and 

Radiological Health 

 

Mary Pastel is the Deputy Director for Radiological Health for In Vitro Diagnostics with the 

Center for Devices and Radiological Health.  Ruth McKee instructed Pastel to review encrypted 

flash drives containing surveillance of information on scientists’ computers. 

 

Lori Davis 

Chief Information Officer 

 

Lori Davis was the Chief Information Officer for the FDA.  Prior to being named the Chief 

Information Officer in January 2009, she served as the Deputy Chief Information Officer.  She 

worked with Ruth McKee to set up computer monitoring of Dr. Robert Smith, and was asked to 

search through e-mails of FDA employees to determine the source of the information leak. 

 

Joe Albaugh 

Chief Information Security Officer 

 

Joe Albaugh was the Chief Information Security Officer for the FDA until March 2011.  Lori 

Davis approached Albaugh to set up the computer monitoring for Dr. Robert Smith. 
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Robert Smith 

Medical Officer, Center for Devices and Radiological Health 

 

Robert Smith was a Medical Officer for the Center for Devices and Radiological Health.  He was 

the first employee at the FDA to experience computer monitoring.  Based on information 

gathered from Dr. Smith’s computer, officials at the FDA later expanded this monitoring to 

include additional FDA scientists.  His contract was not renewed after his contacts with 

Congress, the Office of Special Counsel, and his personal attorney were captured through the 

FDA’s monitoring program.   

 

Les Weinstein 

Ombudsman, Center for Devices and Radiological Health 

 

Les Weinstein was the Ombudsman in the Office of the Center Director for the Center for 

Devices and Radiological Health.  Weinstein asked the U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services Office of Inspector General to investigate the disclosure of confidential information to 

the press. 

 

 

Chickasaw Nation Industries Information Technology, LLC 

 

Christopher Newsom 

Contract Forensic Engineer, Incident Response Team 

 

Christopher Newsom is a Forensic Engineer with Chickasaw Nation Industries Information 

Technology.  Newsom conducted the computer monitoring of FDA employees.  After the FDA 

first set up this monitoring for Dr. Robert Smith, Newsom prepared an interim report to 

summarize the status of the monitoring. 

 

Joseph Hoofnagle 

Contract Investigator, Incident Response Team  

 

Joseph Hoofnagle is a Contract Investigator with Chickasaw Nation Industries Information 

Technology.  Hoofnagle installed Spector 360 software on the monitored employees’ computers.   

He worked with Newsom to conduct computer monitoring of FDA employees, and assisted 

Newsom in writing an interim report to summarize the status of the monitoring. 
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III. Executive Summary 
 

 In January 2009, several national news outlets, including the New York Times, Associated 

Press, and the Wall Street Journal, reported that U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

scientists had lodged complaints that the agency was approving unsafe and risky medical 

devices.
1
  In March 2010, the New York Times published a follow-up article reporting allegations 

by FDA scientists that the FDA ignored radiation warnings when approving certain medical 

devices.
2
 

 

 Specifically, Dr. Robert Smith and four other employees of the FDA’s Center for Devices 

and Radiological Health (CDRH) expressed concern about FDA-approved medical devices.  Dr. 

Smith believed FDA managers ignored warnings from scientists regarding potential health 

hazards related to radiation exposure.  Dr. Smith and the other CDRH employees also expressed 

their concerns to Congress and the 2009 White House Transition Team.
3
  Additionally, Dr. 

Smith and his colleagues reported allegations of retaliation to Congress and the U.S. Office of 

Special Counsel (OSC).
4
 

 

Upon learning CDRH scientists publicly disclosed information about pending device 

applications, known as 510(k) applications, CDRH management initiated an electronic 

surveillance program of unprecedented scope.  To determine which scientists were disclosing 

information and what specific information they were disclosing, the CDRH engaged two 

contractors working on the FDA’s information technology security systems in April 2010 to 

begin monitoring Dr. Smith.
5
  Approximately one month later, the monitoring expanded to 

another CDRH scientist.
6
  Using a software monitoring program called Spector 360, which took 

screenshots of FDA employees’ computers every five seconds,
7
 FDA officials were able to 

obtain sensitive information and protected communications, including attorney-client 

                                                 
1
 Gardiner Harris, In F.D.A. Files, Claims of Rush to Approve Devices, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 13, 2009, available at 

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/01/13/health/policy/13fda.html?_r=0 (last visited Feb. 21, 2014) [hereinafter Rush to 

Approve Devices]; Ricardo Alonso-Zaldivar, FDA Scientists Complain to Obama of ‘Corruption,’ ASSOC. PRESS, 

Jan. 8, 2009 [hereinafter Scientists Complain to Obama]; Alicia Mundy & Jared Favole, FDA Scientists Ask Obama 

to Restructure Drug Agency, WALL ST. J., Jan. 8, 2009, available at 

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB123142562104564381 (last visited Feb. 21, 2014). 
2
 Gardiner Harris, Scientists Say F.D.A. Ignored Radiation Warnings, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 28, 2010, available at 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/29/health/policy/29fda.html?pagewanted=all (last visited Feb. 21, 2014) 

[hereinafter F.D.A. Ignored Radiation Warnings]. 
3
 Scientists Complain to Obama, supra note 1. 

4
 Letter from Lindsey M. Williams, Dir. of Advocacy & Dev., Nat’l Whistleblowers Ctr., to Sen. Chuck Grassley, 

Ranking Member, Senate Judiciary Comm., Chairman Darrell Issa, H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, & 

Special Counsel Carolyn Lerner, U.S. Office of Special Counsel (Sept. 17, 2012) [hereinafter NWC Letter]; Letter 

from CDRH Scientists, Office of Device Evaluation, Food & Drug Admin. (FDA), to Rep. John Dingell, U.S. 

House of Representatives (Oct. 14, 2008) [hereinafter CDRH Letter]. 
5
 H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, Transcribed Interview of Ruth McKee, at 7-9 (Nov. 13, 2012) 

[hereinafter McKee Tr.]. 
6
 See Letter from Jeanne Ireland, Ass’t Comm’r for Legis., FDA, to Hon. Darrell E. Issa, Chairman, H. Comm. on 

Oversight and Gov’t Reform (July 13, 2012) [hereinafter Ireland Letter]. 
7
 H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, Transcribed Interview of Christopher Newsom, at 10-11 (Oct. 2, 2012) 

[hereinafter Newsom Tr.]. 
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communications, communications with Congress, and communications with the OSC.  The FDA 

intercepted communications with congressional staffers and draft versions of whistleblower 

complaints complete with editing notes in the margins.
8
  The agency also took electronic 

snapshots of the computer desktops of the FDA employees and reviewed documents and files 

they saved on the hard drives of their government computers as well as personal thumb drives 

attached to their computers.
9
  FDA even reconstructed files that had been deleted from personal 

thumb drives prior to the device being used on an FDA computer.   

 

The contractors conducting the investigation prepared an interim report to update FDA 

officials.
10

  This report, which was sent to Deputy Chief Information Officer Lori Davis on June 

3, 2010, attempted—yet could not definitively support—a link to Dr. Smith with the release of 

510(k) information to non-FDA employees.
11

  The report described information found on Dr. 

Smith’s computer, including e-mails with journalists, Congress, and the Project on Government 

Oversight.
12

  The report also stated that Dr. Smith “ghostwrote” reports for his subordinates and 

supplied internal CDRH documents to external sources.
13

  After receiving this report, the FDA 

expanded the computer monitoring to include three additional CDRH scientists
14

 and declined to 

renew Dr. Smith’s contract.
15

  

 

 FDA officials also contacted the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 

Office of Inspector General (OIG) on numerous occasions to request an investigation into the 

disclosures.
16

  The OIG declined these requests, noting that contacts with the media and 

Congress were lawful, and no evidence of criminal conduct existed.
17

  Despite the OIG’s 

repeated refusal to investigate, the FDA continued to monitor Dr. Smith and his colleagues in the 

hope of finding enough evidence to convince the OIG to take action.
18

  However, the FDA failed 

to take direct administrative or management action on its own to address the concerns directly. 

 

                                                 
8
 Ellen Nakashima and Lisa Rein, FDA staffers sue agency over surveillance of personal e-mail, WASH. POST, Jan. 

29, 2012. 
9
 Id. 

10
 Memorandum from Joseph Hoofnagle, Incident Response & Forensic Lead & Christopher Newsom, Incident 

Response & Forensic Investigator, Interim Report of Investigation – Robert C. Smith (June 3, 2010) [hereinafter 

Interim Report]. 
11

 Id. 
12

 Id. 
13

 Id. 
14

 McKee Tr. at 16. 
15

 Id. at 33. 
16

 Letter from Jeffrey Shuren, Dir., Ctr. for Devices & Radiological Health, FDA, to Daniel R. Levinson, Inspector 

Gen., Dep’t of Health & Human Servs. (Feb. 23, 2011) [hereinafter Shuren Letter, Feb. 23, 2011]; Letter from Les 

Weinstein, Ombudsman, Center for Devices & Radiological Health (CDRH), FDA, to Leslie W. Hollie, Supervisory 

Special Agent, Office of Investigations, Office of Inspector Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Health & Human Servs. (HHS) 

(Mar. 23, 2009); E-mail from Les Weinstein, Ombudsman, CDRH, FDA, to Leslie W. Hollie, Supervisory Special 

Agent, Office of Investigations, Office of Inspector Gen., HHS (Oct. 23, 2009, 6:06 p.m.) [hereinafter Weinstein E-

mail]. 
17

 Letter from Scott A. Vantrease, Asst. Special Agent in Charge, Special Investigations Branch, Office of the 

Inspector Gen., HHS, to Mark McCormack, Special Agent in Charge, Office of Criminal Investigations, Office of 

Internal Affairs, FDA (May 18, 2010) [hereinafter Vantrease Letter]. 
18

 H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, Transcribed Interview of Jeffrey Shuren, at 20-21 (Nov. 30, 2012) 

[hereinafter Shuren Tr.]. 
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 FDA officials eventually forwarded information gathered from the computer monitoring 

program to the OIG.
19

  The OIG contacted the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice to 

determine whether the evidence collected by the FDA against Dr. Smith and his colleagues 

supported a criminal referral.
20

  In November 2010, by letter, the Criminal Division formally 

declined to take up the matter.
21

 

 

FDA’s overly-invasive monitoring program came to light in January 2012, when Dr. 

Smith and several of his colleagues filed a lawsuit in U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C.  

The suit alleged that information gathered during the monitoring was used to harass or dismiss at 

least six current and former FDA employees.  House Committee on Oversight and Government 

Reform Chairman Darrell Issa and Senate Committee on the Judiciary Ranking Member Charles 

Grassley (the Committees) subsequently launched a joint investigation into the monitoring 

program.   

 

In May 2012, documents associated with the monitoring were posted on a public internet 

site.  Included in these materials were confidential and proprietary FDA documents, as well as 

confidential communications between FDA employees and Congress, the OSC, and personal 

attorneys.
22

   

 

Witnesses who contacted the Committees voiced concerns about the intrusive nature of 

the surveillance, and the irresponsibility in posting the fruits of the surveillance on the Internet 

for anyone to see.  They believed that the FDA conducted surveillance for the sole purpose of 

retaliating against the scientists for raising concerns about the medical device review process.   

 

 The Committees conducted seven transcribed interviews with current and former FDA 

employees and contractors and reviewed approximately 70,000 documents.  The pace of the 

Committees’ investigation was slowed by FDA’s unwillingness to cooperate.  The FDA 

repeatedly cited the ongoing litigation with Dr. Smith and his colleagues as an excuse to 

withhold documents and information.   

 

Documents and information obtained by the Committees show the FDA conducted this 

monitoring program without regard for employees’ rights to communicate with Congress, the 

OSC, or their personal attorneys.  The Committees’ investigation also found that data collected 

could be used to justify adverse personnel actions against agency whistleblowers.  Absent a 

lawful purpose, an agency should not conduct such invasive monitoring of employees’ computer 

activity.  The FDA failed not only to manage the monitoring program responsibly, but also to 

consider any potential legal limits on its authority to conduct surveillance of its employees.  The 

Committees’ investigation has shown that agencies need clearer policies addressing appropriate 

monitoring practices to ensure that agency officials do not order or conduct surveillance beyond 

their legal authority or in order to retaliate against whistleblowers, especially in such a way that 

                                                 
19

 Letter from Jeffrey Shuren, Dir., Ctr. for Devices & Radiological Health, FDA, to Hon. Daniel Levinson, 

Inspector Gen., Dep’t of Health & Human Servs. (June 28, 2010) [hereinafter Shuren Letter, June 28, 2010]. 
20

 Shuren Tr. at 67-68. 
21

 Letter from Jack Smith, Chief, Public Integrity Section, Dep’t of Justice, to David Mehring, Special Agent, Office 

of the Inspector Gen., Dep’t of Health & Human Servs. (Nov. 3, 2010) [hereinafter DOJ Letter]. 
22

 Id. 
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chills whistleblower communications with Congress, the OSC, and Inspectors General.
23

  

Congress has a strong interest in keeping such lines of communication open, primarily as a 

deterrent to waste, fraud, and abuse in Executive Branch departments and agencies. 

 

Whistleblower disclosures are protected by law, even if they are ultimately 

unsubstantiated, so long as the disclosure was made in good faith.  Accordingly, the analysis of 

the issues examined in this report is not dependent on the merits of the underlying claims that 

whistleblowers made about the safety of certain medical devices.  Thus, this report does not 

examine the merits of those underlying claims and takes no position on whether the devices in 

question posed a risk to public health.  

  

                                                 
23

 The Whistleblower Protection Act provides protections for whistleblowers against personnel actions taken 

because of a protected disclosure made by a covered employee.  The Act provides that “any disclosure of 

information” made by a covered employee who “reasonably believes” evidences “a violation of any law, rule, or 

regulation” or evidences “gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and 

specific danger to public health or safety” so long as the disclosure is not prohibited by law nor required to be kept 

secret by Executive Order.  See 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8)(A); Cong. Research Serv., Whistleblower Protection Act:  An 

Overview, at 3 (Mar. 12, 2007), available at http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/RL33918.pdf (last visited Feb. 21, 

2014). 
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IV. Findings 
 

 CDRH scientists and doctors raised concerns to Congress, the OSC, and President 

Obama’s transition team about pressure from management to approve medical devices 

they believed were unsafe. 

 

 Despite the extensive scope of the monitoring, there was insufficient written 

authorization, no monitoring policy in place, and there was no legal guidance given to the 

contractors who conducted the monitoring.  The lack of any legal guidance to limit the 

monitoring program resulted in FDA capturing protected communications.   

 

 Although FDA claimed to be investigating a specific leak of 510(k) information, the 

computer monitoring did not include a retrospective inquiry into any of the scientists’ 

network activities.  When interviewed, FDA managers and IT professionals failed to 

explain clearly how the rationale offered to justify the monitoring (investigating a past 

leak) was consistent with the method used (monitoring current activity). The goal of 

monitoring was allegedly to identify who leaked confidential information.  Instead of 

looking back at previous communications using available tools in their possession, 

however, the FDA chose real-time monitoring of current and future communications.    

Because FDA managers lacked formal investigative training and did not understand the 

legal concerns related to employee monitoring, they believed all employee 

communications that occurred on government computers were “fair game.” 

 

 Because FDA managers lacked formal investigative training and legal guidance, they did 

not understand the legal limits of permissible employee monitoring.  As a result, the 

scope was limited only by the FDA’s technical capabilities.  For example, those 

conducting the monitoring said they believed all employee activity having any remote 

nexus to government computers was “fair game”—even to the point of forensically 

recovering deleted files from personal storage devices when plugged into FDA 

computers.  Moreover, the monitoring software collected all keystrokes on the computers, 

including the passwords for personal email accounts and online banking applications, 

even though de minimis personal use is permitted. 

 

 The monitoring program began when a law firm representing a manufacturer alleged 

unlawful disclosures were made to the press regarding a device that was under FDA 

review.  Ruth McKee first ordered monitoring on Dr. Smith’s computer because Dr. 

Smith was believed to be the source of the leak.  Later, monitoring expanded to include 

four additional CDRH scientists.  Officials used Spector 360, a software package that 

recorded user activity with powerful capture and analysis functions, including real-time 

surveillance and keystroke logging. 

 

 The FDA’s surveillance was not lawful, to the extent that it monitored communications 

with Congress and the Office of Special Counsel.  Federal law protects disclosures to 

OSC and Congress. 
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 HHS OIG denied FDA’s repeated requests for an OIG investigation into the allegedly 

wrongful disclosures.  OIG found no evidence of criminal conduct on the part of any 

employee.  Still, officials continued to contact OIG to request an investigation.  OIG 

again denied the request, and the Justice Department declined to take action. 

 

 The monitoring program ultimately failed to identify who leaked information to the New 

York Times or the Wall Street Journal, despite capturing approximately 80,000 

documents and inadvertently publishing those documents on the Internet. 

 

 Despite known complaints about performance issues regarding Dr. Robert Smith, FDA 

management and leadership chose to address Dr. Smith’s employment status through 

repeated requests for criminal investigation, rather than by simply taking administrative 

or managerial actions directly within its own control and authority. 

 

 Over a year after receiving directives from OMB, OSC, and the FDA Commissioner, the 

FDA produced interim guidelines on monitoring procedures in September 2013.  The 

FDA’s interim policies require written authorization prior to initiating employee 

monitoring.  Only the Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, or the Chief Operating 

Officer can authorize surveillance of employees.  The FDA has not yet implemented 

permanent policies to govern employee monitoring. 

 

 The FDA’s interim policies do not provide safeguards to protect whistleblowers from 

retaliation.  Under these policies, protected communications are still subject to 

monitoring and may be viewed by agency officials. 
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V. Recommendations 
 

 Based on its investigation, the Committees identified several recommendations that, if 

implemented, would assist other Executive Branch departments and agencies in avoiding a 

repeat of the mistakes made by the FDA: 

 

 The FDA should promptly develop permanent written procedures to govern employee 

monitoring and safeguard protected communications through substantive restrictions on 

the scope of surveillance that can be authorized on employees.  Procedural safeguards 

merely requiring approval of surveillance by senior officials are not enough.   

 

 The FDA should ensure that programs used to monitor employees do not collect personal 

information such as bank account numbers or passwords for personal e-mail accounts. 

 

 The FDA’s interim guidance does not include provisions to protect employees against 

retaliation if communications with Congress, the OSC, or personal attorneys are captured 

through monitoring.  The FDA should establish procedures that ensure protected 

whistleblower communications cannot be used for retaliation. 

 

 The FDA should develop clear guidance for identifying and filtering protected 

communications so that protected communications are not retained or shared for any 

reason.  Any employee or contractor involved in the monitoring process, including the 

Review Committee established by the September 26, 2013 Staff Manual Guide, should be 

trained on these procedures. 

 

 Employees should be notified that their communications with Congress and the OSC are 

protected by law. 

 

 The OSC should modify its June 20, 2012 memorandum to all federal agencies regarding 

monitoring policies to include communications with Congress.
24

 

 

 The GAO should conduct a study of all Executive Branch departments and agencies to 

determine whether the guidelines set forth for computer monitoring in the OSC’s June 20, 

2012 memorandum have been implemented. 

  

                                                 
24

 Memorandum from Carolyn Lerner, Special Counsel, U.S. Office of Special Counsel to Executive Branch 

Departments and Agencies, Agency Monitoring Policies & Confidential Whistleblower Disclosures to the Office of 

Special Counsel & to Inspectors General (June 20, 2012) [hereinafter Lerner Memo]. 
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VI. Background  
 

FINDING: CDRH scientists and doctors raised concerns to Congress, the OSC, and 

President Obama’s transition team about pressure from management to 

approve medical devices they believed were unsafe. 

  

 The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), a component of the U.S. Department of 

Health and Human Services (HHS), is responsible for promoting public health.
25

  Specifically, 

the FDA is charged with regulating and supervising a variety of consumer health products.
26

  

These products include dietary supplements, prescription and over-the-counter drugs, vaccines, 

biopharmaceuticals, and medical devices.
27

  The FDA has broad powers for determining the 

safety, risks, marketing, advertising, and labeling of these products.
28

   

 

The Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) is a division within the FDA.
29

  

The CDRH is also tasked with protecting and promoting public health.
30

  The mission of the 

CDRH is to ensure that patients and providers of health services have access to safe medical 

devices, such as hip implants, heart valves, and mammography machines.
31

  The CDRH tests and 

examines potential medical devices, and makes recommendations to the FDA regarding the 

approval and widespread usage of radiation-emitting products.
32

  The CDRH seeks to assure 

consumer confidence in devices manufactured in the United States.
33

  Scientists and doctors who 

work for the CDRH are directly involved in product testing, making recommendations to the 

FDA, and assessing whether the medical devices are safe for public use.
34

   

 

In 2007, CDRH scientists first started raising concerns about the FDA’s marketing of 

unsafe medical devices used to detect cancers of the breast and colon.
35

  These scientists also 

complained of a toxic work environment in which they feared retaliation by their managers for 

writing unsupportive reviews of medical devices they believed to be unsafe.
36

  The scientists 

argued that the CDRH’s process for approving medical devices for public use was not 

sufficiently rigorous and that the FDA’s premature release of products without sufficient testing 

posed health risks to the public.
37

  In an attempt to implement more stringent guidelines for this 

                                                 
25

 FDA, About FDA, http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/default.htm (last visited Feb. 21, 2014). 
26

 FDA, About FDA: What Does FDA Regulate?, http://www.fda.gov/aboutfda/transparency/basics/ucm194879.htm 

(last visited Feb. 21, 2014). 
27

 Id. 
28

 FDA, About FDA: What Does FDA Do?, http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/Transparency/Basics/ucm194877.htm 

(last visited Feb. 21, 2014). 
29

 FDA, Training & Continuing Education: CDRH Learn, http://www.fda.gov/Training/CDRHLearn/default.htm 

(last visited Feb. 21, 2014). 
30

 Id. 
31

 Id. 
32

 Id. 
33

 FDA, About FDA: CDRH Mission, Vision & Shared Values, 

http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/ucm300639.htm (last 

visited Feb. 21, 2014). 
34

 Id. 
35

 CDRH Letter, supra note 4. 
36

 Id. 
37

 Id. 
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testing process, the CDRH scientists filed complaints with the OSC,
38

 the HHS OIG, Congress,
39

 

and even the transition team for then-President-elect Obama.
40

  

  

 On January 13, 2009, the New York Times published an article stating that “front-line 

agency scientists believed that FDA managers [had] become too lenient with the industry.”
41

  

The article further stated that “an agency supervisor improperly forced them to alter reviews of 

[a] breast imaging device.”
42

  The article, citing internal FDA documents, referred specifically to 

the ongoing review of the iCAD SecondLook Digital Computer-Aided Detection System for 

Mammography device.
43

  The article further stated:   

 

One extensive memorandum argued that FDA managers had encouraged 

agency reviewers to use the abbreviated process even to approve devices 

that are so complex or novel that extensive clinical trials should be 

required.  An internal review said the risks of the iCAD device included 

missed cancers, “unnecessary biopsy or even surgery (by placing false 

positive marks) and unnecessary additional radiation.”
44

 

 

 Later that day, Ken Ferry, the Chief Executive Officer of iCAD, wrote a letter to the 

CDRH Ombudsman, Les Weinstein, urging him to look into the breach of confidentiality 

concerning the pre-market approval of iCAD’s breast-imaging device.
45

  Ferry reminded the 

Ombudsman that the FDA cannot release confidential information submitted to the FDA as part 

of a premarket approval application, including any supplements to the application, without 

                                                 
38

 The U.S. Office of Special Counsel is the first step in the whistleblower review process.  OSC is an independent 

federal investigative and prosecutorial agency.  Its primary goal is to safeguard all protected employees from 

prohibited personnel practices, especially reprisal for whistleblowers.  U.S. Office of Special Counsel, Introduction 

to OSC, http://www.osc.gov/Intro.htm (last visited Feb. 21, 2014); NWC Letter, supra note 4; CDRH Letter, supra 

note 4. 
39

 Employees who provide information to Congress are protected by the Whistleblower Protection Act (WPA).  See 

5 U.S.C. § 7211.  The WPA provides statutory protections for federal employees who make disclosures reporting 

illegal or improper activities, including employees who provide information to Congress.  See id.; Eric A. Fischer, 

Cong. Research Serv., Federal Laws Relating to Cybersecurity: Overview and Discussion of Proposed Revisions, at 

16 (June 20, 2013) (“A reasonable argument could be made that monitoring the content of every employee 

communication is excessively intrusive.”).  Additionally, the Fourth Amendment protects individuals from 

unreasonable searches and seizures. U.S. CONST. Amend. IV. states, in pertinent part: “The right of the people to be 

secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be 

violated.”  The Supreme Court recognizes individuals do not lose Fourth Amendment rights merely because they 

work for the government as opposed to a private employer.  See City of Ontario v. Quon, 560 U.S. 746; 130 S. Ct. 

2619 (2010).  
40

 CDRH Letter, supra note 4; NWC Letter, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined.4; Telephone Call with 

Leslie W. Hollie, Supervisory Special Agent, Office of Investigations, Office of Inspector Gen., HHS (May 26, 

2009); Letter from CDRH Scientists, CDRH, FDA, to John D. Podesta, Presidential Transition Team (Jan. 7, 2009). 
41

 Rush to Approve Devices, supra note 1. 
42

 Id. 
43

 Id. 
44

 Id. 
45

 Letter from Ken Ferry, Pres. & Chief Exec. Officer, iCAD, to Les Weinstein, Ombudsman, CDRH, FDA (Jan. 13, 

2009) [hereinafter Ferry Letter]. 
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explicit permission.
46

  Rather than taking any steps to deal with the issue directly, CDRH 

managers forwarded the complaint to the OIG.
47

 

 

 Ferry also noted that a New York Times reporter had called him four days before the 

article was published.
48

  The reporter had questions concerning an internal dispute at the CDRH, 

which was reviewing iCAD’s application.
49

  According to Ferry’s letter, the reporter told Ferry 

that the proprietary documents “were sent [to the reporter] by Scientific Officers of the FDA.”
50

 

  

 On October 1, 2009, Dr. Jeffrey Shuren, Director of the CDRH, talked to a reporter about 

a different medical device.
51

  Dr. Shuren learned that the reporter was also in possession of 

similar documents related to the pre-market medical device process.
52

  To better understand who 

may have provided the information, the CDRH asked its IT Department to compile a list of those 

scientists that accessed a certain working memo that would either approve or reject the device 

under review.
53

   

 

  

                                                 
46

 Id. 
47

 Memorandum from Les Weinstein, Ombudsman, CDRH, FDA, Documents Related to the Radiological Devices 

Branch (Mar. 23, 2009).  
48

 Ferry Letter, supra note 45. 
49

 Id. 
50

 Id. 
51

 Weinstein E-mail, supra note 16. 
52

 Id. 
53

 Id. 
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CDRH officials forwarded four names resulting from this search to the Office of Inspector 

General.
54

  Dr. Shuren testified that he “did not recall” if the OIG was going to look into the 

matter.
55

 

 

 On March 28, 2010, the New York Times published a second article regarding the FDA’s 

approval process for medical devices.
56

  This second article, published fourteen months after the 

January 2009 article, cited information concerning a GE Healthcare device under FDA review: 

 

Scores of internal agency documents made available to The New York 

Times show that agency managers sought to approve an application by 

General Electric to allow the use of CT scans for colon cancer 

screenings over the repeated objections of agency scientists, who 

wanted the application rejected.  It is still under review.
57

 

 

  On April 16, 2010, GE Healthcare’s outside legal counsel wrote to Dr. Shuren to request 

an internal investigation and a meeting to discuss a possible breach of confidentiality regarding 

GE Healthcare’s device under FDA review.
58

  The letter stated: 

 

GE Healthcare is extremely concerned about this violation of 

confidentiality and respectfully requests that you conduct an internal 

investigation into how this information was leaked to the press.
59

 

                                                 
54

 Id. 
55

 Shuren Tr. at 14. 
56

 F.D.A. Ignored Radiation Warnings, supra note 2. 
57

 Id. (emphasis added). 
58

 Letter from Edward M. Basile, Partner, King & Spalding LLP, to Jeffrey E. Shuren, Dir., CDRH, FDA (Apr. 16, 

2010) [hereinafter Basile Letter]. 

“To get a list of people who 
electronically accessed the memo, 

we asked our IT staff to search 
IMAGE audit information . . . .” 
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In light of the two New York Times articles describing internal turmoil at the FDA, as well as 

complaints filed by both iCAD and GE Healthcare, the FDA began real-time monitoring of 

CDRH employees’ computer activity.  

 

A. Confidential Documents are Posted Online 
 

In May 2012, an HHS contractor, Quality Associates, Inc (QAI), posted approximately 

80,000 pages of documents associated with the FDA employee monitoring on a public internet 

site.
60

  Included in these materials were confidential and proprietary FDA documents, as well as 

confidential communications between FDA employees and Congress, OSC, and personal 

attorneys.
61

  FDA had asked the HHS Program Support Center (PSC) to use a contractor to 

produce and print PDF-versions of the surveillance records, and PSC tasked contractor QAI with 

the project.
62

 

 

 After the documents left FDA, they followed a chain of custody that included several 

parties before they got to QAI.
63

  According to HHS, QAI received the job from PSC on May 2, 

2012, and completed it on May 9, 2012.
64

  The files were uploaded to the site at the direction of 

PSC, on May 3, 2012.
65

  They were removed from the site and archived six days later on May 9, 

2012.
66

  During this time, confidential and proprietary information was publically available and 

easily searchable.
67

 

 

QAI officials claimed they were simply following their client’s instructions.
68

  In fact, 

FDA did not mark the documents as confidential, and there is no written record reflecting the 

sensitive nature of the documents.
69

  Furthermore, the purchase order, which was submitted to 

the Government Printing Office (GPO) only after the work was completed, failed to mention any 

sensitive classification.
70

  When prompted on the purchasing order form, PSC checked the “no” 

boxes, indicating there was 1) no personally identifiable information (PII), 2) no classified 

information, and 3) no sensitive but unclassified (SBU) information contained in the files.
71

  

HHS identified the misclassification as a “clerical error at the PSC.”
72

  

 

                                                                                                                                                             
59

 Id. 
60

 Letter from Jim R. Esquea, Assistant Sec’y for Legis., U.S. Dep’t of Health & Human Servs., to Hon. Charles E. 

Grassley, Ranking Member, S. Comm. on Judiciary (March 13, 2013) [hereinafter Esquea Letter]. 
61

 NWC Letter, supra note 4. 
62

 Esquea Letter, supra note 60. 
63

 Id. 
64

 Id. 
65

 Letter from Paul Swidersky, President, CEO, Quality Associates Inc., to Hon. Charles E. Grassley, Ranking 

Member, S. Comm. on Judiciary (July 17, 2012). 
66

 Id. 
67

 Id. 
68

 Id. 
69

 See id.; see also Esquea Letter, supra note 60. 
70

 DHHS, FDA, GPO Simplified Purchase Agreement Work Order Form 4044 (May 23, 2012). 
71

 Id. 
72

 Esquea Letter, supra note 60. 
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FDA did not take responsibility for the mishandling of the documents.
73

  Rather, FDA 

shifted the responsibility to HHS, which, in turn, attempted to blame QAI: 

 

The PSC advised QAI that the documents were sensitive and that access to 

them should be limited.  The PSC further requested that QAI delete all 

files on its computers after completing the job, and shred any printed 

documents in its possession.  Regrettably, despite these instructions, QAI's 

unauthorized use of an unsecure website caused QAI to lose control of the 

confidential material.
74

 

 

FDA and HHS refused to take responsibility for the mishandling, even though they failed to 

identify the documents as sensitive or confidential in the paperwork provided to the contractor.  

This raises doubt about the veracity of the claim that the agencies had notified QAI of the 

sensitive nature of the documents.  The incorrect purchase order that was submitted to GPO was 

dubbed by HHS as “erroneous” and was prepared after the project’s completion.
75

  HHS also 

pointed to shortcomings in the GPO form itself: 

 

Unfortunately, the GPO's required Work Order forms do not reflect the 

variety of confidential material frequently handled by Executive Branch 

agencies, including material as to which Congress has imposed specific 

statutory protections.  The forms provide only three document category 

options[.] . . .  Other options for identifying protected information, such as 

confidential commercial information, are not available on GPO's Work 

Order form.
76

 

 

However, the documents clearly contained personally identifiable information, and yet the form 

incorrectly indicated that there was no such information. 

 

VII. Authorization and Instructions for Monitoring 
 

 

FINDING: Despite the extensive scope of the monitoring, there was insufficient 

written authorization, no monitoring policy in place, and there was no 

legal guidance given to the contractors who conducted the monitoring.  

The lack of well-understood contours for the monitoring program caused 

the FDA to capture protected communications. 

  

                                                 
73

 Id. 
74

 Id. 
75

 Id. 
76

 Id. 
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FINDING: Despite the fact that FDA claimed to be investigating a specific leak of 

510(k) information, the computer monitoring did not include a 

retrospective inquiry into any of the scientists’ network activities.  When 

interviewed, FDA managers and IT professionals failed to explain clearly 

how the rationale offered to justify the monitoring (investigating a past 

leak) was consistent with the method used (monitoring current activity).  

 

 On April 16, 2010, Ruth McKee, Executive Officer for the CDRH, approached Dr. 

Jeffrey Shuren, Director of the CDRH, concerning the April 2010 letter and asking him what to 

do.  Dr. Shuren testified: 

 

 Q. And so how did you begin to look into the disclosure that appeared 

in the New York Times? 

 

 A. Well, I asked Ruth McKee, who is my Executive Officer, were there 

ways in which we could identify the source of the leak, a little bit 

akin to what happened in October, is there something you can sort 

of look for to then support for doing an investigation.  One of the 

challenges we also faced at the center is that normally in the past, 

the Office of Internal Affairs would take it, they would look into it 

over concerns, at least to my understanding, over interventions from 

Senator Grassley over concerns about the Office of Internal Affairs 

investigating whistleblowers.  The Commissioner had previously 

instructed the Office of Internal Affairs not to conduct 

investigations, I think particularly if there was any possible criminal 

conduct as [it] relates to employees who had allegations against the 

agency.  So—and a copy was also given of the complaint to the 

Office of Internal Affairs.  They subsequently sent that to the OIG as 

well.
77

 

  

 Dr. Shuren testified that in his conversation with McKee, he learned that FDA Chief 

Information Officer Lori Davis had authorized the monitoring: 

 

A. [Ruth] wound up talking to the Chief Information Officer and then 

told me afterwards that the Chief Information Officer had 

authorized computer monitoring, thought it was serious and this 

was the step that should be taken.  

 

Q. Was computer monitoring something that you had suggested to 

Ruth?  

  

 A. No.  

 

                                                 
77

 Shuren Tr. at 19-20 (emphasis added). 
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Q. You asked her to explore the options, and she came back with 

computer monitoring?  

 

A. Not even from the option.  She spoke to Lori, and Lori 

authorized the monitoring.  I will say that knowing of it, 

though, I didn't object to the monitoring.  I am not the expert for 

what are the circumstances to monitor a person's computer.
78

  

 

 Lori Davis, however, remembered the authorization of computer monitoring differently.  

She testified: 

 

A. Well, we got the request from the center.  I mean, asking on behalf 

of the center, the center asked, “Can you do that?”   

 

 Q. You mean Ruth runs the center?  

 

A. Yes.  Ruth said, “Can you?”  And we said, “Yes, we can.”  So 

in my mind that was the authorization to proceed based [on] some 

conversation that obviously CDRH, whether or not that was Ruth 

or anybody else, I don't know, had with Joe Albaugh and either, 

you know, his staff at this point.  I am assuming it's either Chris or 

Joe.  Those conversations happened and they agreed on a course of 

action.  

  

 Q. There was no written authorization?  

  

 A. Not that I'm aware of no.
79

 

 

 Davis further testified that she told McKee that she would forward the request for 

monitoring to FDA Chief Information Security Officer Joe Albaugh, who would be able to set up 

the monitoring.
80

  For his part, Albaugh testified that he was only “a pass through between the 

technical team that was within [his] division and the request of the CIO and the Executive 

Officer.”
81

   

 

 The CDRH engaged two primary investigators, Joseph Hoofnagle and Christopher 

Newsom, who were in place to work on the FDA’s information technology security systems 

contract with Chickasaw Nation Industries Information Technology (CNIIT), to ultimately lead 

the computer monitoring effort.
82

   

 

                                                 
78

 Id. at 21 (emphasis added). 
79

 H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, Transcribed Interview of Lori Davis, at 17 (Jan. 8, 2013) (emphasis 

added) [hereinafter Davis Tr.]. 
80

 Id. at 9-10. 
81

 H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, Transcribed Interview of Joe Albaugh, at 9 (Mar. 7, 2013) (emphasis 

added) [hereinafter Albaugh Tr.]. 
82

 H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, Transcribed Interview of Joseph Hoofnagle, at 6-7 (Oct. 11, 2012) 

[hereinafter Hoofnagle Tr.]; Newsom Tr. at 6-9. 
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 Hoofnagle, a Contract Investigator with CNIIT who managed the Incident Response 

Team for the FDA’s network security systems, received few instructions as to the extent of 

monitoring CDRH officials sought.
83

  Hoofnagle’s only instructions were to find documents that 

contained certain key words, including the letter K followed by specific numbers; such 

documents, which reflect the FDA’s naming convention for 510(k) applications, were leaked to 

the press.
84

  As a result, he created an initial document that would govern the investigation.
85

 

 

 
 

 Hoofnagle testified that he received no legal guidance whatsoever from the FDA: 

 

                                                 
83

 Hoofnagle Tr. at 11-12. 
84

 Id. at 12. 
85

 Joseph Hoofnagle, Chickasaw Nation Industries Information Technology, Spector Client: Installed and Active 

Since 4/22/10. [hereinafter Spector Client]. 

 Spector Client:  installed and active since 4/22/10 
 

 SUBJECT:  Robert C. Smith (RCS) 
 Medical Officer 
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Q. Over the course of [the monitoring], were you ever given any legal 

guidance about the limitations of surveillance or any legal 

considerations that would be relevant to using monitoring 

software? 

A. No.  

Q. At FDA, was there ever any guidance?  

A. The only guidance I ever received was from law enforcement.   

Q. Uh huh. 

A. And it wasn't from a legal perspective.  It was just from an 

authority perspective of, you know, hi, I need you to do this.
86

 

 In fact, CDRH leadership lacked sufficient training and background in conducting an 

internal investigation – particularly in monitoring computers.  The contractors hired to conduct 

the computer monitoring received no legal guidance about the limitations of the monitoring—

such as carving out communications with Congress or preserving protected attorney-client 

communications.
87

   

 

 After monitoring two employees’ computers, contractors with CNIIT prepared an interim 

report to describe the status of the surveillance.
88

  In the report, CNIIT contractors explained that 

they initiated a review of Dr. Smith’s computer to determine whether he contacted external 

sources regarding the FDA’s approval process of certain medical devices.
89

 

  

                                                 
86

 Hoofnagle Tr. at 25-26. 
87

 See, e.g. Interim Report, supra note 10. 
88

 Id. 
89

 Id. 
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When asked about the interim report, Hoofnagle explained that the FDA officials who ordered 

the monitoring never voiced concerns that the information being captured was too extensive.
90

  

He testified:   

 

Q.  So the very last bullet on the first page, it says, “information 

indicating potential involvement of Congress Member(s) serving as 

conduits to the press.”  At that point, did anybody raise a concern 

that information like that should not be gathered or should not be 

reported up to Ruth McKee? 

 

A. No. 

 

Q. Did you ever hear that concern? 

 

A. No.  

 

                                                 
90

 Hoofnagle Tr. at 36-37. 

“The Security Department has 
initiated a review of FDA data 

sources associated with SMITH 
to determine the validity of the 

allegations.” 

“The subordinate 
information that follows 
contains . . . information 

indicating potential 
involvement of Congress 

member(s) . . . .” 
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Q. Did anyone from Ruth’s office ever express to you any limitations 

or concerns about what was being collected? 

 

A. No. 

 

Q. Had you ever, in your experience, you know, with monitoring 

initiated by the inspector general’s office, heard the concern that 

information about communications with Congress should not be 

collected or should not be communicated up the chain at FDA? 

 

A. No.  

 

Q. How about communications with the people under surveillance and 

their – between them and their personal attorneys? 

 

A. No. 

 

Q. Between them and the Office of Special Counsel? 

 

A. No. 

 

Q. In any of the surveillance, were limitations or concerns expressed 

about the scope of monitoring? 

 

A. No. 

 

Q. Nobody’s ever come to you and said, we should maybe limit the 

scope of surveillance? 

 

A. No.
91

 

 

Dr. Jeffrey Shuren, the highest-ranking FDA employee involved in the monitoring, was 

equally unaware that the monitoring had captured communications with Congress.
92

  He 

testified: 

 

Q. Can you explain to us why you didn’t take any steps to instruct 

Ruth McKee to do any kind of narrowing with regard to the scope 

of the monitoring – once you learned that Congressional 

communications were being captured? 

 

A. I mean, as I said before, it wasn’t even on my radar screen.  And I 

don’t recall when I first – 

 

Q. When it came up? 

                                                 
91

 Id.  
92

 Shuren Tr. at 123. 
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A. I don’t recall when it first came up.  But, no, it just – it didn’t – it 

just didn’t dawn on me.  Didn’t dawn on me.
93

 

 

 The Committees found that there was no documentation or written authorization for 

monitoring employees’ computers, and the FDA personnel interviewed were uncertain as to who 

authorized surveillance.  

 

 The computer monitoring also did not include a retrospective inquiry into any of the 

scientists’ network activities to understand who may have accessed the memoranda that were 

leaked to the press.  The FDA managers and IT professionals interviewed failed to explain 

clearly how the rationale offered to justify the monitoring was consistent with the method used.  

There appeared to be confusion about the distinction between retrospective identification of 

individuals who already accessed certain documentation that was featured in the New York Times 

articles and real-time monitoring going forward once the internal inquiry began.  Lori Davis 

testified that “at that first meeting I would have said [the search for evidence of leaks on FDA 

computers] was historical because…in my mind it had already happened.”
94

  

 Dr. Shuren described his concerns about both past leaks and the potential for future 

leaks.
95

  He testified: 

Q. Maybe it would be helpful for us if you clarified what exactly the 

purpose of the  monitoring was.  What was the question that you 

were trying to answer through the monitoring?  

A. Well, again, what I…I didn't ask for monitoring.  I didn't object to 

monitoring, but I didn't ask for monitoring.  I had asked can we 

identify, are there ways to identify who was the source of the New 

York Times and the GE CT colonography device . . .       

Q. So you wanted to try to figure out retrospectively who had made 

that leak as opposed to going forward if there were future leaks, 

can we kind of catch them as they occur?   

A. Well, we all had concerns about future leaks.  Once they were 

doing monitoring there was interest, are there other leaks that are 

occurring, but when I asked Ruth to look into what ways were 

available options, it was about finding the source of that.
96

 

 Ruth McKee, who acted as a liaison between Dr. Shuren and CNIIT, testified that “[her] 

understanding was there was not a technological way to do a past look” based on what she was 

told by the FDA Chief Information Officer, Lori Davis, and the FDA Chief Information Security 

                                                 
93
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Officer, Joe Albaugh.
97

  Furthermore, McKee stated that it was her understanding that CNIIT 

“would be doing real time monitoring of Dr. Smith’s e-mail account.”
98

  

 Contrary to McKee’s testimony, however, Christopher Newsom, CNIIT investigator, 

testified that although his firm had the capability to look back at e-mails that may have been sent 

or received in the past through FDA servers, CNIIT did not conduct such a review.
99

  Newsom 

testified: 

 Q. Is there a way to look, other than looking on the hard drive, to look 

for e-mails. . . in the past through FDA servers? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Was that done with regard to Dr. Smith or Dr. Nicholas?  

A. Not to my knowledge. 

Q. Do you know why not?   

A. I don't.
100

  

Not only was there insufficient written guidance on how to monitor an employee in compliance 

with applicable laws, it seems there was also inadequate knowledge or guidance on how to 

conduct the monitoring in order to accomplish the goals of initiating the monitoring in the first 

place.  As Dr. Shuren testified, the goal was not only to capture future leaks, but to find the past 

leaks linked to the New York Times.
101

  Yet, no one conducted an inquiry into past 

communications.  

 

VIII. Details of the Computer Monitoring 
 

FINDING: The goal of monitoring was allegedly to identify who leaked confidential 

information.  Instead of looking back at previous communications, 

however, the FDA chose real-time monitoring of current and future 

communications.  Because FDA managers lacked formal investigative 

training and did not understand the legal concerns related to employee 

monitoring, they believed all employee communications that occurred on 

government computers were “fair game.” 

 

 

                                                 
97

 McKee Tr. at 58-60. 
98

 Id..  
99

 Newsom Tr. at 34-35. 
100

 Id. 
101

 Shuren Tr. at 19-20. 
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On April 22, 2010, the FDA began monitoring the FDA-issued computer and FDA-issued 

laptop of Dr. Robert Smith.
102

  On May 24, 2010, the FDA began monitoring the FDA-issued 

computer of CDRH scientist Paul Hardy.
103

  On June 30, 2010, the FDA began monitoring the 

FDA-issued computers of three additional CDRH scientists.
104

 

  

 To monitor these computers, the FDA used a computer monitoring software program 

called Spector 360, which allowed the FDA to record all computer activity in real-time.  Spector 

360 also has the ability to log keystrokes, capture passwords and confidential information, and 

record activity remotely in the event that a laptop being monitored is not directly connected to 

the FDA network.
105

  

 

 As part of the monitoring, the FDA took screen shots of each of the computers every five 

seconds and logged all keystrokes on the keyboards.
106

  CDRH officials reviewed the 

information gathered through the monitoring using encrypted flash drives.
107

  Information on the 

encrypted flash drives included private, non-official communications, including Gmail and 

Yahoo! Mail messages.
108

  Transmitted information also contained communications with 

Congress, confidential attorney-client communications, and confidential complaints filed with 

the OIG and OSC.
109

  

 

 Spector 360 user activity monitoring software is readily available for both home and 

business use.  The software “monitors, captures, and analyzes ALL user and user group activity 

including:  e-mail sent and received, chat/IM/BBM, websites visited, applications/programs 

accessed, web searches, phone calls, file transfers, and data printed or saved to removal 

devices.”
110

  FDA employees received no notice that this specialized software with such 

extensive monitoring capability was being installed on their computers.
111

  Moreover, the FDA 

did not routinely subject all of its employees to such intense scrutiny.
112

  CNIIT investigator 

Joseph Hoofnagle, installed the software, and his colleague Christopher Newsom collected the 

data.
113

  The Spector 360 software does not distinguish or filter out any information, such as 

protected communications with Congress, communications covered by attorney-client privilege, 

or communications that might otherwise be protected by law, such as confidential submissions to 

the Office of Special Counsel.  Moreover, those collecting and forwarding the information did 

not have any training or instruction in minimizing the collection of privileged 

communications.
114
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        The CNIIT contractors collected this information and summarized it for FDA managers’ 

later review.
115

  

 

 

 

When asked whether they thought it was appropriate to gather attorney-client privileged 

communications, Hoofnagle responded: 

Q. Okay.  So if you got that permission and you put Spector on, and 

you noticed someone communicating with their personal attorney, 

what     

A. I have not received instruction on that.  

Q. Okay.  You don't know what you would do.   

A. You know, what I would do, I might say something.  Because 

we're in an environment where, you know, obviously this is a 

problem.  And I might say something.  But, yeah, that process is 

evolving.   

Q. But you don't currently have a procedure that would allow . . . you 

to not capture those types of communications?  

                                                 
115

 Chickasaw Nation Industries Info. Technologies, Actors List (May 5, 2010). [FDA 1023-1024] 
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A. To not capture those types of communications is correct.
116

 

 In order to keep the information secure, CNIIT used two encrypted flash drives to deliver 

information to FDA officials for review.  When the CNIIT investigators found information they 

believed to require further review, they would flag this information when they forwarded it to 

FDA officials.  Specifically Ruth McKee, served as the “contact point between [Office of 

Information Management] and the center [CDRH].”
117

  McKee testified that although she had 

access to all the information, the information she passed on to her superiors did not contain the 

communications with Congress or any other protected communications. 

Q. [D]id you or Mary Pastel provide summaries of the information 

that was being captured to either people above you in the chain of 

command or to the employees' supervisors?   

A. Only relevant to disclosure of information, agency information.   

Q. Right.  To Members of Congress, to OSC?   

A. No.  No.  Only relevant information.    

Q. Why not?   

A. Why not what?   

Q. Well, your goal I thought was to look at disclosures to outside 

parties, right?   

A. Right.   

Q. And nobody ever told you that it was inappropriate to look at 

disclosures to OSC or Members of Congress or attorneys, 

right?   

A. Right.   

Q. And you thought that was fair game because they were doing it 

on an FDA computer, right?   

A. I thought monitoring was fair game.
118
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IX. Evolution of the Monitoring Program 
 

 

FINDING: The monitoring program began when a law firm representing a 

manufacturer alleged unlawful disclosures were made to the press 

regarding a device that was under FDA review.  Ruth McKee first ordered 

the monitoring on Dr. Smith’s computer because Dr. Smith was believed 

to be the source of the leak.  Later, monitoring expanded to include four 

additional CDRH scientists.  Officials used Spector 360, a software 

package that recorded user activity with powerful capture and analysis 

functions, including real-time surveillance.  

 

FINDING: The FDA’s surveillance was not lawful, to the extent that it monitored 

communications with Congress and the Office of Special Counsel.  

Federal law protects disclosures to OSC and Congress. 

 

B. Initiation of Monitoring 
 

 FDA officials conducted surveillance of employees’ computer information in response to 

an April 16, 2010, letter from GE Healthcare’s outside counsel.
119

  GE Healthcare alleged the 

disclosure of confidential information to the press regarding the company’s premarket 

notification submission for a CT scanning device for colonography screening.
120

  Ruth McKee, 

CDRH’s Executive Officer, led the agency’s effort to determine what it could do in response to 

the allegations contained in the letter, which, ultimately, was to initiate the monitoring of CDRH 

employees’ computer activity.  McKee testified: 

 

Q. How did it fall to you in this case to initiate the investigation?   

 

A. I think giving me credit for initiating an investigation is giving me 

more credit than I am due.  I was the executive officer for the 

organization where the allegation arose.  It was my job to try to 

figure out what options we had.
121

   

 

The FDA’s computer monitoring program appears to have been unprecedented in scope 

and intensity.  In the past, monitoring activities were limited to activities like high-bandwidth 

transfers of data or viewing pornography on government computers.
122

  McKee instructed Mary 

Pastel, Deputy Director for Radiological Health in the CDRH’s Office of In Vitro Diagnostics 

and Radiological Health, to review surveillance materials collected on the encrypted flash drives.  

This was the first time she had received instructions to review such close surveillance of 

                                                 
119
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employees’ computer activity.  McKee did not provide any monitoring boundaries or limitations.  

Pastel testified:   

 

Q. Okay.  Had you ever been asked to do a project like that before?  

 

A. A project like what?   

 

Q. Like reviewing - from a computer that was under surveillance.   

 

A. No.  

 

Q. Did anybody give you any guidance about how to do that besides 

the instructions that Ruth gave you?  

 

A. No.
123

  

 

Initially, the FDA monitored only one employee, Dr. Robert Smith.  In April 2010, Lori 

Davis approached Joe Albaugh, who was then the FDA’s Chief Information Security Officer, to 

set up monitoring for Dr. Smith.
124

  The FDA set up monitoring of Dr. Smith on April 22, 2010, 

five days after FDA’s receipt of the GE letter.  Albaugh testified: 

 

Q. Can you describe for us what Lori told you?  

 

A. That . . .  the executive officer had approached her and that the 

concern was about confidential information that had been leaked to 

the public.  

 

Q. And what did Lori ask you to do?  

 

A. To work with the . . .  executive officer at CDRH, to set up 

monitoring . . .  for an individual who they believed to be 

responsible for the leakage.  

 

Q. When you say "executive officer," can you tell us that person's 

name?  

 

A. That was Ruth McKee.
125

 

 

When Davis ordered the surveillance, she offered no guidance, alternative approaches, or 

instructions on how to conduct the monitoring.
126

  Along with the FDA officials’ failure to give 

any instructions about appropriate protocol for the monitoring, officials also failed to offer 
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guidance about possible legal implications of a broad-based surveillance of private information 

such as communications with attorneys or Congress.  Pastel testified: 

 

Q. Did anybody talk about the legal guidelines or other things that 

might be worth paying attention to, such as the reason that we're 

kind of here today is because communications with Congress, with 

OSC, with some of these people's personal attorneys were captured 

and reviewed.  And Chairman Issa and Senator Grassley were 

concerned about that, especially since some of Senator Grassley's 

staff were folks, you know, whose communications were being 

captured.   

 

So my question is, did anybody ever suggest to you, you know, 

let's exclude those communications from the scope of this review?  

If you see anything like that, you know, don't forward them along 

to whoever you were handing the material back to?  Did you ever 

get guidance along those lines?  

 

A. No.  These were communications on government computers.  

And we have government computer security training every 

year, and in that security training it says that anything on the 

government computer can get monitored.
127

 
 

C. Type of Monitoring 
 

 Some FDA officials stated they did not fully appreciate the scope of the surveillance or 

the intrusiveness of the Spector 360 user activity monitoring software installed on employees’ 

computers.  While at least one FDA official was under the impression that only a retrospective 

search would be conducted to attempt to determine if an employee had leaked information to the 

press, another official was well aware that real-time surveillance would be the protocol used by 

the CNIIT investigators.  

 

Executive Officer Ruth McKee stated: 

 

Q. Okay.  So then what is it that you thought that IT was going to be 

doing in response to your request about that topic?  

 

A. I didn't know what they were going to be doing.  That's why I went 

to talk to them.  

 

Q. Right.  And after the discussion, what was your understanding of 

what they would be doing?  
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A. That they would be doing real-time monitoring of Dr. Smith's  

  email account.  

 

Q. For future communications?  

 

A. Yes.
128

 

 

On the other hand, CIO Lori Davis maintained that she was unaware that the monitoring 

would include real-time surveillance.  Davis stated: 

 

Q. So, at this first meeting, did you contemplate that this would be a 

historical search, a search of existing e-mails in the past to 

determine who had been responsible for this particular leak?  Or 

were you anticipating  that there would be real-time monitoring 

going forward? 

 

A. At that first meeting, I would have said it was historical . . .  

because in my mind, it had already happened.
129

 

 

* * * 

 

Q. Uh huh.  So when did you understand?   

 

A. I am going to tell you that I don't think I ever knew that they were 

doing real-time monitoring to the extent that it was reported on.  

 

Q. You mean in the press?  

 

A. In the press.  

 

Q. So when you read the press reports about screen shots every 6 

seconds     

 

A. That's the first that I have learned the extent of what that real-time 

monitoring looked like.
130

 

 

D. Development of Search Terms 
 

Ruth McKee was responsible for determining the initial search terms for the employee 

computer monitoring project.  The FDA’s Office of Information Management (OIM) used these 

search terms to provide summaries and examples of the captured information to management.
131
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Even after the surveillance began, McKee never asked for or received any feedback from OIM 

about limiting or expanding the scope of the surveillance.  McKee testified: 

 

Q. Okay.  Did you ever get any feedback from Dr. Shuren or anybody 

else about what was being collected?   

 

A. Describe "feedback."   

 

Q. Did they give you any guidance to either limit or expand the scope 

of the surveillance?  Did they suggest additional search terms, or 

did they say, keep doing what you are doing, this seems to be 

working?   

 

A. No additional guidance, no.  Not to expand search terms or to 

make changes, no.
 132

    

 

E. Interim Report 
 

Christopher Newsom and Joseph Hoofnagle, CNIIT investigators, drafted an interim 

report to summarize the status of the surveillance.
133

  Prior to finalizing the interim report, CNIIT 

investigators met with FDA managers to review the document.
134

  Little, if any, planning, 

however, went into the preparation of the report.  Hoofnagle and Newsom did not receive any 

guidance on what to include.  McKee testified: 

 

Q. In the interim report, when you met to discuss this document, did 

anybody have any concerns about the language that was used in 

here?   

 

A. No.   

 

Q. Was the language used in here – did Chris or Joe receive any 

guidance on how they should create this document?  Were they 

given a framework by which to present the evidence that they 

uncovered?   

 

A. Not that I am aware of, no.   

 

Q. This is something they devised themselves, as far as you know?   

 

A. That is my understanding.
135
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Newsom explained that no one at the FDA gave him any guidance on writing the report.  

He testified: 

 

Q. Did anybody give you any guidance on the language in the interim 

report?   

 

A. No.  

 

Q. That was all your own? 

 

A. Yes.
136

 

 

On June 3, 2010, CNIIT sent the report to Davis and Albaugh.
137

  McKee viewed the 

report soon after.
138

  The report summarized the surveillance conducted thus far of Dr. Smith’s 

official and personal e-mail accounts, including e-mails with journalists, congressional staff 

members, and the Project on Government Oversight.
139

    

 

 

 
 

The interim report also alleged that Dr. Smith “ghostwrote” his subordinates’ reports and 

supplied internal documents and information to external sources.
140

  The report confirmed that 

Dr. Smith spoke with colleagues who shared his concerns about the approval of potentially 

dangerous products.
141

  These colleagues also worked with Dr. Smith to shed light on these 

alleged improprieties.
142

  Prior to the issuance of the interim report, the FDA began monitoring 

CDRH scientist Paul Hardy’s computer.  Following the report, FDA officials expanded the 

surveillance to more CDRH employees.  
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F. Expansion of People Monitored 
 

 Soon after writing the interim report, monitoring was expanded to three additional CDRH 

employees.
143

  McKee explained her role in permitting the monitoring of additional employees, 

acknowledging she initiated and expanded the surveillance with the approval of Dr. Shuren and 

others.  She stated: 

 

Q. Okay.  What was your – describe your role to me, as you   

  understand it. 

 

A. I was essentially – I was the contact point between LIM and the  

  center. 

 

Q. When you say you were the contact point, you initiated the scope 

of monitoring.  Correct? 

 

A. Yes. 

 

Q. And it was your decision to expand the scope of the monitoring to 

the additional FDA employees, correct? 

 

A. Not only my decision, no.  

 

Q. Right.  You had to seek Dr. Shuren’s approval of that? 

 

A And there were discussions held, I believe, above Dr. Shuren’s  

  level.
144

 

 

Christopher Newsom testified that fellow CNIIT investigator Joseph Hoofnagle, along with Joe 

Albaugh from the FDA, instructed him to expand the surveillance.
145

  

 

G. Changes to the FDA Employee Login Disclaimer 
 

Every employee within the FDA receives a brief login disclaimer before logging into a 

government computer explaining that their activities on the computer could be monitored.  The 

FDA, however, changed the message on the disclaimer before the monitoring program began.
146

  

Initially, the disclaimer stated that for the purpose of protecting the FDA’s property, information 

accessed on the computer could be “intercepted, recorded, read, copied, or captured in any 

manner and disclosed by and to authorized personnel.”
147
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 In her testimony, Lori Davis, the FDA Chief Information Officer, described the purpose 

of the warning message.
148

  She also explained that Joe Albaugh, the FDA Chief Information 

Security Officer, had the capacity to change the disclaimer language.
149

  Davis testified:   

 

Q. This is the FDA warning banner.  Do you recall – well, first 

describe to us what this is. 

 

A. This pops up when you power on your machine.  It’s probably one 

of the first things all employees see when they log onto their FDA 

computer. 

 

Q. And who is responsible for coming up with this text and/or making 

any edits or changes to the text if need be? 

 

A. Joe Albaugh worked – and I don’t recall whether or not it was the 

Office of Inspector General that he worked with it or Office of 

Legal Counsel at HHS.  But he worked either with OIG or Office 

                                                 
148
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of Chief Counsel – you have to ask him – on editing this 

language.
150

 

 

Davis later explained that Albaugh changed the disclaimer language because he did not believe 

the prior language was “tight enough.”
151

  Although no other FDA Officials interviewed could 

recall when then change was made, Davis stated that Albaugh decided, to edit the message 

before monitoring began on CDRH scientists and doctors.
152

  Davis stated:  

 

Q. So you recall a change in this language – 

 

A. Correct. 

 

Q. -- at some point while you were there? 

 

A. Correct. 

 

Q. Okay.  Can you tell me what precipitated the change and why? 

 

A.  You’ll have to ask – in Joe’s mind, he felt that the language was 

not tight enough. 
 

Q. When did he – he expressed that concern to you at some point? 

 

A. Yes. 

 

* * * 

 

Q. Do you recall whether it was after the monitoring in this case had 

already begun? 

 

A. No, it was before.
153

 

 

Mr. Albaugh, however, could not recall any specific changes made or when they 

occurred, only that he was sure changes were made.
154

  

 

According to documents obtained by the Committee, the disclaimer message was edited 

to explain to users that they have no reasonable expectation of privacy when using the FDA 

security system.
155

  The prior disclaimer was significantly expanded to list specific devices 

which encompassed the U.S. Government information system, and outlined additional details 

about what information the FDA could monitor on the computer.
156

  These personal storage 
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devices were ultimately monitored and searched in the FDA monitoring investigation.  The 

revised disclaimer stated: 

 

You are accessing a U.S. Government information system, which includes 

(1) this computer, (2) this computer network, (3) all computers connected 

to this network, and (4) all devices and storage media attached to this 

network or to a computer on this network. 

 

This information system is provided for U.S. Government-authorized use 

only.  Unauthorized or improper use of this system may result in 

disciplinary action, as well as civil and criminal penalties. 

 

By using this information, you understand and consent to the following: 

 

 You have no reasonable expectation of privacy regarding any 

 communications or data transiting or stored on this information 

 system.  At any time, and for any lawful government purpose, the 

 government may monitor, intercept, and search and seize any 

 communication or data transiting or stored on this information 

 system.  

 

 Any communications or data transiting or stored on this 

 information system may be disclosed or used for any lawful 

 government purpose.
157

 

 

Regardless of when the banner was changed to address, among other things, personal storage 

devices that were attached to agency computers, it did not discuss the intrusive search procedures 

to which those personal storage devices attached to the FDA network would be subject.   

 

In the course of the FDA monitoring investigation, CNIIT investigator Chris Newsom 

used Encase, a forensic imaging tool used to recover specific documents, including deleted files, 

artifacts, and information from unallocated space, to retrieve data from the personal storage 

device of one of the five employees being monitored.
158

  Therefore, the employees being 

monitored were not only subject to real-time monitoring of activity on FDA computers, but also 

to an additional layer of intrusion involving personal storage devices.  Encase was used to 

reconstruct and copy personal files that FDA employees had deleted from their personal storage 

device before plugging that device into an FDA computer.  That level of surveillance is not 

reasonably contemplated by the phrase in the FDA’s disclaimer, which merely asserts that a 

“government information system” includes “all devices and storage media attached to this 

network.”  
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X. The Office of Inspector General Declines to Investigate 
 

 

FINDING: HHS OIG denied FDA’s repeated requests for an OIG investigation into 

the allegedly wrongful disclosures.  OIG found no evidence of criminal 

conduct on the part of any employee.  Still, officials continued to contact 

OIG to request an investigation.  OIG again denied the request, and the 

Justice Department declined to take action. 

 

When Dr. Shuren learned about the extent of the confidential disclosures of Dr. Smith 

and other employees, he wrote to the FDA Office of Internal Affairs (IA), which in turn referred 

the matter to the Office of Inspector General.
159

  Les Weinstein, the Ombudsman for the CDRH,  

contacted the OIG to request an investigation into Dr. Smith’s disclosure of confidential 

information to the press.
160

  Dr. Shuren was copied on the e-mail request to the OIG.
161

  On May 

14, 2010, IA wrote to the OIG in response to the allegations contained in GE Healthcare’s April 

16, 2010, letter.
162

  In its response, IA asked the OIG to investigate any disclosure of confidential 

information by CDRH employees.
163

 

 

In response, the OIG wrote to IA on May 18, 2010, stating the wrongful disclosure 

allegations “lack any evidence of criminal conduct on the part of any HHS employee.”
164

  The 

OIG added that federal law permits disclosures to the media and Congress when related to 

matters of public safety, so long as the information is not protected by national security interests 

or any other specific prohibitions.
165

  Later, the OIG clarified the statement to mean that the OIG 

did not have the authority to determine the legality of such disclosures.
166

  Instead, the OIG could 

refer matters to the Department of Justice if there were “reasonable grounds to believe” there 

was a criminal law violation.
167

  The OIG clarified that the final determination on whether there 

is potential criminality was the Justice Department’s responsibility.
168

  

 

 On June 28, 2010, Dr. Shuren again wrote to the OIG with a new request for an 

investigation.
169

  He explained that the FDA had acquired new information regarding the 

disclosures based on an internal investigation.
170

  He reiterated that the disclosures, which were 

prohibited by law, had continued for quite some time.
171

  His letter explained that FDA officials 
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conducted their own investigation because they believed an employee had leaked confidential 

proprietary information.
172

  Dr. Shuren noted that IA authorized OIM to conduct real-time 

monitoring of Dr. Smith’s computer.
173

  He enclosed excerpts of the investigative findings and 

asked the OIG to review the communications to determine whether employees engaged in 

unlawful conduct.
174

 

 

 On November 3, 2010, the Justice Department wrote to the HHS OIG.
175

  The Justice 

Department explained that the Criminal Division would decline prosecution.
176

  The OIG 

concurred with the Justice Department’s decision not to prosecute because “the referral lack[ed] 

any evidence of criminal conduct on the part of any HHS employee.”
177

 

 

On February 23, 2011, Dr. Shuren wrote for the third time to the OIG to request an 

investigation into two FDA employees’ nonconsensual recording of phone calls and meetings 

regarding FDA business.
178

  He added that the nonconsensual recordings were potential 

violations of state and/or federal wiretapping laws, which, in some instances, require consent of 

the parties to the communication.
179

  Dr. Shuren noted that violations of wiretapping laws are 

felonies, which may subject the person in question to fines and imprisonment.
180

  He further 

explained that there was no FDA policy that permitted the unauthorized recording of phone calls 

and employee meetings, or the use of FDA equipment for surveillance.
181

  Additionally, he 

expressed concerns over the storage of the recordings, noting the agency’s requirements for 

secured storage and destruction of sensitive information.
182

 

 

In March 2011, Ruth McKee also wrote to the OIG in reference to the alleged recordings.  

The OIG responded to Ruth McKee on June 10, 2011, and declined to investigate the matter.
183

  

Rather, the OIG deferred to the FDA for any necessary administrative action.
184

  Still, the 

monitoring continued according to Dr. Shuren:
185

   

 

Q. I'm trying to understand the distinction between continuing to 

pursue the investigative track, by which I mean monitoring, and 

then the administrative track, which sounds like it started shortly 

after you got that letter.  But simultaneously the surveillance 

continued.  Is that correct?  
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A. Yes.
186

 

  

When asked about the multiple requests for an OIG investigation into the disclosures, 

McKee expressed disappointment at the OIG’s decision not to investigate.  She stated:  

 

Q. Okay.  At a number of points along the way facts, evidence was 

referred to the Inspector General's Office.  There were a series of 

letters asking the IG to take up this matter.  Were you surprised or 

disappointed or did you have any reaction when the Inspector 

General's Office declined?   

 

A. Yes.   

 

Q. Can you describe for us what that reaction was?   

 

A. Surprised and disappointed.    

 

* * * 

 

Q. Why then were a series of additional efforts made to refer this to 

the IG after it had been declined more than once?   

 

A. The additional referrals were for different topics.   

 

Q. Okay.  So there was a hope that while the IG had set aside the 

communicating proprietary information outside the agency piece 

of the puzzle, that maybe they would take up the patent issue or the 

one party recording issues?   

 

A. Yes.   

 

Q. And they declined at each step of the way?   

 

A. Yes, they did.
187

 

 

XI. Monitoring Was Not the Solution 
 

FINDING: The monitoring program failed to identify who leaked information to the 

New York Times or the Wall Street Journal, despite capturing 

approximately 80,000 documents. 
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The whole point of initiating the monitoring of the five FDA employees was to confirm 

the suspicions of FDA management that these employees were, in fact, leaking information to 

the press.  At the direction of FDA officials, the monitoring program collected approximately 

80,000 documents.
188

  Interviews with key FDA officials made it clear that the program did not 

accomplish what it was set up to achieve.  For example, Dr. Shuren stated: 

 

Q. Okay.  So you never actually found proof that Robert Smith was 

disclosing [information] it to the press? 

 

A. Confidential information? 

 

Q. Yes. 

 

A. Not to my recollection.
189

 

 

In fact, in an effort to be thorough, FDA officials even reviewed Dr. Robert Smith’s FDA-issued 

computer once he left the agency following the expiration of his contract but found no evidence 

of disclosures of confidential information to the media.
 190

   

 

 FDA management went to unprecedented lengths in order to determine who was leaking 

confidential information to the press.  Yet, they failed to find proof of leaks to the press.  In fact, 

the only information FDA officials uncovered on one of the five FDA scientists monitored, Paul 

Hardy, was information disclosed to Congress – a protected form of communication.
191

  

 

XII. Managing By Investigation 
 

FINDING: Despite known complaints about performance issues regarding Dr. Robert 

Smith, FDA management and leadership chose to address Dr. Smith’s 

employment status through an investigation rather than by simply taking 

an administrative action. 

  

 Over the course of the investigation, it became evident that FDA officials chose not to 

address Dr. Robert Smith’s job performance through administrative procedures available to 

them.  Instead, FDA officials used the HHS OIG and computer monitoring tactics to investigate 

him. Dr. Robert Smith, the first scientist FDA officials monitored, was a thorn in the agency’s 

side.  According to Dr. Shuren, Dr. Smith created a “toxic” environment.  Dr. Shuren stated: 

 

The work environment was toxic and had bled over to other parts of the 

center as well.  And that was a – radiological devices was a hornet’s nest.  
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It was essentially two camps.  It was the people who were – Robert and his 

supporters, and there [were] other people or people who just wanted to 

stay out of the way.  

 

People felt intimidated to speak up.  There were people who I spoke to 

regarding what was going on in the office and some of them, I asked if 

they would speak to other investigators and OIG and others.  And they 

declined to do so.  They didn’t even want to talk about it.  

 

We had reviews being held up.  They were just not going anywhere.  And 

there wasn’t an issue about science.  Some of these were tactics of a 

meeting was being scheduled, and they’d say, we’re not meeting – an 

internal meeting – until you give us an agenda.  Then we want to see all e-

mails between managers and the company before we actually agree to 

come in for an internal meeting.  I mean, there was one thing – there was 

one thing after the other. 

 

Early on, one of the things Robert I think even put this in writing, his 

position was if a manager didn’t have adequate experience or expertise, 

his perspective, and they disagreed with another scientist, that is 

retaliation.  By its nature.  I mean, those were the kind of things we were 

dealing with. 

 

And it was – it was constant.  It was one thing after another.
192

 

 

 When asked whether FDA officials attempted to resolve this “toxic” environment 

through administrative measures rather than investigative channels, Dr. Shuren responded that 

senior management had rejected earlier attempts to discontinue Dr. Smith’s contract.  He stated:  

 

A. I mean, he had managers in different offices at different times talk 

to him about his bad conduct.  He received a number of cautions as 

well.  

 

Q. These are the specific questions I want to ask about. 

 

A. . . .  But we also had the management team, you have to remember.  

So for these managers who also want to do something, they had the 

Assistant Commissioner for management, they had the lawyers, the 

HHS lawyers from General Law Division, these are the 

employment lawyers, and you have labor and employee relations, 

and that is what that mechanism was, the managers actually were 

going to them about what do we do in the circumstances, and they 

were hearing back from those people, this is what you should be 

doing.  It wasn’t about ignoring Robert Smith at all, but they were 
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getting their advice on what to do, they were talking with Robert, 

there was memo of cautions.  

 

* * * 

 

Q. So my understanding is a letter of caution is not an adverse 

personnel action as a technical matter. 
 

A. Right. 

 

* * * 

 

Q. So this group, this management group that you described, you 

participated in the discussions with them and with Robert Smith’s 

managers about various steps to take? 

 

A. No, I for the most part was not part of the managers team. I got 

pulled into some things a little bit more than I normally would 

simply because of the circumstances. So even on the managers 

for Robert not wanting to renew his contract, they came to me 

because they were concerned about would the Office of 

Commissioner not let them, if you will, not renew his contract, 

essentially saying you have to renew it. Two years before the 

managers did not want to renew Robert’s contract, and the Office 

of Commissioner stepped in and told them you will have to renew 

it, and they were worried, even though it is different people, 

they were worried about the same thing.  So I told them, I will 

support you, and I went to the Commissioner’s office about 

will they support not renewing the contract, and even that 

decision on not renewing the contract and the memo regarding 

it went all the way up to the Acting General Counsel at HHS 

for review.
193

 

 

So, according to Dr. Shuren, managers initially renewed Dr. Smith’s contract even 

though there were significant concerns about his performance.  Then, despite continued problems 

and a letter from the OIG deferring to the FDA to take administrative action, senior FDA 

officials chose to address Dr. Robert Smith’s alleged shortcomings through repeated referrals to 

the OIG for criminal investigation, rather than through direct management action.  
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XIII. Post-Monitoring Changes 
 

 

FINDING: Over a year after receiving directives from OMB, OSC, and the FDA 

Commissioner, the FDA produced interim guidelines on monitoring 

procedures in September 2013.  The FDA’s interim policies require 

written authorization prior to initiating employee monitoring.  Only the 

Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, or the Chief Operating Officer can 

authorize surveillance of employees.  The FDA has not yet implemented 

permanent policies to govern employee monitoring. 

 

In response to the intrusive nature of FDA’s computer monitoring, the federal 

government took the unprecedented step of acknowledging that excessive monitoring could 

violate the law.  On June 20, 2012, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) sent a 

memorandum urging all Executive Branch departments and agencies to review their employee 

monitoring policies. 
194

  The memorandum is the first acknowledgment by the federal 

government that there are limitations on surveillance of government employees’ computers. 

 

In particular, the memorandum recognizes that the government may not conduct 

unlimited computer surveillance, even when an employee is on duty and operating a 

government-owned computer.
195

  Further, the memorandum also purports to safeguard protected 

communications made using private e-mail accounts.
196

  Specifically, OMB instructed agencies 

to “take appropriate steps to ensure that those policies and practices do not interfere with or chill 

employees’ use of appropriate channels to disclose wrongdoing.”
197

  OMB enclosed a 

memorandum from OSC highlighting that federal law protects whistleblowers’ rights.
198

 

 

According to OSC, while lawful agency monitoring of employee electronic 

communications may serve a legitimate purpose, agencies should ensure these policies and 

practices do not interfere with or deter employees from using appropriate channels to disclose 

wrongdoing.
199
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FINDING: The FDA’s interim policies do not provide safeguards to protect 

whistleblowers from retaliation.  Under these policies, protected 

communications are still subject to monitoring and may be viewed by 

agency officials.   
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OSC addressed the issue of electronic monitoring and protected communications with 

OSC and OIGs.
200

  The memorandum failed, however, to acknowledge whistleblowers’ rights to 

communicate with Congress.
201

  OSC issued a press release on February 15, 2012, 

acknowledging that monitoring employee e-mails should not dissuade employees from making 

disclosures to Congress.
202

  Unlike the OSC memorandum, however, the press release was not 

circulated government-wide and did not receive as much attention.  As a result, agencies have 

not received official notice from OMB or OSC that computer monitoring guidelines should 

ensure that protected communications include communications with Congress.  If the Executive 

Branch has a legitimate reason for excluding communications with Congress from those that 

should be protected, it has not explained what that reason might be. 

 

On September 24, 2012—shortly after OSC released its memorandum—FDA 

Commissioner Margaret Hamburg directed Elizabeth Dickinson, the FDA Chief Counsel, to alert 

the agency that future installation of Spector 360 software would require “written approval by 

the FDA Chief Counsel or her delegee.”
 203

  Commissioner Hamburg also directed the CIO and 

Chief Counsel to “promptly” develop written standards and procedures for monitoring employee 

personal work computers.
204

 

 

Despite the urgency expressed by the Commissioner, FDA did not release any additional 

guidelines until over a year later.  On September 26, 2013, Chief Operating Officer (COO) and 

Acting Chief Information Officer (CIO) Walter Harris released interim guidelines outlining new 

procedures for employee monitoring.
205

  The interim guidelines have not yet been fully 

implemented, and are subject to change as the FDA continues to develop policies that are 

consistent with HHS monitoring policies.  The FDA Commissioner’s September 2012 

memorandum, therefore, still acts as the guiding document.  The interim guidelines included the 

following: 

 

 Basis for computer monitoring 

 Express written authorization 

 Establishment of a review committee 

 Limitations on time, scope, and invasiveness 

 Periodic review by the COO 

 Legal review of monitoring requests by FDA Office of the Chief Counsel
206
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Although FDA’s interim policies propose to establish procedures for regulating employee 

monitoring, the policies do not provide protections against whistleblower retaliation.  Even with 

national media attention, recommendations from outside agencies, and internal agency 

directives, FDA has yet to implement permanent policies and procedures.  Additionally, as of the 

date of this report, multiple inquiries are still pending, including two OIG reviews requested by 

the Secretary of HHS. 

  

XIV. Conclusion 
 

 The FDA’s secret monitoring of CDRH employees is a prime example of a flawed 

oversight process for employee computer surveillance.  A federal agency may monitor 

employees’ computers for a lawful purpose.  Retaliatory motives and excessively intrusive 

monitoring schemes that capture legally protected communications, however, are inappropriate.   

 

The lack of appropriate limitations and safeguards in conducting employee surveillance 

has long been a concern of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform.  In 2012, the 

Committee learned of a similarly flawed employee surveillance program at the Federal Maritime 

Commission (FMC).  Like the FDA, the FMC used Spector 360 to conduct covert surveillance of 

a select group of employees.  The FMC allegedly targeted for surveillance employees who 

expressed opinions which contradicted the Chairman’s views.  Furthermore, the FMC OIG 

requested that agency management stop using the monitoring software, citing concerns it 

violated federal privacy regulations.  Despite this admonition, agency management continued 

using Spector 360 against the advice of the Inspector General.  The Committee found that these 

tactics, along with adverse personnel decisions, contributed to a climate of fear and intimidation 

among agency managers and staff.
207

 

 

The Committees’ investigation of the FDA’s surveillance of whistleblowers raises 

broader questions about the policies and practices for electronic surveillance at other Executive 

Branch departments and agencies.  In this instance, scientists and doctors raised concerns about 

the effectiveness of the FDA’s process for approving medical devices.  Once they learned that 

scientists and doctors had communicated with Congressional offices and the Office of the 

Special Counsel, FDA officials did not have a legitimate purpose to institute an intrusive 

monitoring scheme that would capture those communications, among others.  The FDA officials 

who conducted employee monitoring appeared to be engaged in a form of retaliation, as well as 

an attempt to interfere with protected whistleblower communications.  These actions may have 

serious ramifications, as they threaten to chill legally protected disclosures to Congress and the 

Office of Special Counsel.  While the FDA has adopted interim policies to regulate surveillance 

of employees’ computers, there are still no permanent guidelines in place.  Additionally, the 

temporary regulations do not provide safeguards to protect whistleblowers from retaliation.  

 

                                                 
207

 Letter from Hon. Darrell E. Issa, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, to Richard A. Lidinsky, 

Jr., Chairman, Fed. Maritime Comm’n (May 9, 2012). 
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From the start, when the FDA learned of the potential disclosures to entities outside of 

the FDA, officials who ordered the monitoring demonstrated an egregious lack of oversight and 

judgment.  There were no guidelines in place, and no one considered the consequences of an 

invasive monitoring scheme.  An agency may not monitor whistleblowers to retaliate against 

those whose actions were lawful.  Here, the scientists and doctors who raised concerns about the 

FDA’s approval process in good faith were within their lawful right to do so. 

  

Testimony from numerous FDA officials established that when officials ordered the 

surveillance, they failed to consider the legality and propriety of the monitoring.  Instead, 

officials not only approved the monitoring, but also expanded both the number of CDRH 

employees monitored and the scope of the monitoring.  Witnesses also testified that the officials 

who ordered the monitoring were not adequately aware of the intrusiveness of the computer 

monitoring software.  When FDA officials later contacted OIG to request an investigation into 

the whistleblowers’ release of unauthorized information, OIG declined to investigate because the 

allegations were unsubstantiated.  Despite OIG’s response, monitoring of employees continued.   

 

The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform of the U.S. House of 

Representatives has jurisdiction over the federal civil service, government management, and the 

management of government operations and activities, as set forth in House Rule X.  In addition 

to its role in conducting oversight and consideration of nominations, the Senate Judiciary 

Committee also considers other matters, including government information, as set forth in the 

Standing Rules of the Senate.  The Oversight and Government Reform Committee and the 

Senate Judiciary Committee have a responsibility to ensure federal agencies are using taxpayer 

dollars appropriately and upholding whistleblower protection laws.   

 

Executive Branch departments and agencies must take a cautious approach to employee 

monitoring.  An intrusive monitoring scheme may run afoul of federal law.  In addition, such a 

scheme could have a chilling effect, making employees reluctant to report waste, fraud, abuse, 

and mismanagement for fear of retaliation.  The Committees will continue to assess whether the 

FDA is taking adequate steps to prevent such practices from recurring, and will endeavor to 

determine whether other Executive Branch departments and agencies are taking appropriate steps 

to engage only in limited employee monitoring when absolutely necessary, subject to thorough 

vetting and approval. 
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CONFIDENTIAL DISCLOSURE – PRIVACY ACT PROTECTED 

URGENT MATTER – REQUEST FOR INVESTIGATION 
 

September 17, 2012 
 
Senator Chuck Grassley 
Ranking Member 
Senate Judiciary Committee 
135 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
 
Congressman Darrell Issa 
Chairman 
House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 
2347 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 
 
Ms. Carolyn Lerner 
U.S. Special Counsel 
Office of Special Counsel 
730 M Street, N.W., Suite  
Washington, D.C. 20036 
 
Dear Senator Grassley, Chairman Issa and Special Counsel Lerner: 
 

The National Whistleblowers Center (“Center”) hereby requests a formal investigation 
into U.S. Food & Drug Administration (“FDA” or “Agency”) violations of the Privacy Act of 
1974 (“Privacy Act” or “Act”). See generally 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b), (c) and (e). The Center also 
requests a review of all federal agencies’ compliance with the Act in their implementation of 
internet security programs and the surveillance of federal employees and private citizens.1 
 

These Privacy Act violations relate to the ongoing investigations into the FDA’s targeted 
surveillance of whistleblowers.2 Among other violations, the FDA collected and maintained 
approximately 80,000 pages of records related to employee communications with Congress, the 

                                                 
1 The Center requests these investigations pursuant to the Office of Special Counsel’s (“OSC”) jurisdiction to 
investigate “gross mismanagement” and violations of law, 5 U.S.C. § 1211, et seq., and Congress’ authority to 
oversee the actions of the executive branch. 
 
2 For purposes of clarity, the term “FDA” as used in this letter incorporates the FDA, the Department of Health and 
Human Services (“HHS”), Quality Associates, and other persons, agencies, or contractors involved in the 
surveillance program. Managers or attorneys within HHS likely approved FDA’s actions, and various departments 
within HHS likely participated in or provided support services for the surveillance program. These HHS components 
must also be fully investigated. 
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Office of Special Counsel (“OSC”), the Office of Inspector General (“OIG”) and other 
constitutionally protected communications.3 The FDA subsequently released these records to the 
public by posting them on the internet through its contractor, Quality Associates, Inc. (“Quality 
Associates”). 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

The FDA has a system of records related to the FDA’s targeted surveillance of internal 
whistleblowers and their associates (“Surveillance Cache”).4 The Surveillance Cache consists of 
approximately 80,000 pages of screen shots of the targets computers, intercepted e-mails, e-mail 
attachments, records taken from privately owned portable hard drives (“thumb drives”), drafts of 
legal filings with the OSC and OIG, and communications with Congress. Along with the 
intercepted information, the Surveillance Cache contains internal FDA memoranda regarding the 
surveillance, and a full index of the intercepts, contained in sixty-seven “logs” (“Log”). Each 
Log outlines the specific records collected, stored, maintained and disclosed by the FDA, along 
with the corresponding Bates stamp number.5 
 

The FDA collected the Surveillance Cache through spyware programs, including the 
“Spector” program. Spector permitted the FDA to “capture every single keystroke” the 
whistleblowers typed on their computers, including passwords.  See SpectorSoft Brochure, 
Exh. 1. Spector also permitted the FDA to “read every email sent and received” by the 
whistleblowers and conduct continuous “Screen Snapshot Surveillance” of “EVERYTHING” the 
employees did online. Id. (emphasis in original).6 
 

The records in the Surveillance Cache were culled from likely millions of pages of 
records obtained through the FDA’s surveillance of its whistleblowers. According to a letter sent 
to Senator Grassley from the FDA, the surveillance program targeted five whistleblowers’ 
computers for 11 to 78 weeks: 
 

Robert C. Smith, April 22, 2012 - July 7, 2010 (11 weeks); 
Paul T. Hardy, May 24, 2010 - May 5, 2011 (35 weeks); 
Ewa M. Czerska, June 30, 2010 - December 6, 2010 (23 weeks) 

 June 30, 2010 - November 5, 2010 (18 weeks) 

                                                 
3 The FDA has repeatedly cited to the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (“FISMA”) as the 
authority for its surveillance program.  See CDRH 8-24-12 001285.  Nothing in FISMA repealed any provision of 
the Privacy Act or authorizes agencies to violate the Privacy Act in the administration of FISMA. FISMA mandates 
that federal agencies continue to adhere to the Privacy Act and prohibits agencies from using FISMA as a means to 
interfere or spy on communications with Congress. See 44 U.S.C. § 3549 (“Nothing in this [FISMA] subchapter . . . 
may be construed as affecting the authority of . . . any agency, with respect to the . . . protection of personal privacy 
under section 552a of title 5 . . . or the disclosure of information to the Congress . . . .” 
 
4 The Center discovered and located the Logs and Surveillance Cache through a Google search. 
 
5 Copies of the Logs and the underlying documentation will be provided upon request.  However, based on the prior 
availability of these materials on the World Wide Web, we understand that these documents are currently readily 
available. 
 
6 The FDA confirmed that it activated these features in a letter to Senator Grassley dated July 13, 2012. 
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R. Lakshmi Visnvajjala, June 30, 2010 - December 31, 2011 (78 weeks) 
 
See Letter, FDA to Grassley, Exh. 2 (July 13, 2012).The letter also indicates that the FDA took a 
screenshot of the targets’ computers every five seconds. In addition, the FDA copied the entire 
contents of the whistleblowers’ hard drives and all connected storage devices—including 
encrypted thumb drives. The FDA also activated software that records keystrokes and passwords. 
Id. 
 

The full extent of the FDA’s systems of records is as of yet unknown. Given the extent of 
the FDA’s surveillance activities, though, it is clear that the 80,000 pages in the Surveillance 
Cache is a targeted, refined and filtered collection of millions of pages of records of raw 
surveillance data. 
 

The FDA distributed its Surveillance Cache to various persons, including, but not limited 
to, its contractor, Quality Associates, Inc. (“Quality Associates”). On or about May 2012, 
Quality Associates, acting on behalf of the FDA, published the Surveillance Cache on the public 
internet.7 A review of the Surveillance Cache demonstrates that FDA officials committed 
numerous violations of the Privacy Act through its collection, maintenance, and release of these 
records. 
 

                                                 
7 Under the Privacy Act, actions taken by FDA contractors are treated as actions undertaken by agency “employees.” 
5 U.S.C. § 522a(m). 
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SPECIFIC VIOLATIONS OF LAW 
 

Below is an outline of some of the violations of law documented by the Surveillance 
Cache, which is in the public record. A full document-by-document review of the Surveillance 
Cache in light of the requirements of the Privacy Act would result in the documentation of 
potentially thousands of Privacy Act violations. The full scope of the FDA’s surveillance 
activities is unknown as of yet. Once uncovered though, the Center expects to discover additional 
Privacy Act violations. 
 
I. Violations of the Privacy Act of 1974, § 552a(b) 
 

The FDA and its officials violated § 552(b) of the Privacy Act of 1974, which states: 
 

No agency shall disclose any record which is contained in a system 
of records by any means of communication to any person, or to 
another agency, except pursuant to a written request by, or with the 
prior written consent of, the individual to whom the record 
pertains, unless disclosure of the record [falls within a number of 
narrow exceptions]. 

 
The FDA disclosed records contained in the Surveillance Cache to agency and non-

agency employees who had no need to review the records. For example, the FDA “disclosed” the 
Surveillance Cache by publishing and making it publicly available on the internet.  
 

Moreover, the Surveillance Cache contained private information concerning 
whistleblowers and other individuals and agency employees for which there was no justification 
for collection, maintenance or disclosure.  For example, the Surveillance Cache includes 
attorney-client communications, communications with Congress and the Inspector General, draft 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEO”) complaints and numerous highly 
confidential draft Office of Special Counsel (“OSC”) complaints and supporting documents.  
There was no legal justification for FDA to collect these records, and once collected, there was 
no legal justification for the disclosure of these records.  
 

We hereby request that each record collected by the FDA, including all of the records 
published on-line by Quality Associates, be carefully reviewed for actual or potential violations 
of section 552a(b) of the Privacy Act.  
 
II. Violations of the Privacy Act of 1974, § 552a(c)(1) 
 

The FDA and its officials violated § 552a(c)(1) of the Privacy Act of 1974, which states: 
 

Each agency, with respect to each system of records under its 
control, shall . . . keep an accurate accounting of-- 

 
(A) the date, nature, and purpose of each disclosure of a 
record to any person or to another agency made under 
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subsection (b) of this section; and 
 
(B) the name and address of the person or agency to whom 
the disclosure is made. 

 
This record-keeping mandate was not followed for the Surveillance Cache.  The 

Surveillance Cache was published in a manner that permitted any person with an internet 
connection to access these materials at-will with no accounting.  Based on the documents 
produced, and the description of how the FDA processed these documents, it is apparent that the 
violations of the record keeping requirements of the Privacy Act were not limited to the actions 
of FDA’s contractor.  The FDA managers involved in the surveillance program appear to have 
failed to keep an accounting of their disclosures of records as required under section 552a(c)(1).   
 

The FDA should be required to produce a full accounting of every document collected 
during its surveillance program and fully document each and every disclosure of these 
documents, as required under this provision of law.  Additionally, as part of the investigation, 
Quality Associates should be required to document each and every person who accessed the 
Surveillance Cache on-line in accordance with the requirements of § 552a(c)(1).  
 

The accounting provisions of the Privacy Act are critical for the enforcement of the Act.  
Without accurate accounting it is impossible to determine whether § 552a(b) was violated, and 
impossible to determine the nature and scope of harm which may have been caused by the 
collection, maintenance or distribution of records in violation of the Act.  Furthermore, many of 
the provisions of the Privacy Act can only be followed if an accounting of who accessed the 
records is accurately maintained. 
 
III. Violation of the Privacy Act of 1974, § 552a(e)(1) 
 

As set forth in this letter, it cannot be reasonably contested that the FDA and its managers 
violated § 552a(e)(1) of the Privacy Act of 1974, which states: 
 

Each agency that maintains a system of records shall . . . (1) 
maintain in its records only such information about an individual 
as is relevant and necessary to accomplish a purpose of the agency 
required to be accomplished by statute or by Executive order of the 
President. 

 
This provision is extremely broad.  The Act defines “maintain” to include not only the 

maintenance of an agency record, but also the collection of the record: “[T]he term ‘maintain’ 
includes maintain, collect, use or disseminate,” 5 U.S.C. § 552a(a)(3). 
 

By maintaining documents related to numerous individuals’ communications with OSC, 
the Office of Inspector General (“OIG”), EEO, and Congress, among others, the FDA 
maintained thousands of records that were, as a matter of law, not “relevant and necessary” for 
the FDA to “accomplish a purpose” for which that agency is permitted to engage in. Many other 
records collected and maintained by the FDA, such as attorney-client communications, cannot, 
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under any circumstances, meet this standard. 
 

Each record that was collected as part of the whistleblower surveillance program, for 
which the FDA decided to “maintain,” should be reviewed and a determination made as to how 
that specific record was both “relevant” and “necessary” for the FDA to “accomplish” its 
“purpose.” Each and every record “maintained” by the FDA as part of its surveillance program 
must meet the criteria set forth under § 552a(e)(1).  The following document groups are provided 
as examples of some of the thousands of documents maintained by FDA which fall outside of the 
records for which FDA could lawfully maintain pursuant to § 552a(e)(1).  In this regard, the 
FDA should provide written justification, under oath, as to the legality of maintaining each and 
every one of the following records and/or record groupings: 
 

• Confidential disclosures prepared for the Office of Special Counsel. Surveillance 
Cache, Bate Stamped Nos. 52368-56755. 
 

• Confidential communications with staff members of Congress. Surveillance 
Cache, Bate Stamped Nos. 1135-38, 1150, 1180-82, 1186, 1210-14, 1304-14, 
1342-46, 1406-08, 1790-98, 1810, 1838-51, 72471-73, 72405-06, 72514-17, 
72,522-23. 

 
• Private communications with EEO Office or Confidential EEO documents. 

Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped Nos.  1282, 1370, 1628-48, 1658-60, 1694-96. 
 

• Communications with the Office of Inspector General. Surveillance Cache, Bate 
Stamped Nos. 65359, 65367-72, 65359, 65367-65372, 65376-412, 65415, 65419-
65422. 
 

• Confidential Draft Letter to Attorney General of the United States setting forth 
Alleged violations of law. Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped Nos.  52173-77. 
 

• Confidential attorney-client communications related to the terms and scope of 
representation provided to FDA employees who sought legal representation to file 
OSC complaints. See e.g., Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped Nos. 509-513 
(private attorney-client privileged emails with private attorneys regarding OSC 
filing). 

 
• Confidential attorney-client communications related to contacts with Congress 

and tactic/actions being undertaken in settlement negotiations. See e.g., 
Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped Nos. 1216-24, 1334. 

 
• Private communications between whistleblowers in which they discuss the 

contents of a disclosure to upper-levels of management or whether to raise 
certain issues to managers. Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped Nos.  1318-24, 
1382-92. 

 
• Communications regarding the attempt by one of the whistleblowers {Julian 
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Nicholas] to obtain government employment. Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped 
Nos. 803, 813-14, 845-46, 991.  These intercepted emails, that were maintained 
and disclosed by FDA were collected as part of a specific search request to learn 
about Dr. Nicholas’ attempts to obtain employment.  See Bate Stamped No. 1016 
in which FDA employees conducting the surveillance were instructed to “View 
All instances” of “correspondence indicating that Julian Nicholas has reapplied to 
CDRH and is being considered for a position.”   

 
IV. Violations of the Privacy Act of 1974, § 552a(e)(4) 
 

The FDA violated § 552a(e)(4) of the Privacy Act of 1974, which states: 
 

[Each agency shall] . . . publish in the Federal Register upon 
establishment or revision a notice of the existence and character of 
the system of records, which notice shall include . . . (E) the 
policies and practices of the agency regarding storage, 
retrievability, access controls, retention, and disposal of the records 
. . . ; (F) the title and business address of the agency official who is 
responsible for the system of records; (G) the agency procedures 
whereby an individual can be notified at his request if the system 
of records contains a record pertaining to him; (H) the agency 
procedures whereby an individual can be notified at his request 
how he can gain access to any record pertaining to him contained 
in the system of records, and how he can contest its content. 

 
The FDA failed to establish rules governing the “storage, retrievability, access controls, 

retention, and disposal” of the Surveillance Cache. The FDA had no process to notify the targets 
of its surveillance program that the agency had created a system of records related to them. The 
FDA had no process to notify the targets that they had the right to notification and access, or the 
right to contest the content of this system of records. 
 

For example, Congressional staff members whose private and constitutionally-protected 
correspondence was collected and maintained by the FDA had a right to notice regarding the 
storage of these records. The same is true for the numerous FDA employees whose materials 
were obtained. 
 

This provision of the Privacy Act is essential to ensure that the gross violations of law 
and privacy caused by the FDA’s online publication of the Surveillance Cache would never have 
occurred. Had the FDA not violated this provision of law, it may have been able to properly 
police its collection, storage and distribution process. 
 
V. Violations of the Privacy Act of 1974, § 552a(e)(6)  
 

The FDA violated § 552a(e)(6) of the Privacy Act of 1974, which states: 
 

. . . prior to disseminating any record about an individual to any 
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person other than an agency, unless the dissemination is made 
pursuant to subsection (b)(2) of this section, make reasonable 
efforts to assure that such records are accurate, complete, timely, 
and relevant for agency purposes. 

 
The FDA disseminated, at the very least, approximately 80,000 pages of records to an 

outside contractor, which in turn were made publicly available for the world to see on the World 
Wide Web or internet.8 Much of the Surveillance Cache was not “relevant for agency purposes” 
as a matter of law or fact. For example, the OSC materials, which constitute thousands of pages 
of the information provided to Quality Associates, could not, under any circumstance, be 
considered records that were “relevant for agency purposes.” 
 

When Quality Associates re-published these records on the World Wide Web, the 
violations were compounded.  As outlined in this letter, FDA’s dissemination of protected 
communications was not “relevant for agency purposes.” These communications include 
Congressional communications, attorney-client communications, EEO draft documents, 
documents describing how persons engaged in First Amendment protected activities, and 
numerous other records. 
 
VI. Violations of the Privacy Act of 1974, § 552a(e)(7) of the Privacy Act 
 

The FDA violated § 552(a)(7) of the Privacy Act of 1974, which states: 
 

[no agency may] maintain no record describing how any individual 
exercises rights guaranteed by the First Amendment unless 
expressly authorized by statute or by the individual about whom 
the record is maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope 
of an authorized law enforcement activity. 

 
The Surveillance Cache confirms that the FDA collected and maintained thousands of 

pages of records “describing how” various individuals “exercise(d) rights guaranteed by the First 
Amendment.”9  These records include, but are not limited to10: 

                                                 
8 Given the nature and scope of the spyware that was utilized by FDA/HHS to conduct surveillance of 
whistleblowing activities by the FDA employees, it is more than likely that the 80,000 pages represent a small 
fraction of the documents collected or intercepted by the agency as a result of its surveillance program.  
Accordingly, the actual number of documents disseminated by the agency could be considerably greater than the 
80,000 pages that were published on the internet. 
 
9 According to the U.S. Department of Justice Privacy Act guidebook: “The OMB Guidelines advise agencies in 
determining whether a particular activity constitutes exercise of a right guaranteed by the First Amendment to ‘apply 
the broadest reasonable interpretation.’  40 Fed. Reg. 28,948, 28,965 (July 9, 1975), available at 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/assets/omb/inforeg/implementation_guidelines.pdf; see also 120 Cong. Rec. 
40,406 (1974).” DOJ, Overview of The Privacy Act of 1974 2010 Edition.  All of the examples set forth herein are 
unquestionably covered under the First Amendment, as they constituted records related to employee speech on 
matters of “public concern” that were not subject to the “official duty” exception carved out in the case of Garcetti 
v. Ceballos, 547 U.S. 410 (2006).  
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• Documents related to communications with Congress.  See, Surveillance Cache, 

Bate Stamped Nos. 72514-72515 (snapshot recording  email from Dr. Czerska to 
 and  of Senator Grassley’s staff); 72522-72523 

(snapshot recording email from Dr. Smith to Dr. Czerska advising her to contact 
Grassley’s Office, Van Hollen’s Office, and Senate staff member Jack Mitchell); 
72405-72406 (snapshot recording of Mr. Hardy’s Computer 8-17-2010 shows 
email to Joan Kleinman  from Congressman Van Hollen’s office); 1838-1851 
(snapshot recordings of multiple emails between Dr. Smith and Van Hollen’s 
office); 72516-72517 (Snapshot Recording of email from Dr. Czerska to Senate 
staff member Jack Mitchell with attachments complaining about Shuren and 
Sharfstein); 1154 (file folders permitting FDA to access documents filed for 
Congressional staff members, including “Joanne” and “Van Hollen;” 1436 
(screenshot of computer inbox messages showing emails to Senate staff member 
Jack Mitchell and Van Hollen staff member “Joan;” 1154 (Snapshot Recording of 
files saved for various Congressional offices, listing “desktop” folders “For 
Congress,” “For Emilia” [an aid for Senator Grassley], “For Joanne” [an aid on 
the House Oversight Committee] and for “Van Hollen.”    

 
• Documents related to communications with the Office of Special Counsel and/or 

complaints drafted for filing with the OSC. See Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped 
Nos. 52368-56755 (thousands of pages of OSC filing documents collected, 
maintained and distributed by FDA); 1720-1721 (Snapshot Recording of Smith 
computer shows contents of folder named “OSC Filers” that shows the names of 
all persons planning to file OSC complaints); 509-513 (private attorney-client 
privileged emails with private attorneys regarding OSC filing); 53271-53273 
(copies of confidential scanned signature pages for Dr. Nicholas’ OSC Form 11 
filing); 53560-53561 (copies of confidential scanned signature pages for FDA 
whistleblower Nancy Wersto’s OSC Form 11 filing); 1154 (snapshot of Desktop 
file folders containing OSC documents entitled “OSC Corrections” and “OSC 
Individual Folders Final Cruzer.” 

 
• Documents related to communications with the HHS Office of Inspector General. 

See Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped Nos. 65359, 65367-65372, 65389-65401, 
65407-65410, 65419-65422, 65415; 1140: screenshot listing numerous emails 
with OIG agents Les Hollie and German Melo and other documents related to 
OIG; 1164:  screenshot of document folder established for “HHS OIG.” 

 
• Documents intercepting confidential communications between the FDA scientists 

and doctors and their attorneys.  See Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped Nos. 509-
513 (private attorney-client privileged emails with private attorneys regarding 
OSC filing); Bate Stamped No. 1326 (screenshot of inbox email from attorney 

                                                                                                                                                             
10 The page numbers referenced in this letter are the page numbers placed on these documents either by FDA or 
Quality Associates.  Additional examples of records collected, maintained and/or disclosed by the FDA in violation 
of § 552a(e)(7) are set forth in the discussion regarding violations of § 552a(e)(1), which also sets forth specific 
citations to records published on-line by Quality Associates. 
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marked “STRICTLY CONFIDETIAL [sic] ATTORNEY CLIENT” and 
referencing “Office of Special Counsel filing” with a message from the attorney 
stating “sounds good” [emphasis in original]); Bate Stamped No. 1280 
(screenshot of inbox email from “ ” marked “Confidential Attorney-Client 
Communication”); Bate Stamped No. 1292 (screenshot of inbox email from 
attorney ” referencing “Office of Special Counsel Filing” with a 
message stating “Great!”).11 

 
• Documents intercepting confidential communications related to EEO proceedings.  

See Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped Nos. 643-684 (emails with Congressional 
offices about FDA whistleblower s EEO complaint); 558-563 
(Czerska email communications with EEO office intercepted); 67320-
67321(Screenshots of emails from Czerska to Smith about her EEO amendment); 
1628-1651 (Screenshots of Smith editing Czerska EEO document labeled as 
ghostwriting; 67454-67460 (Email from Czerska to EEO making complaints 
against Shuren); 2542-2546 (Email from Smith to EEO Officer  

about Smith EEO complaint); 1154 (Snapshot of “Desktop” file folders 
containing documents for EEO proceedings, marked as “EEO,” “Cindy EEO” and 
“Julian EEO.”   

 
• Screenshots of the whistleblowers’ email “in-box” listing who the whistleblower 

communicated with and a summary of the communication. The “inbox” 
communications collected and maintained by FDA include: From the Screenshot 
dated 4/28/10 (page 1264): message sent to “Jack,” a Senate staff member, 
discussing “HHS OIG investigation,” a message sent from Dr. Nicholas 
discussing his “EEO formal complaint,” and an email discussing “amendment of 
EEO complaint;”  From the Screenshot dated 5/3/10 (page 1650): “Confidential 
Attorney Client Communication,” “suggested response to EEO,” “ bank 
Service” communication; Screenshot dated 5/12/10 (page 1328):  email message 
between two clients represented by one attorney under a joint representation 
agreement discussing documents obtained from HHS OIG and the “need” to 
speak with their attorney “ ” Screenshot dated 5/14/10 (page 1340): 
numerous emails from  discussing her EEO case, including her 
communications with Congress, her settlement discussions and offers, and the 
contents of her complaints;   Screenshot dated 5/15/10 (page 1354):  “draft email 
for Joan” (staff member for Congressman Van Hollen), “melo emails” (emails to 
and from HHS OIG investigator), email to “Jack” (a Senate staff member) 
concerning the “HHS OIG,” an email from another whistleblower, entitled 
“Retaliation and Prohibited Personnel Practices at FDA;”  Screenshot dated 
5/13/10 collecting documents related to “PJ thoughts,” “DOJ,” “Julian EEO,” and 
“ EEO.” 

                                                 
11 Employee communications with attorneys are given special protections under the First Amendment, and are 
entitled to “rigorous protection.”  Martin v. Lauer, 686 F.2d 24 (D.C. Cir. 1982).  The attorney-client records 
intercepted by the FDA, and thereafter maintained by the FDA and disclosed directly concerned the fact that the 
FDA whistleblowers were in the process of  hiring attorneys to represent them in OSC filings.  Thus, the violations 
documented in the referenced documents materially compounded the severity of the violations of the Privacy Act. 
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• The logs published online set forth an index of thousands of documents collected, 

maintained and distributed by the FDA.   Thousands of pages of documents 
identified in these logs fall within the § (e)(7) prohibition concerning the 
collection, maintenance and distribution of such documents.  

 
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit explained the seriousness 

of these violations: 
 
Similarly, although not expressly provided for in the Constitution, 
courts have long recognized that “the First Amendment has a 
penumbra where privacy is protected from governmental 
intrusion.” Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 483, 85 S.Ct. 
1678, 1681, 14 L.Ed.2d 510 (1965). This penumbra of privacy can 
be invaded, under certain circumstances, by the mere inquiry of 
government into an individual’s exercise of First Amendment 
rights. See Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 64, 96 S.Ct. 612, 656, 46 
L.Ed.2d 659 (1976) (“compelled disclosure, in itself, can seriously 
infringe on privacy of association and belief guaranteed by the 
First Amendment”); Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigation 
Committee, 372 U.S. 539, 544, 83 S.Ct. 889, 893, 9 L.Ed.2d 929 
(1963); Talley v. California, 362 U.S. 60, 64, 80 S.Ct. 536, 538, 4 
L.Ed.2d 559 (1960); NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, 461-63, 
78 S.Ct. 1163, 1171-72, 2 L.Ed.2d 1488 (1958) (“compelled 
disclosure of affiliation with groups engaged in advocacy may 
constitute . . . effective . . . restraint on freedom of association”). 
Thus it is not surprising that Congress would have provided in 
this Act, dedicated to the protection of privacy, that an agency 
may not so much as collect information about an individual’s 
exercise of First Amendment rights except under very 
circumscribed conditions. 

 
Albright v. United States,  631 F.2d  915 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (emphasis added). 
 

The FDA and its responsible officials and contractors committed hundreds or thousands 
of violations of § (e)(7) based on a review of the Surveillance Cache alone. However, we 
estimate that the Surveillance Cache is only a sampling of millions of pages of records collected 
by the FDA pursuant to their spying program. This is a conservative estimate based on public 
representations of FDA officials regarding the nature and scope of their surveillance program 
and the technology utilized to intercept and create records of the whistleblowers’ activities. The 
FDA’s collection, maintenance and/or distribution of a large portion of these documents most 
likely violates § (e)(7). 
 

We request an investigation of the full and complete extent of these violations, not just 
the violations that are evidenced by the online activities of Quality Associates. 
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VII. Violations of the Privacy Act of 1974, § 552a(e)(9)  
 

The FDA violated § 552a(e)(9) of the Privacy Act of 1974, which states: 
 

[Each agency shall] establish rules of conduct for persons involved 
in the design, development, operation, or maintenance of any 
system of records, or in maintaining any record, and instruct each 
such person with respect to such rules and the requirements of this 
section, including any other rules and procedures adopted pursuant 
to this section and the penalties for noncompliance. 

 
The FDA admits that commencing on April 22, 2010, it started to collect and maintain 

records on employee whistleblowers though a highly complex and intrusive warrantless 
administrative surveillance program.  The agency admits that it collected and maintained records 
on at least five employee “whistleblowers” who had made in constitutionally and statutorily 
protected speech to a number of appropriate authorities.  However the documents published 
online indicate that at least seven persons were subjected to covert surveillance, and a system of 
records was created on these seven persons. See Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped No. 1854. An 
additional 14 persons were eventually viewed as “collaborators” with the main whistleblowers. 
See Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped Nos. 1023-1024. 
 

The FDA created this system of records in or about April 2010 without implementing the 
mandatory quality assurance requirements of the Privacy Act.  There appears to have been no 
“rules of conduct” published by the agency controlling the behavior of persons involved in this 
program.  There appears to be no “rules” governing the design of the record collection process.  
Had such rules been implemented, perhaps the agency would not have willfully and aggressively 
collected confidential documents covered under the § (e)(7) exception, and if collected would not 
have distributed such documents to outside contractors and would not have had those documents 
published on the World Wide Web.   
 

There appears to have been no “instructions” given to the persons responsible for 
designing, developing, operating and maintaining the system of records created by the 
surveillance program.   
 
VIII. Violations of the Privacy Act of 1974, § 552a(e)(10)  
 

The FDA violated § 552a(e)(10) of the Privacy Act of 1974, which states: 
 

[Each agency shall] establish appropriate administrative, technical 
and physical safeguards to insure the security and confidentiality 
of records and to protect against any anticipated threats or hazards 
to their security or integrity which could result in substantial harm, 
embarrassment, inconvenience, or unfairness to any individual on 
whom information is maintained. 

 
The FDA’s violation of this provision is extremely troublesome and threatens the 
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financial security of the whistleblowers who were the subject of the targeted surveillance.  
 

Specifically, as part of its surveillance program, the FDA purchased and authorized the 
targeted use of the highly-intrusive Spector spyware to collect and maintain records on suspected 
whistleblowers and their “collaborators.” It is clear from a review of the documents FDA 
published online, through its contractor Quality Associates, that the FDA failed to ensure that the 
system of records created with the use of the Spector program contained “appropriate 
administrative, technical and physical safeguards” that would “insure the security and 
confidentiality of records.”   
 

The Spector program permitted FDA to collect highly-personal information regarding its 
employees, including financial and medical data and private passwords to the employees’ 
personal third-party email and financial accounts. The FDA was able to obtain full access to the 
whistleblower-employee’s highly confidential personal financial information, and it had secret 
access to the codes necessary to effectuate financial transactions from the employee’s private 
bank and retirement accounts.   
 

Thus, FDA officials and unknown other employees or contractors had ready access to 
password-protected financial data, and were in a position to use this information to engage in 
fraud.  
 

A brief look at a handful of screenshots published online by Quality Associates 
demonstrates that FDA had access to the personal financial information of the targeted 
whistleblowers.  For example:  
 

• Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped No. 1454 (Private Citibank Email); 
 

• Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped No. 1472 (Capital One statement) 
 

• Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped No. 1368 (Citibank Debt Card email) 
 

• Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped No. 1164 (an AZA Transfer of Funds 
transaction conducted by email); 

 
• Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped No. 1292 (email from Vanguard re: investment 

newsletter); 
 

• Surveillance Cache, Bate Stamped No.: 73660 (email transactions with Mint.com, 
including loan serving transactions, fees charged to Citibank account, fees 
charged to HSBC account, and weekly financial summaries).  

 
IX. Violations of the Privacy Act of 1974, § 552a(m) 
 

The FDA violated § 552a(m) of the Privacy Act of 1974, which states: 
 

When an agency provides by a contract for the operation by or on 
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behalf of the agency of a system of records to accomplish an 
agency function, the agency shall, consistent with its authority, 
cause the requirements of this section to be applied to such system. 
For purposes of subsection (i) of this section any such contractor 
and any employee of such contractor, if such contract is agreed to 
on or after the effective date of this section, shall be considered to 
be an employee of an agency. 

 
This provision mandates that any investigation into FDA’s misconduct also include a full 

investigation into the actions of FDA’s contractor, Quality Associates. 
 
X. Violation of the Privacy Act Requirements of the Federal Acquisition Regulations 
 

The FDA entered into a contract with Quality Associates to maintain and distribute 
Privacy Act protected documents. Under the provisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulations 
(“FAR”), 48 C.F.R. § 24.104, FDA must ensure that Quality Associates “design, development,” 
and “operat[e]” its record keeping systems in conformance with the Privacy Act. Based on the 
public disclosure of the Surveillance Cache, the FDA and / or Quality Associates violated the 
Privacy Act provisions of the FAR.  
 

REQUEST FOR INVESTIGATION PURSUANT TO 5 U.S.C. § 1213 
 

The National Whistleblowers Center hereby requests an investigation of the FDA and 
Quality Associates. Under the Whistleblower Protection Act, the U.S. Special Counsel has broad 
jurisdiction to investigate agency misconduct, including violations of law and gross 
mismanagement. See 5 U.S.C. §1211, et seq.  As set forth above, the FDA grossly mismanaged 
its obligations under the Privacy Act and violated the statutory requirements of the Act, resulting 
in systemic violations of the legal, statutory and constitutional rights of FDA employees.  
 

In addition, a careful investigation must be conducted into how and why FDA collected, 
maintained and disclosed records related to the whistleblowers’ intent to file complaints with the 
OSC.  All such complaints are required to be kept confidential as a matter of law, and under the 
Privacy Act FDA could not lawfully collect, maintain or disclose such records.  
 

The FDA’s actions undermine federal workers’ willingness to approach Congress, the 
OSC, and the OIG by destroying the presumption of confidentiality. For example, in one 
intercepted e-mail, an FDA worker explains why she was reluctant to file an OSC complaint:  
“Filing will make people really unhappy . . . .” In response, her correspondent explains that OSC 
filings are confidential: “The names of the persons who file are secret . . . .” See Surveillance 
Cache, Bate Stamped Nos. 1290.12 
 

Subsequently, the FDA published her identity and her affiliation with the whistleblower 

                                                 
12 The cited document is a screenshot taken contemporaneous with the drafting of the email, and is not the finished 
document.  FDA apparently thought this communication was very significant, as it separately collected and 
maintained the final version of the email.  Surveillance Cache, Bated Stamped No. 579. 
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group. With the FDA’s release of these records, it is now well known and notorious that 
communications with OSC, OIG, and Congress have no guarantee of secrecy nor confidentiality. 
 

The Surveillance Cache should never have been collected, maintained or distributed.13  In 
particular, interception of OSC, Congressional, and OIG-related records and communications 
should not be tolerated. Any violations should be subject to the strictest sanction. 
 

Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to these matters.  Should you need any 
additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us by phone at (202) . 
 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
NATIONAL WHISTLEBLOWERS CENTER 
 
By: 

 
Lindsey M. Williams 
Director of Advocacy and Development 
National Whistleblowers Center 

 

                                                 
13 Although this employee’s name was widely disclosed by FDA, in order to minimize the harm caused by FDA’s 
violation of law, we ask that you not publicly release this person’s identity. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

Congress of the United States 
House of Representatives 
Representative John D, Dingell 
2 328 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr, Dingel1: 

M EMORA N D U M  

Food and Drug Administration 
Office of Device Evaluation 
9200 Corporate Boulevard 

Rockville, MD 20850 

October 14, 2008 

This letter seeks your urgent intervention because serious misconduct by managers of the U,S, 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) at the Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) 
is interfering with our responsibility to ensure the safety and effectiveness of medical devices for 
the American public and with FDA's mission to protect and promote the health of all Americans, 
Managers at CDRH have failed to follow the laws, rules, regulations and Agency Guidance to 
ensure the safety and effectiveness of medical devices and consequently, they have corrupted the 
scientific review of medical devices. This misconduct reaches the highest levels of CDRH 
management including the Center Director and Director of the Office of Device Evaluation (ODE). 

physicians and scientists 
from the FDA Commissioner. 

devices constitute a substantial 
American health care system with more than 500 million adult and pediatric 

procedures performed every year in the United States. 

It is crucial for FDA to regulate medical devices based on rigorous science. As stated in the 
November 2007 FDA Science Board Report] entitled "FDA Science and Mission at Risk": 

] Available at http://www.fda.gov/ohrms/dockets/ac/07/briefing/2007-4329b _02_00 _index.html 
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"A strong Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is crucial for the health of our 
country. The benefits of a robust, progressive Agency are enormous; the risks of a 
debilitated, under-performing organization are incalculable. The FDA constitutes 
a critical component of our nation's healthcare delivery and public health system. 
The FDA, as much as any public or private sector institution in this country, 
touches the lives, health and wellbeing of all Americans and is integral to the 
nation's economy and its security. The FDA's responsibilities for protecting the 
health of Americans are far-reaching. . . .  The FDA is also central to the 
economic health of the nation, regulating approximately $1 trillion in consumer 
products or 25 cents of every consumer dollar expended in this country annually. 
The industries that FDA regulates are among the most successful and innovative 
in our society, and are among the few that contribute to a positive balance of trade 
with other countries. The importance of the FDA in the nation's security is 
similarly profound . . . .  Thus, the nation is at risk if FDA science is at risk." 

There is extensive documentary evidence that managers at CDRH have corrupted and interfered 
with the scientific review of medical devices. The scientific review of medical devices is required 
to work as follows: FDA clinical and scientific experts ("FDA experts") review submissions based 
on the best available scientific information and in accordance with the Food Drug and Cosmetic 
Act, the Code of Federal Regulations and Agency Guidance documents (when such Guidance 
documents exist for a particular device or category of devices). FDA experts give their best 
scientific judgments, opinions and conclusions regarding safety and effectiveness of medical 
devices and make corresponding regulatory recommendations. These form the scientific and 
regulatory basis for managers at FDA to make final regulatory decisions (i.e., clearance or 
approval of medical devices). While managers can disagree with FDA experts, they cannot order, 
force or otherwise coerce FDA experts to change their scientific judgments, opinions, conclusions 
or recommendations. In accordance with the law, if managers at FDA disagree with FDA experts, 
managers must document their disagreements in official Agency records, must scientifically justify 
any contrary judgments, opinions, conclusions or recommendations and must take personal 
responsibility for their final regulatory decisions. The review process is well described in long 
existing Agency Guidance.2 

The law requires that qualified experts make safety and effectiveness determinations based on 
valid scientific evidence. Managers at CDRH with no scientific or medical ex� 
_ devices, or any clinical experience in the practice of medicine . __ , 
have ignored serious safety and effectiveness concerns of FDA experts and have ignored scientific 
regulatory requirements. To avoid accountability, these managers at CDRH have ordered, 
intimidated and coerced FDA experts to modify their scientific reviews, conclusions and 
recommendations in violation of the law. Furthermore, these managers have also ordered, 
intimidated and coerced FDA experts to make safety and effectiveness determinations that are not 
in accordance with scientific regulatory requirements, to use unsound evaluation methods, and 
accept clinical and technical data that is not scientifically valid nor obtained in accordance with 
legal requirements, such as obtaining proper informed consent from human subjects. These same 

2 Available at http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/g93-l.html. 
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managers have knowingly avoided and failed to properly document the basis of their decisions in 
official Agency records. 

Under the banner of regulatory "precedent," managers at CDRH have demanded that physicians 
and scientists review regulatory submissions employing methods, and accepting evidence and 
conclusions, that are not scientifically proven and clinically validated. These demands appear to 
be based on the misguided notion that because flawed methods, evidence and conclusions were 
used or accepted in the recent or even the remote past, we must continue to blindly and knowingly 
accept these flawed methods, evidence and conclusions and continue to use them as the basis for 
regulatory recommendations. Such invalid regulatory "precedent" goes against current scientific 
and clinical evidence. Rather than remedy past regulatory or scientific errors after they come to 
light, and rather than applying the best and latest scientific knowledge and methodology, these 
managers at CDRH knowingly continue to make the same regulatory and scientific mistakes over 
and over again. Rather than recall, re-evaluate or otherwise deal with potentially unsafe or 
ineffective devices that are already on the market, these managers at CDRH continue to approve 
more devices of the same kind in a non-transparent and non-scientific manner. This is especially 
true of the 5 1  O(k) program but also applies to the PMA program as well as the advice and guidance 
given to manufacturers before they make regulatory submissions. The practices described above 
represent an unwarranted risk to public health and a silent danger that may only be recognized 
after many years. 

When physicians and scientists have objected to the management practices described above, 
managers at CDRH have engaged in reprisals and ignored these critical concerns. FDA physicians 
and scientists therefore contacted the Office of the Commissioner: 

• On May 31 ,  2008, • FDA physicians and scientists wrote to 

• 

• 

• 

• 

the FDA Commissioner, Dr. Andrew von Eschenbach (See attached letter). 

The Commissioner immediately asked Mr. William McConagha, the Assistant Commissioner 
for Integrity and Accountability, to begin a full investigation. 

Since early June 2008, FDA physicians and scientists have met with Mr. McConagha 
numerous times and have facilitated his investigation by providing written documentary 
evidence including internal emails, reviews, memos, meeting minutes, etc. 

Mr. McConagha has characterized the documentary evidence as "compelling," "convincing" 
and "sufficient" to justify curative and disciplinary actions. As a result, the Commissioner met 
with the CDRH Director in August. 

�tember 3, 2008, • FDA physicians and scientists 
_ met with the Director of CDRH in the presence of representatives from the 
Commissioner's Office. At the request of Mr. McConagha, the FDA physicians and scientists 
presented the issues and documentary evidence to the Director ofCDRH (See attached 
presentation) . 
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• The Director of CDRH then conducted his own investigation and concluded that we, FDA 
physicians and scientists, need to "move forward," thus allowing managers to avoid and evade 
any accountability and without taking any curative or disciplinary actions whatsoever. The 
Director of CDRH has further aggravated the situation by knowingly allowing a continuation 
of management reprisals. These r�w include removal and threatened removal of 
physicians and scientists _ __ as well as illegal and improper 
employee performance evaluations. 

• On September 29,2008, . FDA physicians and scientists wrote a second letter to Dr. von 
Eschenbach (see attached letter). 

To date, despite involvement by the Commissioners Office, there has been enormous internal 
resistance from entrenched managers at CDRH including the Center Director and the Director of 
ODE. These managers seem far more concerned about ensuring their current positions and 
protecting and promoting their own careers and those of their cronies, than they are about ensuring 
the safety and effectiveness of medical devices and protecting and promoting the health of all 
Americans. CDRH managers prefer to employ regulation-based "pseudo-science" rather than 
science-based regulation. 

It is evident that managers at CDRH have deviated from FDA's mission to identify and address 
underlying problems with medical devices before they cause irreparable harm, and this deviation 
has placed the American people at risk. Given the large number of __ 
submissions to the FDA, the complexity of the scientific and medical issues involved and the 
. of _ devices to the practice of medicine, we believe tha�of 

devices uires the establishment of a new and separate Office at FDA ____ 
This Office must be staffed by expert physicians and scientists at all levels 

including management and must provide vision and leadership by being proactive rather than 
reactive, by incorporating the latest scientific and technological evidence into device evaluation, 
compliance and post-market surveillance, and by making all regulatory decisions in a transparent 
manner based on sound scientific and clinical principles. At the same time, there is a need for new 
legislation that modernizes the regulatory structure of the 510(k) program so that complex medical 
devices are not allowed onto the market without a comprehensive (or in some cases, any) clinical 
evaluation of their safety and effectiveness. This is especially true for _ devices due to 
their markedly increased use in clinical practice and because " devices employ highly complex 
hardware and software, undergo rapid technological changes and touch the lives of so many 
patients on a daily basis. The current framework for medical device adverse event reporting does 
not work for many _ devices as the adverse effects of 
.. devices are rarely detected immediately, are not transparent on an individual patient basis, 
and can only be prevented by a rigorous pre-market evaluation process. 

FDA leaders need to re-establish the trust of the American people. Congress needs to ensure that 
FDA physicians and scientists can do their jobs by being allowed to follow the laws, rules and 
regulations without fear of reprisal, by applying the best and latest scientific knowledge and 
methodologies, by having an updated modern regulatory structure, and by allocating sufficient 
financial and other resources to FDA.' Finally, FDA leaders and Congress must restore 
compliance with the law, must hold accountable those managers at FDA that fail to carry out the 
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FDA mission to protect and promote the health of all Americans, and must protect FDA physicians 
and scientists so that they can protect the American public. 

As the Branch of government responsible for oversight of the FDA, we urgently seek your 
intervention and help. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH &. HUMAN SERVICES 

The Honorable Darrell Issa 
Chairman 

JUL 1 3 2012 

Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

JUL 1 62012 

Food and Drug Administration 
Silver Spring, MD 20993 

Thank you for your letter of February 9, 2012, requesting information about the use of computer 
monitoring by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA or the Agency) to investigate the illegal 
and unauthorized release of confidential information related to medical device applications and 
submissions. 

In connection with this matter, there are several cases in active litigation and open investigations 
by the U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC). Further, on June 14, 2012, in response to a request 
from OSC, the Secretary of HealUl and Human Services (HHS) asked the HHS Office of 
Inspector General (OIG) to conduct an investigation of the premarket review process for some 
medical device applications and submissions, which, in part, relate to the aforementioned 
unauthorized disclosures. The litigation, OSC investigations, OIG referral, and commensurate 
need to understand all the facts surrounding the improper disclosure of confidential information, 
and the subsequent Agency response, require a thorough and deliberate review of events. Tbis 
review must respect the rights of individual employees as weJl as protect governmental legal 
prerogatives. Such constraints might limit the Agency's response to questions related to matters 
involved in the litigation and open investigations. Please accept my apology for the delay in 
responding due to the pending investigations and litigation related to this matter. 

FDA recognizes and appreciates the Committee's legitimate oversight interest in the issues 
raised in your letter. We share your concern that our employees be afforded all appropriate and 
available opportunities to raise issues relating to Agency policies and decisions. At the same 
time, FDA has important obligations to ensure the integrity of the medical device premarket 
review process, which requires FDA, including the Center for Devices and Radiological Health 
(CDRH), to routinely receive and review trade secrets and confidential commercial information 
submitted by regulated entities, the disclosure of which could cause competitive harm to the 
company submitting the information. Congress has enacted statutes that expressly prohibit FDA 
personnel from disclosing trade secrets and confidential commercial information. Such 
unauthorized disclosures not only violate federal law and undermine the integrity of FDA 
programs; they also can result in civil suits against FDA andlor criminal and monetary penalties 
against its employees. In many instances, the mere fact that a device firm has submitted a pre
market submission or application is itself confidential. Similarly, details about a company's 
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product in development, or the data and information concerning a product's safety and 
effectiveness, could give the company's competitors an unfair advantage by providing previously 
unavailable insights into the development process, and disclosure of such details could 
undermine incentives for innovation and competition in the commercial market. Protection of 
this highly sensitive information is of utmost importance to FDA. 

Please note that this response may include information that is trade secret, commercial 
confidential, or other information otherwise protected from disclosure to the public, for example· 
under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. § 552), the Trade Secrets Act (18 U.S.C. § 
1905), the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (2l U.S.C. § 33 lO», and Agency regulations. 
We respectfully request that the Committee not publish such information in order to preserve the 
proprietary and competitive interests of the companies involved, as well as other significant 
interests. FDA staff would be pleased to discuss with Committee staff the protected status of any 
specific information. 

Please also note that this letter reflects FDA's current understanding of the facts pertaining to 
this matter and is based upon the Agency's review of the matter to date. 

FDA construes the questions in your letter to relate to the individuals who were signatories to the 
January 2009 letter to which your letter refers, as well as to Lakshmi Vishnuvajjala, who, though 
not a signatory, was one of the five individuals whose computer activity was monitored by FDA 
pursuant to the Agency's investigation into suspected unauthorized disclosures by CDRH 
personnel. 

We have restated your specific questions below in bold, followed by our responses. 

1 .  Identify the individual(s) responsible for deciding to initiate monitoring of the personal 
e-mail accounts of the FDA Nine. 

In 2009 and 2010, FDA became aware of a series of unauthorized disclosures of confidential 
information contained in various medical device premarket applications and submissions under 
review. For instance, on January 13,2009, The New York Times (Times) published an article that 
included confidential information from iCAO's then-pending premarket approval application 
(PMA) for its SecondLook Digital Computer-aided Detection for Mammography device. 
According to information iCAD provided to FDA, the article's author informed the company that 
he had received "internal FDA documents" regarding the device from "Scientific Officers of the 
FDA." On January 13,2009, legal counsel for iCAD sent a letter to the CDRH Ombudsman 
expressing concern regarding the apparent disclosure by FDA of the company's confidential 
PMA information. The January 13,2009, Times article also quoted from an internal Agency 
memorandum regarding the pending review of Shina Systems' submission seeking clearance to 
market its AngioCt device. A consultation review memorandum on the premarket notification 
submission �)") had been written on March 14,2008, by other CDRH 
personnel to� a CDRH staff fellow, and Dr. Robert Smith, an FDA 
medical officer. 
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Then, on April 16,2010, CDRH received a letter from legal counsel for GE Healthcare Inc., 
alleging that FDA had disclosed to the press confidential information from the ftrm's premarket 
notification submission for a new CT colonography screening indication for its CT 
Colonography II image analysis software visualization device. The letter referenced a March 28, 
2010, Times article as evidence that confidential information from the company's 51 O(k) 
submission had been leaked to the press in violation of federal law, FDA regulations, and 
internal Agency policy. This article referred to "[s]cores of internal agency documents made 
available to The New York Times." Although the article did not disclose the source of the 
internal agency documents, it included quotes from both Dr. Robert Smith and former FDA 
contractor, Dr. Julian Nicholas. The firm requested that FDA "conduct an internal investigation 
into how this information was leaked to the press." 

The question of the authorization of monitoring is being addressed in the OSC investigation you 
and Senator Grassley have requested, as well.as the pending litigation, and the Agency is still 
identifying and gathering evidence with respect to these issues. 

We can assure you, however, that the Agency did not monitor these individuals' use of non
government-owned computers. To the extent an individual elected to use a government 
computer to engage in correspondence using a personal e-mail account, data derived from such 
use were collected in the same manner as were data derived from other uses of the government
issued computer. 

2. Identify each employee who was the subject of any form of surveillance, including, but 
not limited to, screen captures and e-mail monitoring. 

FDA authorized active monitoring of the use of QoVer'nnlen,t-o,WTled computers by the following 
individuals: Ewa Czerska, Paul Hardy Robert Smith, and Lakshmi 
Vishnuvajj ala. 

3. State the date on which surveillance started for each employee identified above. 

Software-enabling active monitoring of computer activity was installed by FDA as follows: 

• Robert Smith - April 22, 2010 
• Paul Hardy - 24, 2010 
• - June 30, 2010 
• 30,2010 
• Lakshmi Vishnuvajjala - June 30, 20 I 0 

As listed above, software-enabling computer monitoring was installed on Dr. Smith's 
government-issued computer on April 22, 2010-five days after FDA received the GE 
Healthcare letter alleging wrlawful public ctisclosure of confidential information. During the 
course of monitoring Dr. Smith's use of his government-issued computer, evidence was 
uncovered suggesting that certain additional CDRH personnel were participating in unauthorized 
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disclosures of information, and monitoring was expanded to include these additional personnel, 
as noted above. 

Although your letter states that "[t]he first documented interception of an e-mail occurred in 
January 2009," this is incorrect. As indicated above, in no case were any of these individuals 
subject to computer monitoring prior to April 22, 2010. Screensbots of e-mails that were 
originally sent or received prior to the date on which monitoring was initiated could only have 
been captured as a result of the individual having opened or reopened the e-mail message on 
his/her FDA computer after the date monitoring was commenced. 

4. For any individual no longer employed by FDA whose e-mail was monitored, please 

explain the circumstances of departure from the agency, including relevant dates. 

• a General Schedule employee who was removed from her position on 
April 29,2011, for unauthorized disclosure of confidential information. Pursuant to an 
agreement recently reached between OSC and both HHS and FDA,_has been 
temporarily reappointed with pay through July 31, 2012. 

• _was a Commissioned Corps officer within the U.S. Public Health Service, 
who was not recommended for promotion by the Annual Promotion Board in September 
2011. On October 9, 2011, he was terminated from the Regular Corps pursuant to 42 
U.S.C. § 211(g). 

• was at FDA as a limited-term staff fellow appointed pursuant to 42 
term appointment expired on November 6, 2010. 

• a Schedule A Appointment Medical Officer. His term appointment 
expired on July 31,2010. 

S. Explain the extent of the agency's surveillance of the FDA Nine, including a description 
of the methods for and freqncncy of any surveillance. 

As noted above, FDA collected data regarding certain personnel's use of their government
owned computers. For each of the individuals subject to computer monitoring, data were 
collected from the following sources: 

• Screenshots, taken every five seconds, of the totality of whatever was visible on one or 

more monitors in use for a given government-issued computer; 

• All e-mail sent or received to/from a given government-issued computer; 

• All network activity to/from the government-issued computer; 

• All data stored on and printed from the government-issued computer or an external 

storage drive connected thereto; and 

• All keystrokes performed on the government-issued computer. 
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According to individuals involved at the time, as well as our review of the matter to date, the 
data collected were searched to identify records of correspondence leaving the FDA network in 
which the e-mail or any attachment to it contained the term "colonography" or the letter "k" 
immediately followed by a series of numbers, the latter being intended to identify reference to 
specific 51  O(k) premarket notification submissions as to which FDA had received complaints 
about improper disclosures of confidential information. Later, the search parameters were 
broadened to include terms beginning with the letter "p" or "g," followed by a series of numbers, 
which would potentially correspond to premarket approval device applications or investigational 
device exemption applications, respectivel y. Search terms were also eventually expanded to 
include the names and manufacturers of products about which it was suspected unauthorized 
disclosures may have been/or were being made. FDA also endeavored to identify e-mails being 
sent to individuals outside the FDA network that appeared to include confidential Agency 
records. 

FDA is not aware of any information that suggests that Agency personnel collected passwords 
for individuals' personal e-mail accounts. According to the forensic engineer principally 
involved in the computer monitoring, to the extent individuals' passwords may have been 
captured, it would have been incidental to the objective of the monitoring and FDA did not 
utilize or otherwise take any action related to. such passwords. 

To the extent FDA became aware of the use of personal e-mail accounts to transmit information, 
it was either t1u'ough the identification of screenshots, which in many cases recorded 
correspondence that had heen accessed on an FDA computer, or because the individual used his 
or her FDA e-mail account to send Agency records to his or her own personal e-mail address. It 
should be noted that once monitored individuals transmitted Agency records to their own 
personal e-mail account, in many cases the records were almost immediately forwarded further 
to individuals outside the government. 

Note that since 2009, all users of the FDA computer network have received notice upon logging 
into an FDA computer that they should have no reasonable expectation of privacy when utilizing 
the FDA computer system. I 

1 For example, upon logging on to the FDA network, users immediately receive the following warning message: 

You are accessing a U.S. Government infonnation system, which includes (1) this computer, (2) this 
computer network, (3) aU computers connected to this network, and (4) all devices and storage media 
attached to this network 01' to a computer on this network. 

111is information system is provided for U.S. Government-authorized use only. Unauthorized or improper 
use of this system may result in disciplinary action, as well as civil and crim-inal penalties. 

By using this information, you understand and consent to the following: 

• You have no reasonable expectation of privacy regarding any communications or data transiting or 
stored on this information system. At any time, and for any lawful government purpose, the 
government may monitor, intercept, and search and seize any communication or data transiting or 
stored on this information system. 
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6. State the purpose of the agency's surveillance of the FDA Nine. 

FDA initiated monitoring of the government-owned computers of the five individuals identified 
above for two principal purposes: I) to identify the source of the unauthorized disclosures, if 
possible; and 2) to identify any further such unauthorized disclosures so as to better enable FDA 
to facilitate their cessation. 

Your letter states that "it appears that FDA targeted these employees for surveillance because 
they talked to Congress." Beginning as early as October 2008, FDA had begun receiving letters 
and other inquires from multiple Congressional offices regarding concerns brought to them hy 
various members of the group of individuals you reference. These inquiries made clear that 
CDRH personnel were seeking the intervention of Congress. Nonetheless, it was not until 
approximately 18 months after FDA began to receive such inquiries that the monitoring of Dr. 
Smith's government-owned computer activity was initiated. The impetus for the monitoring was 
not any communication to Congress. Rather, the impetus for monitoring was the March 2010 
Times article and the receipt of the GE Healthcare letter just prior to the initiation of monitoring, 
which indicated that the preceding pattern of similar unauthorized disclosures of confidential 
information from other pending medical device applications and submissions was continuing 
unabated. It should also be noted that, in conducting the computer monitoring, data were 
collected without regard to the identity of the individuals with whom the user may have been 
corresponding. 

7. Explain the legal justification relied on by FDA to Initiate surveillance of the FDA Nine. 

As explained above, this matter is the subject of current litigation. It should be noted, however, 
as described above, that since 2009 all users of the FDA computer network have received notice 
upon logging in that they should have no reasonable expectation of privacy when utilizing the 
FDA computer system. Please see footnote I for the text of the infOlmation that all users 
receive. 

You have also requested documents, and we have restated below your requests, followed by our 
responses. 

1 .  Documents referring or relating to the FDA Nine collectively or individually, including, 
but not limited to, all communications to or from Gregory Campbell, Dr. Jeffrey 
Shuren, Ruth McKee, Ralph Tyler, or Dr. Joshua Sharfstein. 

• Any communications or data transiting or stored on this information system may be disclosed or used 
for any lawful government purpose. 

The above warning has been in continuous use since at least September 20 10, and a similar warning was in lise at 
the time the monitoring, as described herein, was initiated. Additionally, all FDA personnel are required to receive 
Computer Security Awareness Training annually, during which they are reminded, among other things, that all 
network activity may be monitored. The employees abollt whom you have inquired received such annual training. 
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FDA is continuing to gather responsive documents, which will be provided in a rolling 
production. 

2. Documents created or obtained as a result of e-mail monitoring since January 1 ,2009, 
including but not limited to all documents in the file named "FDA 9." 

As noted above, FDA did not commence the computer monitoring discussed above until various 
dates in 2010. The Agency is continuing to gather responsive documents, which will be 
provided in a rolling production. 

3. Guidance from the Office of the General Counsel referring or relating to monitoring 
employee e-mail accounts. 

We are working to identify any documents that may be responsive to this request. 

4. Guidance from the Office of the Inspector General referring or relating to monitoring 
employee e-mail accounts. 

We are not aware of documents provided to FDA by oro that provide general guidance, with 
respect to the monitoring of employee e-mail accounts. 

Thank you, again, for contacting us concerning this matter. rf you have further questions, please 
let us know. 

cc: The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings 
Ranking Member 

Sincerely, 

Jeanne Ireland 
Assistant Commissioner 

for Legislation 

Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 
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To: 
CC: 
From: 

Interim Report of Investigation 

Lori Davis, Chief Information Officer 
Joe Albaugb, Chief Information Security Officer 
Joe HooEnagle, Incident Response and Forensic Lead; Christopber Newsom, 
Incident Response and Forensic Investigator 

Date: June 3, 2010 
Subject: Interim Report of Investigations - Robert C. SMITH 

In May of 2010 specific allegations were presented to the FDA Security Deparunent regarding 
Robert C. SMITH, Medical Officer - CDRH/ODE/DRARD. These allegations pertained to the 
following: 

• Ghost writing HIS subordinates' reports, in particular those surrounding those reports that 
ate identified by the letter "K" followed by six (6) numbers. 

• SMITH communicating with external news soutces (press) regarding H1S concerns over the 
FDA' s approval process of particular medical devices suuounding C1' scans and 
colonograpby. 11Us allegation particuljuly related to Gardiner Hattis, reporter for the New 
York Times. 

The Security Department bas initiated a review of FDA data sources associated witi1 SMITH to 
determine the validity of the allegations. The analytical findings to chlte .ppear to supporr the 
allegations, however the review is ongoing and substantial volumes of chlta are currently being culled. 

The subordinate information that lollows contains: 

• FDA personnel that appear to be involved with the allegations, 
• Communications with external press sources, including Gardiner Harris, reporter for <he 

New York Times, 
• Collaboration amongst FDA personnel and external sources to provide ddamator), 

information abOut the FDA approval process as \Vell as issues regarding hostile work 
environment and discrimination, 

• Distribution of potentially sensitive information to extelOal, non FDA sources, and 
• Information indicating potential involvement of Congress member(s) sen'ing as conduits [0 

the press. 
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Interim Report of Invwigo.tions - Robert C. SMITH 
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.. " () 
Possible Future Concerns: " ..... """ .. " .... " .... " ....... "."" .. " .. "." ........ " .. ".,, .... " ....................... "." ... 7 
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Possible Collaboration Issue: "."" ... " ..... " .. "." .... " .. " ..... """." ...... "" .. ,, .. "."" ... " ... " ..... " .... "" ....... 8 
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Interim ReS Report of Analvsis & Findings 

* Underlined items indicate findings post "Preliminary ReS Analysis Results.doc" 

Allegation 1: Ghost Writing 

• Indications of ReS receiving documents and email from co-workers / co
complainants peltaining to investigation via FDA email and Gmail 

• Documents being edited by ReS and retumed via Gmail- Mostly investigation 
related documentation. 

• Lengthy suggestions of content to be used supplied by ReS via Gmail. These are 
contained in body of email for use by recipients (co-workers / co-complainants) 

• Documents being edited by ReS and retumed via Gmail Identified Device 
Review documents/correspondence. 

• Many of the above referenced documents and communications are cU1Tently going 
to IN for review/input. 

• IN cU1Tently, heavily involved in cOll1ll1unications regarding investigation 

View All possible instances of the above allegation in order by date 

Allegation 2: Supplving Internal Documents and Information to External Sources 

• Multiple Gmail contacts with Gardiner Han·is - NY Times 
Identified multiple Gmail communications between ReS and Gardiner Harris 
regarding telephonic communications and in-person meetings 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• Multiple Gmail contacts with Matthew Perrone - Associated Press News 
Identified mUltiple Gmail communications between RCS and Gardiner Harris 
regarding telephonic communications and in-person meetings 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• Multiple Gmail contacts with Alyah KJ,an - Inside Washington Publishers news 
organization 

o RCS Received intemal document via Gmail from Kahn reference Clu·is 
Van Hollen - Alyah requested in same email not to be revealed as source 
or distribute document. 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 
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o RCS currently assisting Khan with editing story regarding Clu'is Van 
Hollen 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

o Kahn indicates the "editor" wants to hold the "Van Hollen story" as of 
May 14,2010 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

o RCS and IN are in communication with Kahn regarding articles 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

o RCS and IN are in conmmnication with Robert Lowes (Unknown News 
Org) may be an associate of Kahn's 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• Multiple Gmail contacts with Joe Bergantino and Rochelle (unk last name) - RCN 
Cable Washington based Direct Cable provider) 
Identified multiple Gmail communications between requesting times to meet and 
talk. 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• RCS and IN received communication from Lainey Moseley - (Philadelphia 
Joumalist of Unknown News Org) Looking for a "Bigger S tory" on CT scans. 
patient safety and FDA recommendations. 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• Multiple Gmail contacts with Ned Feder (POGO - Project On Govemment 
Oversight - non affiliated non profit) - Emails include attachments with 
significant amount of documents. 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• Multiple Gmail contacts with Jack Mitchell (aging.senate. gov) Emails include 
attaclm1ents with significant amount of documents including those self-redacted. 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 
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• Multiple Gmail contacts with IN Emails include attachments with significant 
amount of documents including those self-redacted 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• Multiple Gmail contacts with Joan Kleinman (District Director for Rep. Chris 
Van Hollen) - Emails include attachments with significant amount of documents 
including those self-redacted. 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

Possible Future Concerns: 

• Gmail from Paul Hardy stating "Time to pound them into dust - I think its time to 
talk to Joe about the documentary on Frontline" - Received May I I, 20 I 0 - (Joe 
is an unknown person) 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• Gmail cOITespondence indicating that Julian Nicholas has reapplied to CDRH and 
is being considered for a position. 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

Possible Potential Issue: 

• Gmail cOITespondence with outside physician(s) - Possible FDA research 
knowledge being leveraged (ref CON and STARK) CSIRT not sure whether or 
not is these are FDA internal projects. 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• Image of Certificate of Remittance (transfer) from Shinan Ban.k dated41lS/09 
viewed on 4/26/20 I 0 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 
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Possible Collaboration Issue: 

• Numerous FDA emails and Gmail amongst primary and secondary actors 
indicating collaborative correspondence regarding review, editing, compilation, 
production or distribution of verbiage, documentation and information pertaining 
to medical reviews, CutTent investigations, claims against HHS/FDA, and release 
of infonnation to external organizations. 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• Emails among Actors indicating a collaborative plan to produce a document 
defamatory to HHS/FDA that will be passed to Joan Kleinman, leaked to the press 
on Chris Van Hollen's letterhead and returned to Van Hollen's Office 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 

• Email among Actors indicating a collaborative plan to modify document(s) to 
reflect only inconsistencies and remove any speculative infOllllation. 

View All instances of the above noted in order by date 
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March 23,2009 

To: Leslie W. Hollie 
Supervisory Special Agent 
Offioe of L'1vestigations 
Office of Inspector General 

MEMORANDUM 

Depariment of Health & uman Services 

From: Les Weinstein 
Ombudsman 
Center for Devioes and. Radiological Health (CDRH) 
Food & Drug Administration 

Department of Health & Human Services 

As you requested, enclosed are documents related to the Radiological Devioes Branch 

and the current allegations. 

Please contact me if you need any additional information. 

Thank you. 
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January 13, 2009 

BY HAND DELIVERY 

PMA Document Mail Center (HFZ-40 1 )  
Center for Devices and Radiological Health 
Office· ofDe,;ce Evaluation 
Food and Drug Administration 
9200 Corporate Boulevard 
Rockville, MD 20850 

Hogan & Hartsoo llP 
Columbia Square 
555 Thirtl!oJrth s_� NW 
W h' . DC t� I ... I.'.,! 

www.hhlaw.com 

John J� Smith, M.D., J.D. 

Re: Possible Disclosure of Confidential iCAD, Inc., PMA Application Information 
(POlOO38) 

. 

Attn: Les S. Weinsiein CHFZ-5) 

Dear WIT. Weinstein: 

. On behalf of our client, ieAD, Inc. ("iCAD" or "the company"), we are writing to provide the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration ("FDA" or the "agency'') with the company's letter 
describing possible disclosure of confidential information contained within the company' s  PMA 
application. 

Should you have any questions regarding this enclosed letter, please contact me at the number 
above. 

Sincerely, 

�� 
Enclosures 
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Shuren, Jeff 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Weinstein, Les S �6:06 PM 

Shuren, Jeff 
Unauthorized Disclosures 

Docu'11elnt"df, audit.xls; NYT Jan 1 3  2009.pdf; _ - clinical cardiology review 
March 26 200B.doc; Document.pdf; Document.pdf 

Mr. Hollie----As you had suggested during our phone conversation yesterday, I ·am sending you this email regarding a 
third (# 1 below) unauthorized and inappropriate disclosure of information to the press in, or from, intemal FDA documents 
regarding the review of marketing applications submitted to the Office of Device Evaluation (ODE) in FDA's Center for 
Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH). FDA is referring this to OIG for an investigation into this disclosure in addition to 
the other two disclosures (#2 and #3 below) we previously referred to OIG earlier this year. 

1 .  On October 1 ,  2009, Dr. Jeff Shuren, Acting Center Director; Dr. Bram Zuckerman, Director of the Division of 
Cardiovascular Devices (DC D); Mathew HiJlebrenner, a Branch Chief in DCD; and Timothy Ulatowski, Director of the 
Office of Compliance, partiCipated in a Wall Street Jo�phone interview with reporter Alicia Mundy regarding the 
Edwards dETlogix annulopl�(51 O(k) number_ . To their surprise Ms. Mundy was able to � 
51 0(k) reviewer's memo on_ which is attached. The memo was completed by the lead reviewer, _ 
on April 9. 2009. The 5l 0(k) has since been cleared for marketing. It is on IMAGE (an electronic imaging system for 
CDRH documents). Dr. Zuckerman believes that someone from CDRH accessed IMAGE (which anyone in CDRH can do) 
and sent this document out. Reviewer memos are disclosable under FOIA but only after they have been offidaJiy" 
requested and appropriately redacted. The CDRH FOIA office informed me that this memo has not been requested or 
released via FOIA, and that it contains trade secret (TSI) and confidential commercial informatibri (CCI) that is not 
disclosable. The following memo has portions marked in pink on pages 2, 10, 1 1 , 14, 1 8  and 1 9  indicating TSI (trade 
secret information) and eCI (confidential commercial information). 

Documentpelf (5 
MB) 

To get a list of people who electronically accessed the memo, we asked our IT staff to search IMAGE audit information 
. from the date of the memo (April 9) up to and including the date of the interview WITh Ms. Mundy (October 1 ). The following 
. list shows that four people accessed the 25-page document indicated by the color green in column E. ( The color yellow 

indicates a related 2-page document that is fully disclosable; I am not attaching this document.) 

audit-xis 
(20 KB) 

For further information please contact me or Dr. Zuckerman. 

2. AngioCT device (K071B71 ) (DCD) wrote the attached consult review memo on to _ 
_ and Dr. Robert Smith, both from the Radiological Devices Branch (RDB) in the Division of Reproductive, 
'i'ibdciiiiiri' and Radiological Devices (DRARD). The memo is dated March 26, 200B. Dr. _was made aware of the 
release of this memo when IT appeared in the attached New York Times article on January 13,  2009. Please let me know if 
OIG needs any information in addition to what FDA has already sent. 

1 
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NYT Jan 13 
2009.pdf (36 KB) 

3. iCAD appealed their PMA, P01 0038/S12, for the SecondLook Digital product for mammography: Gardiner Harris ( New 

York Times) spoke with iCAD on January 9, 2009. When iCAD asked the source of his information, he said it was ''from 
internal FDA documents" and that "they were sent by scientific officers of the FDA." This product is regulated by ROB in 
DRARD. Please see attached correspondence to me from iCAD and their lawyer,_of Hogan and Hartson. 
Please let me know if OIG needs any information in addition to what FDA has already sent. 

Document.pdf (1 
MS) 

Documentpdf (2 
MB) 

You mentioned that you would'forward this email 
the allegations from the Radiological Devices Branch, 
into the disclosure of proprietary information. Please have 
investigations. Thank you very much, 

I wish you well in your new assignment. 

Les Weinsiein 
Ombudsman 
Office of the Center Director 
Center for Devices and Radiological Health 
Food and bru�n 
W.O. Bldg. 66_ 
1 0903 NH Ave. 

2 

P2 

.wiihiio.n�oiiw has the lead for the overall investigation into 

'!! who has the lead for the related investigation 
me to apprise me of the current status of these 
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("'� DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH .'1..'\1) m:MAN SERVICES 

.,���L.. 

Mr. Mark McCor:nacK, 
Special Agent in Charge 

MAY 1 8 2010 

U.S. Department ofHeaHh and Hu.'11an Services 
Food and Drug Admi.r�sLT2.tion 
Office of Criminal Investigations 
Office of Internal Affairs 
1 Church Street, _ 
Rockville, ::vm 20850 

RE: Case :-;a:ne: Cnautborized Disclosure of Information 
or File #: Hl 00001413 

SAC McCom1ack: 

Office oflnspector General 
Office ofInve5tigations 
Special Investigations Branch 

. Washington, D.C. 20201 

TIle U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Office of Inspector General (OIG), Office 
of Investigations (01), Special Investigations Branch (SIB), is in receipt of your referral (OIA File #: 
201 0-01A-970-073). At this time, based on the information provided, O1GIOUSIB will be taking no 
aotioIL Tne referT? I l�ci:> my c'l'ibnee of criminal conduct on the art of any HHS employee. 
Additionally, 5 US.C. � :21 , identifies that disclosures, such as the ones ege . wnen they relate toJ 
marters of public safety may be made to the media and Congress as long as the material released is not 
speciiically prohibited by law and protected by Executive Order or National Seclli-ity Classification: 

The OIG is appreoiativ� of your support in its overall mission. Thank yon for contacting the OIG on this matte�.a\'e a:JY questions, or need any additional information. please feel free to contact 
rne at_ 

/;5' ---
Scott A. Vantrease 
Assistant Special Agent i.n Charge 
Special Investigations Branch 

. . .. - 1  
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! ( DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES 

• •  , \!..' .. ';. 
, June 28; 201 0  

. Da . .r:!l�l#iVj!l;>QOlj.lflspe.ctor General 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Office of Inspector General 
Washington, DC 20201 

RE: Case Number: Unauthorized Disclosure of Information 
01 File#: H1 00001413 

Dear Mr. Levinson: 

Food and Drug Administration 
10903 New Hampshire Avenue 

Silver Spring, MD 20993-0002 

We are in receipt 0 e lett.er dated May 18, 2010, f Scott A Vantrease, Assistant 
Special Agent in C ·  r e, Special lnvesti . · . ranch. Thank Y9U for your quick 
response to. our request or an In.ves Igation. However. we are now making a new 
request f9r an OIG investigation. We have obtained new-information cO(lfirming the 
existence Qf information disclosures that undermine the integrity anc� mission of the FDA 
and;�

. 

�:y ba.�ibited by law . .  Furthermore, these disclpsures may be 
0Y-0j . . �st-that tile OIG promptly review til is neWj� . 
On May 1 7, 2010, the FDA Office of In.ternal Affair� (OIA), MiJrk MCCQ+l'll8c/<, Special 
Age ' , t th@ GIG review what the FDA determined to be an 
inappropriate disclo$ure of cpnfidential commercial information .if) :th� potential release 
of inf€lrm;,Jtion related ·to. a penc;ling GE Healthcare appli�tion. The Ote; determil1eQ 
based on the informatio.n presented at the time that the referriJl lacked evidence of 
criminal conduct-and declined to take action. 

We now have additional evidence, based 0-,.\ an internal investigation, that several 
employees may have engaged in the unlawful disclosure of confidential commercial 
information. We undertook this 'intemal investigation because we had reason to believe 
that an employee may have been responsible for leaking confidential commercial 
information. Based on our reasonable suspicion: OIA authorized the Office of 
Information Management (OIM) to institute real-time monitoring of his FDA computer, 
using narrowly tailored search criteria relating to device cases to which he was 
assigned. 

Our monitoring, which is ongoing, produced documents suggesting that employees are 
engaged in the inappropriate, and likely illegal, disclosure of nonpublic information. 
These documents are being forwarded to your secure IT portal. Specifically, they show 
that the employee at issue and other employees have recently disclosed nonpublic 
information to at least one former FDA employee relating to full field digital 
mammography (FFDM), spine analysis software, and infant enteral feeding tube device 
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application files. In the case of the FFDM device submission, the employees sharing 
and discussing the company-confidential information with the unauthorized reCipient 
were officially assigned to review these files, but the unauthorized recipient lacked any 
prior history with these files or specific expertise that might justify seeking his input 
(notwithstanding that such disclosure may be illegal). In another case, employees 
assigned to the review of spine analysis software shared with the former employee 
information about the content and ongoing review of that file. In a third case, the 
employees shared with the former employee information from infant enteral feeding 
tube, accessories, and tube extension set files that they Were not officially assigned to 
review, and there was no apparent justification for disclosing or discussing the files with 
the unauthorized recipient. We have also discovered emaHs that the employee in 
question sent to u nauthorized recipients which appear to have attachments likely 
containing confidential commercial information, but we have not yet confirmed that we 
have all the attachments themselves. For example, the employee sent an email to the 
former employee asking for comments on a hemodialysis uevice file. 

Notably, the OIA-authorized mOhItoring by OIM has not involved analysis of past 
periods, during which leaks relating to the GE Healthcare device application or other 
matters may have occurred; a retrospei:tiile-anaJY�is Wbuld actuallY 'require a review of 
the contents of the subject employee's govenlmeht,issljed computer and the 
govemment�iSsued corrrputer(s) of otner identified employee(s), which would be 
facilitated by the opening of a formal investigation. We have also determined that" . 
non pUblic i nformatioh from muitiple device application files Was improperly doWnloaded 
from the employee's FDA computet to a nCln"FDA computer and fo portable storage 
devices; further investigation may determine that these downloads resulted in additional 
disclosures·bf cohfictElntial commercial informatioTi. 

We request thaf yO!;l reliiew the attached eomriiunications to determine Whether this 
wouJ(hVatrant Openln� an investigation to detei'rtiine Whether ohe' or more employees 
may have engaged iii' (ifjlaWful conduct We believe that the emails and attacJ1ea 
documents represent disclosures that may be prohibifed by law. Among other things, 
the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the Act) prohibits anyone "revealing, other 
than to the Secretary or offiters or employees of the Department, or to the coiJrts when 
relevant. . . ,  aTiY infotriiati'on acquired under the" FDA's authority to review and approve 
applications fur devices and other products. 21 U.S.C. § 331 0). Moreover, the Act 
prohibits the disclosure of confidential commercial infotriiation without the written 
consent of the sponsor who submitted the information. 21 U.S.C. § 331 (y)_ In the case 
of a device not on the market, for which the intent to market the device has not been 
d isclosed, and that has been submitted to the FDA for premarket approval or premarket 
notification review, FDA generally may not d isclose the existence of the premarket 
submission. 21 C.F.R. §§ 807.95 & 814.9. More generally, any federal employee who 
discloses confidential trade secret information is subject to a fine or imprisonment. See 
a/so 45 C.F.R. § 73.735-307(3) (prohibtting FDA employees from disclosing information 
obtained in confidence, in accordance With applicable federal laws). 
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We are particularly concerned that the continued release of confidential information has 
compromised or will compromise the integrity of the ongoing premarket review of the 
subject device applications. Therefore, we request that the DIG immediately review this 
new information and open an investigation. 

Attachments 
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J�ffTelshuren, M.D.,J.D. 
Director, Center for Devices 

and Radiological Health 
Food and Drug Administration 
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Mr. David Mehring 
Special Agent 
Office of the Inspector General 
Department of Health and Human Services 

Avenue SW 

Washington, DC 2020 I 

Re: Dr. Robert Smith 

Dear Mr. Mehring: 

U.S. Department of Justic. 

Criminal Division 

lVa.fllil/glCH, D C.  l05j(} 

NOV - 3 2010 

TIle Public Integrity Section has reviewed the above-referenced matter in which 
there were alleged violations of Title 18 ,  United States Code, Section 1905, perpetrated by Dr. 
Robert Smith and other employees of lhe Food and Drug Administration's Center for Devices 
and Radiological Health. After reviewing this matter, we have decided to decline prosecution . . 

We understand that your office concurs with this decision. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me 
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

� Jack SmIth 
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{" '� DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH Al\'D HUMAN SERVICES \,�� Office of Inspeclor General 
Office of luvestig:nions 
Special Investigations Branch 

TO: Dr. Jeffrey Shuren 
Director 

NOV 1 5 ZOtD 

Center for Devices and Radiological Health 
Food and Drug Administration 

. � 

330 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Wasbing!on, DC 2020 I 

FROM: Scott A. Vantrease ./J-----
Assistant Special Agent in Charge 
Special Investigations Branch 

SUBJECT: ' Closure ofInvestigation Concerning Paul Hardy, Dr. Ewa Czerska, and Dr. Robert Smith 
or File Number: H-1O-00248-3 

On July 3 1 , 2010, the Office of Investigations (aI), Special Investigations Branch (Sm), opened an 
investigation regarding your complaint referral that alleged several employees within the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH), had disclosed confidential 
infOlmation, as such undermining the integrity and mission of the FDA. Investigators with. OI/Sm 
reviewed the complaint, met witb several FDA staff, including tbe FDA Assistant Commissioner for 

. Management to obtain additional information about tbe alleged misconduct. 

After completing a review. olfsm investigators discussed the alleged misconduct, along witb the 
evidence identified during FDA's internal investigation. with prosecutors from the U.S. Departtnent of 
Justice. The prosecutors performed a tborough review of the matter, and declined prosecution. At this 
time, ol!sm is closing its investigation of this matter. Your office indicated it had developed sufficient 
evidence to address tbe alleged misconduct through administrative processes •. and as such, no further 
action will be taken by OIG. 

If you have �equire additional information. please contact SIB. ASAC, Scott A. 
Vantrease at_ 
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E X E C UTIVE O F F I C E  OF T H E  P R E S I DENT 
OFFICE O F  MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASH I N GTON, O. C. 20503 

June 20, 2012 

MEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF I NFORMATlON OFFICERS AND GENERAL COUNSELS 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

Steven VanROekel!"? ��, 
Federal Chief Infor�� 
Boris Bershteyn rr;fo-., 
General Counsel "-P � 

Office of Special Counsel Memorandum on Agency Monitoring Policies and 
Confidential Whistleblower Disclosures 

The attached memorandum from the Office of Special Counsel COSC) identi lies certain 
legal restrictions and guidelines that executive departments and agencies should consider when 
evaluating their policies and practices regarding monitoring of employee electronic mail and other 
communications. Although lawful agency monitoring of employee communications serves 
legitimate purposes, Federal law also protects the ability of workers to exercise their legal rights to 
disclose wrongdoing without fear of retaliation, which i s  essential to good government. 

We strongly urge you to carefully review the attached OSC memorandum when evaluating 
your agency's monitoring policies and practices, and to take appropriate steps to ensure that those 
policies and practices do not interfere with or chill employees' use of appropriate channels to 
disclose wrongdoing. 
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U.S. OFFICE 0 F SPECIAL COUNSEL 
173n M Street, N,W., Suite. 
Wlublngton, D.C. 20036·4505 

202_ 

June 20, 2 0 1 2  

MEMORANDUM FOR EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES 

FROM: Special Counsel Carolyn N. Lerner � /' /u!..-.-_______ 
U.S. Office of Special Counsel 

SUBJECT: Agency Monitoring Policies and Confidential Whistleblower Disclosures to the 
Office of Special Counsel and to Inspectors General 

This memorandum identifies certain legal restrictions and guidelines that agencies should 
consider when evaluating their policies and practices regarding monitoring of employee 
electronic mail and other communications. Although lawful agency monitoring of employee 
communications serves legitimate purposes, Federal law also protects the ability of workers to 
exercise their legal rights to disclose wrongdoing without fear of retaliation, which is essential to 
good governmcnt. Indced, Federal employees are required to disclose waste, fraud, abuse, and 
corruption to appropl'iate authorities' and are expected to maintain concern for the public 
interest,' which may include disclosing wrongdoing. 

We strongly urge executive departments and agencies (agencies) to evaluate their 
monitoring policies and practices, and take measures to ensure that these policies and practices 
do not interfere with or chill employees from using appropriate channels to disclose wrongdoing. 
The following legal restrictions and guidelines should be considered as part of this evaluation. 

Legal Framework 
Federal law generally prohibits adverse personnel actions against a Federal employee 

because of an employee's disclosure of information that the employee reasonably believes 
evidences a violation of any law, rule, or regulation, or gross mismanagement, a gross wastc of 
filllds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety.3 

Subject to certain exceptions, Federal law also protects the identity of an employee who makes 

' See Ethics Principle No. 1 1 , 5 C.F.R. § 2635 . 1 0 1 (b)( l l ) .  

2 See Merit Principle No. 4, 5 U.S.C. § 2 3 0  l (b)(4). 
3 See 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8). 
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such a protected disclosure to the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) or an agency Inspector 
General (10).' 

Guidelines 
In light of this legal framework, agency monitoring specifically designed to target 

protected disclosures to the OSC and lOs is highly problematic. Such targeting undermines the 
ability of employees to make confidential disclosures. Moreover, deliberate targeting by an 
employing agency of an employee's submission (or draft submissions) to the OSC or an 10, or 
deliberate monitoring of communications between the employee and the OSC or 10 in response 
to such a submission by the employee, could lead to a determination that the agency has 
retaliated against the employee for making a protected disclosure. The same risk is presented by 
an employing agency' s  deliberate targeting of an employee's emails or computer files for 
monitoring simply because the employee made a protected disclosure. 

Summary 

In sum, we strongly recommend that agencies review existing monitoring policies and 
practices to ensure that they are consistent with both the law and Congress's intent to provide a 
secure channel for protected disclosures. 

4 See 5 U.S.C. § 1 2 1 3(h) (prohibiting the Special Counsel from disclosing the identity of a 
whistleblowcr without the individual's consent unless disclosure becomes necessary due to an 
imminent danger to public health or safety or imminent violation of any criminal law); 5 U.S.C. 
App. § 7(b) (prohibiting IGs from disclosing the identity of a whistleblower without the 
whistleblower's consent unless an IG determines such disclosure is unavoidable during the 
course of an investigation). 
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U.S. Office of Special Counsel 
1730 M Street, N.W., Suite 
Washington, D.C. 20036-4505 

Office of Special Counsel Broadens Investigation  
into FDA’s Surveillance of Employees’ E-mail 

 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
CONTACT: Ann O’Hanlon, 202-  

 

The Office of Special Counsel (OSC) has broadened the scope of an existing investigation into the 
surveillance of employees’ emails by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).  FDA acknowledged that it 
monitored emails at the Center for Devices and Radiological Health to congressional investigators and the OSC 
after the employees reported coercion to approve unsafe or harmful medical devices.   

Recently, OSC received new and troubling allegations of retaliatory surveillance of OSC 
communications and other acts of retaliation against the whistleblowers, including FDA attempts to initiate 
criminal prosecution of the whistleblowers. We are reviewing these additional allegations and information from 
Congress and will take appropriate action.   

Relying on documents obtained through FOIA, the whistleblowers allege that the agency reviewed 
disclosures intended specifically for OSC, and that the agency also monitored the communications of 
employees who were suspected of blowing the whistle on FDA’s approval of unsafe medical devices.  These 
disclosures indicated repeated attempts by employees to warn the public that the devices were not safe and 
should not have received FDA approval.   

Under the Whistleblower Protection Act, federal employees are authorized to provide any information to 
OSC, including confidential business information, in order to disclose government waste, fraud, abuse, gross 
mismanagement or health and safety issues.  In establishing the OSC, Congress intended to provide a secure 
channel for disclosures, and whistleblowers are entitled to keep their disclosures to OSC confidential.  Even 
where an agency has a legitimate basis to monitor an employee’s email or has a warning regarding email 
monitoring, that basis or warning does not trump the employees’ right to confidentially blow the whistle to OSC 
or Congress.   

 “Monitoring employee emails with OSC or Congress could dissuade employees from making important 
disclosures,” said Special Counsel Carolyn Lerner.  “Monitoring communications with OSC is unacceptable.  
We encourage other agencies to review their policies to ensure that they are not monitoring or otherwise 
impeding employee disclosures to OSC or Congress.” 

*** 

The U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) is an independent federal investigative and prosecutorial agency. Our basic authorities 
come from four federal statutes: the Civil Service Reform Act, the Whistleblower Protection Act, the Hatch Act, and the Uniformed 
Services Employment & Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA). OSC’s primary mission is to safeguard the merit system by protecting 
federal employees and applicants from prohibited personnel practices, especially reprisal for whistleblowing. For more information, 
please visit our website at www.osc.gov. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

John D. Podesta 
Presidential Transition Team 
Washington, DC 20270 

Dear Mr. Podesta: 

Food and Drug Administration 
Center for Devfces and Radiological Health 

9200 Corporate Boulevard 
Rockville, MD 20850 

January 7, 2009 

We, physicians and scientists of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), fully support the 
agenda of President Obama to "challenge the status quo in Washington and to bring about the kind 
of change America needs."! America urgently needs change at FDA because FDA is 
fundamentally broken, failing to fulfill its mission, and because re-establishing a proper and 
effectively functioning FDA is vital to the physical and economic health of the nation. As stated in 
the November 2007 FDA Science Board Repo« entitled FDA Science and Mission at Risk: "A 
strong FDA is crucial for the health of our country. The benefits of a robust, progressive Agency 
are enOllliOUS; the risks of a debilitated, under-performing organization are incalculable. The FDA 
constitntes a critical component of our nation's healthcare delivelY and public health system. The 
FDA, as much as any public or private sector institntion in our country, touches the lives, health 
and well-being of all Americans. . . .  The FDA is also central to the economic health of the nation, 
regulating approximately $1 trillion in consumer products or 25 cents of every consumer dollar 
expended in this countly annually . . . , The importance of the FDA in the nation's security is 
similarly profound. ' " Thus, the nation is at risk if FDA science is at risk." 

The purpose of this letter is to inform you that the scientific review process for medical devices at 
FDA has been corrupted and distorted by current FDA managers, thereby placing the American 
people at risk. Through this letter and your action, we hope that futnre FDA employees will not 
experience the same frustl'ation and anxiety that we have experienced for more than a year at the 
hands of FDA managers because we are committed to public integrity and were willing to speak 
out. Currently, there is an atmosphere at FDA in which the honest employee fears the dishonest 
employee, and not the other way around. Distnrbingly, the atmosphere does not yet exist at FDA 
where honest employees committed to integrity and the FDA mission can act without fear of 
reprisal. This letter provides an inside view of the severely broken science, regulation and 
administl'ation at the Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) that recently forced 
FDA physicians and scientists to seek direct intervention from the U.S. Congress.3 This letter also 
provides elements of reform that are necessary to begin real change at FDA from the "bottom up." 

Since May 2008,4 the FDA Commissioner has been provided with irrefutable evidence that 
managers at CDRH have placed the nation at risk by corrupting and distOlting the scientific 
evaluation of medical devices, and by interfering with our responsibility to ensure the safety and 
effectiveness of medical devices before they are used on the American public. Before a medical 
device can be cleared or approved by FDA, the law requires5 that safety and effectiveness is 
determined based on "valid scientific evidence . . .  from which it can fairly and responsibly be 
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concluded by qualified experts that there is reasonable assurance of the safety and effectiveness of 
the device." Managers at CDRH have ignored the law and ordered physicians and scientists to 
assess medical devices employing unsound evaluation methods, and to accept non-scientific, nor 
clinically validated, safety and effectiveness evidence and conclusions, as the basis of device 
clearance and approval. Managers with incompatible, discordant, and irrelevant scientific and 
clinical expertise in devices for which they have the full authority to make fmal regulatory 
decisions, have ignored serious safety and effectiveness conce1'l1s of FDA expelis. Managers have 
ordered, intimidated, and coerced FDA experts to modify scientific evaluations, conclusions and 
recommendations in violation ofthe laws, rules and regulations and to accept clinical and technical 
data that is not scientifically valid nor obtained in accordance with legal requirements, such as 
obtaining propel' informed consent from human subjects. These same managers have knowingly 
tried to avoid transparency and accountability by failing to properly document the basis of their 
non-scientific decisions in administrative records. As examples of wrongdoing, the Director of the 
Office of Device Evaluation (ODE) has gone so far as to: 

• Order physicians and scientists to ignore FDA Guidance documents; 
• Knowingly allow her subordinates to issue written threats of disciplinary action if physicians 

and scientists failed to change their scientific opinions and recommendations to confolm to 
those of management; 

• Issue illegal inte1'l1al documents that do not conform to the requirements of Good Guidance 
Practices,6 are not publicly available, and, iffollowed, would circumvent science and legal 
regulatory requirements; 

• Fail to properly document significant decisions in the administrative files;7 
• Make, and allow, false statements in FDA documents; 
• Allow manufacturers to market devices that have never been approved by FDA; 
• Remove Black Box wa1'l1ings recommended by FDA experts; 
• Bypass FDA experts and fail to properly label devices; and 
• Exclude FDA expelis from participating in Panel Meetings8 because manufacturers "expressed 

conce1'l1s that [FDA experts] are biased." 

For seven months, Dr. von Eschenbach and his Assistant Commissioner for Accountability and 
Integrity (Mr. Bill McConagha) have conducted a sham investigation resulting in absolutely 
nothing: no one was held accountable, no appropriate or effective actions have been taken, and the 
same managers who engaged in the wrongdoing remain in place and have been rewarded and 
promoted. Dr. von Eschenbach and Mr. McConagha failed to take appropriate or effective actions 
while the physicians and scientists who had the courage and patriotism to speak out, and who 
refused to comply with FDA management wrongdoing, have suffered severe and ongoing 
retaliation.9 The failure of Dr. von Eschenbach and Mr. McConagha to take appropriate or 
effective actions has made them complicit in the wrongdoing,1O has harmed the reputations and 
lives of individual employees, and has urmecessarily placed the American public at risk. 

In October 2008, the U.S. Congress was provided with the same evidence of wrongdoing that was 
given to the Commissioner. After Congress examined the evidence, the U.S. House of 
Representatives Committee on Energy and Commerce sent a letter to the FDA Commissioner 
dated November 17, 2008,11 stating that they had "received compelling evidence of serious 
wrongdoing . . .  and well-documented allegations . . .  from a large group of scientists and physicians 
. . .  who report misconduct within CDRH that represents an unwarranted risk to public health and a 
silent danger that may only be recognized after many years . . .  and that physicians and scientists 
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within CDRH who objected [to the misconduct] . . .  have been subject to reprisals." 

Unfortunately, the preceding facts are only the latest examples of shocking managerial cOlTuption, 
wrongdoing and retaliation at CDRH. Back in February 2002, a biomedical engineer at CDRH 
repOlted serious managerial misconduct to the cUtTent DU'ector of ODE and ultimately filed an 
EEOC lawsuit in September 2004. After six long stressful years of hardship and litigation, a Judge 
issued a forty-two page Decision and Findings of Fact12 concluding that: "the Agency promoted a 
hostile working environment . . .  permeated with derogatory comments and adverse employment 
actions" . . .  the Agency "failed to exercise any reasonable care to prevent and correct promptly the 
harassing behavior" ' " the actions toward the engineer were "unconscionable" and "OCCUlTed 
openly within the FDA, unchecked, for over four years" . . .  that "FDA managers were aware and 
failed to take appropriate or effective cOlTective actions; but rather, demonstrated a systemic 
disregard for federal regulations as well as the FDA's own policies." The Judge further concluded: 
"supervisors [including the current Director of ODE] knew or should have known of the hostile 
work environment, but neither the supervisors nor the Agency did anything to con'ect the situation 
or prevent further discrimination" . . .  and "failed to exercise any reasonable care to prevent or 
correct the hostility of [managers] towards the Complainant." Shockingly, the current Director of 
ODE herself testified in court that she was aware of the "hostile work envu'onment" but "did not 
want to get involved," thereby cOlToborating her complicity in the cOlTUption and retaliation 
against this employee. These independent facts confirm the longstanding pandemic cOlTUption that 
cries out for new leadership at FDA from the bottom up. 

We are confident that new leadership from the bottom up will be a top priority of Mr. Daschle as 
the new Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). As Mr. Daschle has 
recognized,13 the integrity of the FDA scientific review and decision-making process, where 
scientific experts make evaluations and recommendations, must be evidence-based and 
independent, insulated from improper influences. As a matter offact, Mr. Daschle points to the 
1998 FDA approval of mammography computer-aided detection (CAD) devices14 as an example 
of a breakdown of the independent scientific review and decision-making process. These CAD 
devices were supposed to improve breast cancer detection on mammograms. As Mr. Daschle 
recognized, post-approval scientific publications revealed that actual clinical performance ofthese 
CAD devices did not improve breast cancer detection IS and they were associated with increased 
patient recalls and unnecessary breast biopsies.16 We note that the Agency knowingly approved 
these devices in 1998 even though there was no clinical evidence of improved cancer detection 
and, fmthermore, the device was never tested in accordance with its intended use- one of the 
principal required elements for device approva1.1? Astoundingly, the approval was based on 
pseudo-science that consisted of unsubstantiated estimates of potential benefit using flawed 
testing. Use of these devices is a major public health issue as approximately 40 million 
mammograms are performed every year in the U.S. IS Fmthermore, as a failure of FDA post
approval monitoring, the FDA never carried out any post-marketing assessment or re-evaluation of 
the clinical performance of these devices, ignoring accumulating clinical evidence provided by 
independent research publications revealing that these devices were ineffective and potentially 
harmful when used in clinical practice. 

FDA managers continue to fail to apply even the most fundamental scientific and legal 
requirements for the approval of these, and so many other, devices. These failures constitute a 
clear and silent danger to the American public. Since 2006, FDA physicians and scientists have 
recommended five times not to approve mammography CAD devices without valid scientific and 
clinical evidence of safety and effectiveness. Manufacturers ofthese devices have repeatedly 
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failed to provide valid scientific and clinical evidence demonstrating safety and effectiveness of 
these devices in accordance with the intended use as required by the law. These matters were the 
subject of a Radiological Devices Panel meeting in March 200819 at which independent outside 
experts ratified all of the scientific, clinical, and regulatory points of the FDA experts required for 
proper assessment of the safety and effectiveness of these devices. Despite this, in April of 2008, 
the Director of ODE ignored the recommendations of all of the experts and approved these devices 
without any scientific, clinical 01' legal justification. Although unknown to Mr. Daschle and the 
American public, the Director of ODE and her subordinates committed the most outrageous 
misconduct by ordering, coercing, and intimidating FDA physicians and scientists to recommend 
approval, and then retaliating when the physicians and scientists refused to go along. This, and 
similar management actions with other devices, compelled us to write the FDA Commissioner in 
May 2008 and, because he utterly failed to take appropriate 01' effective actions, we later informed 
the U.S. Congress in October 2008. 

We, physicians and scientists at FDA, seek your immediate attention for change and reform at 
FDA. To bring real change and refOlm to FDA, it is absolutely necessalY that Congress pass, and 
the President20 sign, new legislation providing the strongest possible protections for all government 
employees,21 especially physicians and scientists, who speak out about wrongdoing and corruption 
that interferes with their mission and responsibility to the American public. We desperately need 
honesty without fear of retaliation for our evaluations and recommendations on medical devices, as 
well as accountability and transparency, to become the law and thus the foundation of the FDA 
mission and workplace. We totally agree with the following statement of President Obama:22 

"Often the best source of information about waste, fraud, and abuse in government is an existing 
government employee committed to public integrity and willing to speak out. Such acts of 
courage and patriotism, which can sometimes save lives and often save taxpayer dollars, should be 
encouraged rather than stifled. We need to empower federal employees as watchdogs of 
wrongdoing and partners in performance. Barack Obama will strengthen whistleblower laws to 
protect federal workers who expose waste, fraud, and abuse of authority in government. Obama 
will ensure that . . .  whistleblowers have full access to courts and due process." 

As President Obama has emphasized, he intends to govern the nation and to bring about change 
from the bottom up. We believe that, as applied to FDA, this means a complete restructuring of 
the evaluation and approval process such that it is driven by science and carried out by clinical and 
scientific experts in their con'esponding areas of expeltise who are charged with review of 
regulatOlY submissions in accordance with the laws, rules and regulations. It is necessaty that 
FDA expelt physicians and scientists approve fmal regulatolY determinations of safety and 
effectiveness, rather than multiple layers of managers who are not qualified experts and who often 
ignore scientific evidence and the law. President Obama has also emphasized the need for 
complete transparency in government. His Transparency Policy23 should be mandatory for all 
FDA regulatory decisions and associated documentation. The long-standing FDA practice of 
secret meetings and secret communications between FDA managers and regulated indusuy must 
be strictly prohibited. Complete transparency in the regulatory decision-making process would 
serve as a deterrent to wrongdoing and an incentive for excellence. 

FDA also requires major renovation of the organizational structure ofthe various Centers and 
Offices to restore internal checks and balances that proactively prevent corruption and 
manipulation of facts, science, and data. At present, FDA is plagued by a heavy-layered top-down 
organizational structure that concenu'ates far too much power in isolated Offices run by entrenched 
managers where cronyism is paramount. We recommend that the Office of Device Evaluation be 
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dismantled and split into multiple Offices, each headed by a physician or scientist with strong 
leadership credentials and extensive clinical and technical expertise in the specific devices they 
regulate. These leadership positions should be rotated on a regular basis. Furthermore, the current 
system of employee performance evaluation must be eliminated because it is used as an instrument 
of extortion by management and to terrorize employees who would otherwise serve as "watchdogs 
of wrongdoing and partners in performance.,,24 The performance of FDA physicians and scientists 
must be based on an independent peer review process where extramural experts review the quality 
of the scientific content of their regulatory work. 

We strongly support the sentiments expressed in a recent letter from Congressman Bart Stupak2S 
urging complete change in FDA's current leadership. At CDRH, such change can be implemented 
immediately by removing and punishing all managers who have participated in, fostered or 
tolerated the well·documented corruption and wrongdoing. All improper management actions, 
including improper adverse Personnel actions, and clearance/approval of medical devices that were 
not made in accordance with the laws, rules and regulations, must be reversed. Such swift and 
decisive action oftransparency and accountability will send a strong message FDA-wide that 
wrongdoing will no longer be tolerated. In order to have a truly fresh start, we recommend that the 
new Commissioner request resignations from management positions by all current managers 
within CDRH, and use a competitive merit-based process to re-fill all management positions. 

The FDA mission is not limited to pre-market evaluation of safety and effectiveness. FDA is also 
responsible for the total product life cycle including actual clinical performance.26 FDA must not 
engage in a fire-fighting regulatory posture after medical products are introduced into clinical 
practice and used on patients.27 FDA must pursue a culture of proactive regulatory science and 
remain vigilant in monitoring clinical performance of devices. For FDA to fully accomplish its 
post-marketing responsibilities there must be complete coordination between FDA and all HHS 
health-related agencies and institutes?8 This will provide FDA with the necessary critical 
scientific capability and capacitj9 to achieve its post-marketing oversight. In tum, FDA will be 
able to provide the American public and all health care decision makers with objective and 
scientifically rigorous assessments that synthesize available evidence on diagnosis, treatment and 
prevention of disease. Ultimately, this will result in a lower health care burden on our society. 

In a time of transition, with the country facing an economic crisis with potential devastating 
consequences to the American people, we strongly believe that change and reform at FDA must be 
a top priority because FDA is central to the physical and economic health of the nation and 
because it can play a central role in reducing the future healthcare burden and avoiding public 
health catastrophes.3D We sincerely hope that, together, we can establish a culture of science, 
honesty, transparency and integrity at FDA to serve as the genesis of reform for the entire 
American health care system. 

Sincerely, 
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Cc: Senator Tom Daschle, HHS Secretary-Designate 
Dr. Joshua Sharfstein, HHS Transition Team 
Congressman John Dingell 
Congressman ReillY Waxman 
Congressman Bait Stupak 
Congressman Chris Van Hollen 
Senator Edward Kelmedy 
Senator Michael Enzi 
Senator Barbara Mikulski 
Senator Max Baucus 
Senator Chuck Grassley 

1 See http://change.gov/agendal 
2 See htip:llwww.fda.govlohrmsldocketslacI07Ibriefingl2007.4329b 02 00 index.html 
3 See http://energycommerce.house.gov/images/stories/DocumentsIPDF !Newsroomll l O·ltr· 1 0 1408.CDRHscientists. pdf; 
http://energycommerce.house.gov/images/stories/Documents/PDFlNewsroomil 1 0·ltr·1 1 1 708. vonEschenbach.CDRH.pdf 
4 See letter to Dr. Andrew von Eschenbach dated May 30, 2008; See also documentary evidence provided to Dr. von 
Eschenbach and Mr. Bill McConagha beginning in June 2008. 
5 See 2 1  CFR 860.7. 
6 See 2 1  CFR I0.115. 
7 See 21 CFR 10.70. 
8 See http://www.citizen.orgipublications/release.cfin?ID�7620 
9 See letter to Mr. Bill McConagha dated October 20, 2008. 
10 See letter to Dr. Andrew von Eschenbach dated September 29, 200S. 
1 1  See http://energycommerce.house.govlimageslstories/DocumentsIPDF !Newsroom/IIO·ltr-
1 1 1708.vonEschenbach.CDRH.pdf 
12 EEOC No. 53 1-2006·00114X. 
13 See e.g., pages 116-128 and 169-1S0 of CRITICAL-WHAT WE CAN DO AOBUT THE HEALTH-CARE CRISIS, by 
Senator Tom Daschle, Thomas Dunne Books, New York, 200S. 
14 rd. at page 121.  
15 See http://www.fda.gov/ohrms/dockets/ac/08Ibriefingl2008·4349b 1-
0 1  %20FDA %20Radiological%20Devices%20Panel%20Meeting%20Introd.pdf at pages 52-56. 
16 See rd. at pages 42 and 52-56. 
17 See 21 CFR S60.7. 18 See http://www.fda.gov/CDRHlMAl.vL\10GRAPHY/scorecard.statistics.html 
19 See htlp:llwww.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrhicfdocslcfAdvisory/details.cfin?mtg-694 
'" See http://www. whistleblowers.orglindex.php?option�com cOJltent&task�view&id�695&Itemid� 1 00 
21 See the December 200S Report from the Union of Concerned Scientists, Federal Science and the Public Good
Securing the Integrity a/Science ill Palicymaking, available at 
http://www .ucsusa.orglassets/documentslscientific integritvlFederal-Science-and-the-Public·Good-12-0S-Update. pdf. 
22 See htlp:llchange.gov/agendalethics agendal 
2l See http://change.gov/page/./open%20governmentlyourseatatlhetablelSeatAtTheTable memo.pdf 
24 See htlp:llchange.gov/agendalethics agendal 
25 See http://online.wsj.com/publiclresources/documents/stupak·letter·to·obama-20081205 .pdf 
26 See http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/strategic/tplc.html 
27 See page 4, Section 1.2.1 at htlp:/lwww.fda.gov/ohrms/docketslac/07Ibriefingl2007-
4329b 02 0 I FDA %20Report%200n%20Science%20and%20Technology.pdf 
28 See htlp:l/www.hhs.govlaboutlorgchartl 
29 See page 44. Section 3.2.4 at http://www.fda.gov/ohnns/dockets/ac/07Ibriefingl2007-
4329b 02 01 FDA%20RepOlt%20on%20Science%20and%20Technology.pdf 
30 See, e.g. National Center for Health Statistics, Health, United States, 2007, with Chartbook on Trends in the Health of 
Americans, available at http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/datalhnslhus07.pdf; and 200S World Cancer Report, available at 
http://www.iarc.fr/enIFublications/PDFs-online/World·Cancer-Report 

Note: We can provide all documents referenced in footnotes upon your request. 
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January 13,  2009 

Les S.  Weinstein 
Ombudsman and Q u a l ity Assurance Manager 
Center for Devices and Radiological H ea lth (HFZ-5) 

. Food and Drug Ad min istration 
9200 Corporate Boulevard 
Rockville, M a ryland 20850 

; CAD· (.) 
t- . i\ 

____ / J 

RE: Possi b l e  Disclosure of Confidential iCAD, Inc., PMI'. Appl ication Inform ati o n  

Dear Mr. Weinstein, 

I am w ritiilg to bring to the Food a n d  Drug Administration's a ttention a 
possible serio LIS breach of confidentiality con cern ing the Company's prem arket 
approval ap pHcations on the part of an un known individ u a l  or individuals at the 
agency. It was our intention to bri ng this matter to the attentio n  of the 
agency's Integrity Offi cer but it is o u r  understanding that the position is vaca nt 
at this ti me.  

8, 2009, I was contacted the 
for Fujifi l m  l"1 edical Systems . ,  a com pany . oartnered i n  regard to iCAD's se_ondLoo D i g ital 

Computer-aided Detection for M a mmography device In our 
discuss i o n ,  _ related that Fuji had received a te ephone call earlier that 
day from Gardiner Ha� ivi d u a l  representing himself as a reporter from 
the New York Times. _ n oted that Mr. HarriS was under the 
misimpression that "iCAD" w a s  a Fuji device and was seeki n g  Fuji's opinion 
concern i n g  very speCific questions on certa i n  d ocuments related to the approva l 
of this " d evice" that had come into the possession of the New York Times . •  
_ ind i cated that Mr. Harris further implieo that a member of Congress had 
i nterven e d  in this pmauct's revi e"" proces.s and had pressured an PDA official  to 

support approval of , During the course of the conversation, it 
became apparent to that M r. H a rris was referri n g  to the a pproval of 
iCAD's Seco n d Lool Fuji's comp uted radiographic 
ma mmography system . Accordingly, M r. H a rris was i nformed 
that iCAD was a sepa en I . l"1 r. Harris in  tu m i ndicated that he 
would contact leAD regarding these documents a n d  the SecondLook®. 
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;,CADl.) 
i- �) 

O n  Friday, �'2nuary 9, I personal ly spoke with Mr. H a rris by phone with 
Ms. Darlene D=ptu ! a - H i c lzs, our EVP and CFO, also present in  the room during 
the conve,sation.  In C)Ur discussion , M r. Harris stated that he was in receipt of 
" interna l  FDi'. :Jocuinents" that were sent to h i m  by "Scientific Officers of the 
FDA, "  During :rH= course of o u r  conversation, Mr. H a rris asked a number of 
questi o n s  that dearly reflected a depth of detail and knowledge that only would 
be known to either the Com pany or the FDA, a nd not generally available to the 
public. I can assU,e you that the Company has not disclosed this sensitive 
informati o n  to the New York Times, or to any other individuals or organizations 
outside of its business partne rs or attorneys, a nd only then with the appropriate 
confidentia lity �rotections in place. 

. 

As you �-? :;w�re, und?r 2 1  C.F, R, § 814.9,  confidential iriformation 
submitted to the agency as part of a prema rket approval application or a 
supplement to that a Jp l ication cannot be released by FDA with9ut the explicit 
permissi o n  of c p�lJp. sponsor, From the Mr. Harris, I am deeply 
concerned that infc;-rmtion concerning and potentially other 
Company subrn's�'on:, have been shared with the New York Times. Further, 
articles that ha'!e cor!temporaneously appeared in other media o utlets suggest 
that the disclosure of this information may' have i'rlvolved orga nizations beyond 
the New York T;-ne:;. I have Ettached a sample of th,ese a rticles for your 
reference. 

We apDno;ci2t,;; y,Jur attention to this seri o us matter. S h ould you requ i re 
a n y  addition21 'nrcrrn ation, pie3se do not hesitate to contact me. 

S.incerely, 

. Ken Ferry 
President a n d  Ci>ief i:x�cutive Officer 

Cc: 
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KING & SPALDING LLP 
Kin, &:. Spalding LLP 
1100 Frn."'U)'lva.,in A\'C1\UI:. N.W. 

Edwa:d M. Iksilc 

April 1 6, 20 1 0  

VIA HAND DELIVERY 

Dr. Jeffery E. Shuren, Director 
Center for Devices and Radiological Health 
U.S. Food and Administrntion 

!!.a:m!,shire Avenue 

Dear Dr. Shuren: 

[ am writing on behalf ofGE Healthcare, a unit of General Electric Company ("OE 
Hcalthcare"), to express its disappointment in the Center for Devices and Radiological Health 
("CDRH") for disclosing to the press confidential inform.tion in GE Healthcare's prerMrket 
notificalion C'5I 0(k)") submission dated November 26, 2008 and received by CDRH on 
December I ,  20()8. On Ma.-ch 28, 20 10, a Nell' York Times article by Gardiner Harris entitled, 
"Scientists Say F.D.A. Ignored Radiation Warnings," revealed that "scores of intemal agency 
documents" regarding GE Healtbcare' s  submission Were provided to the New York Times. See 
Appendix I. GE Healthc""" is extremely concerned about this violation of confidentiality and 
respectfully requests th.t you conduct an internal investigation into how this information was 
leaked to the press. GE Healthcare also requests a meeting with you to discuss steps you plan to 
take going for",ard to ensure that breaches of confidentiality such as this one do not happen 
again. 

While the Food a.'ld Drug Administration's ("FDA") general policy is to allow disclosure 
orinfonnation, specific conditions constrain when FDA, and Iherefore, CDRH, may disclose the 
eKistence and contents of 5 1  O(k) submissions. None of these conditions were present when 
CDRH disclosed information to Ihe Nell' York Times. CDRH was not pennined to publicly 
disclose either the existen�e or the contents ofGE Healthcare's 5 1  OCk) submission, so in 
disclosing this inronnation, CDRH breached the confidentiality ofGE HcaJlhc='s submission 
in violation of both federal regulations and intemal agency policy. 

\l.'l>C_IMAN.l\GE·14�¥';�.1 
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!.  Con ditions Under Which FD A  Can Disclos. the Existence of. SrOCk) Submi<sion 

Under 2 1  C.F.R. § 807.95(b), FDA cannot publici)· disclose the existence ofa 5 1  O(k) 
submission for a device thal is not on the market and where the intent to market the device has 
not been Gisclo�d if three requirements are met: 

, the submin.r must request in the submission that FDA hold as confidential commercial 
infonnation t!1e intent to market the device; 

• FDA agrees that the intent to market the device is confidential commercial information; and 

• the subminer must certify as to the confidenliality ofth: information s.nd that neither he nor 
anyone else h'5 disclosed the intent to market the device, that he will immediately notify 
FDA iehe discloses his intent to anyone who is not an employee, paid consultant, or member 
ofa hired advertising or law firm, and that he understands that the submission of false 
information (0 the government is i llegal. 

2 1  C.F.R. § 807S5(b). If the requirements of section 807.9S(b) are met, FDA cannot disclose 
the existence orlhe 510(k) submission for 90 days after FDA receives a complete S IOCk) 
submission. See 2 1  C.F.R.. § 807.95(c)( I ). IrFDA requests additional information regarding the 
submission; the existence oflh. device will not be disclosed Wltil 90 da)'s after FDA receives the 
complete submission. Preamble to Establishment Registration and Premarket Notification 
Procedures, Final Rule, 42 Fed. Reg. 42520, 42524 (Aug. 23, 1977) ("if the Commissioner 
requests additional information regarding the device under § 807.87(b), the existence of the 
device wil! nol be disclosed until 90 days afler the agenc)" s  receipt ofa complete premarket 
notification submission.") 

On November 26, 2008, OS Healthcan: submitted a 5 1 0(k) requesting CDRH clearance 
of a new CT colonography screening indication for its CT Colonography fl image s.nalysis 
software visualization device, a computerized tomographic calonography device for virtual 
colonoscopies. In this S roCk) submission, GE Healtncare requested CDRH clearance to permit 
promolion of GE CT sca�4'ing devices for CT co10nograph), screening. CDRH received the 
submission on December 1 , 2008, and assigned it number_ 

When GE He.aJthcare submitted its 5 1 0(1<), CT colonograph)' screening was not being 
marketed. The use is stil! not on tl,e market today. OE He.aJlhcare did not disclose the existence 
of ils 5 1  O(k) submission to any individuals who were not employees, paid consultants. or 
members of adver:ising or law lim,s hired under arrangements safeguarding confidentiality. GE 

Healthcare stil l 1ms nOI '1!vesled ilS submission for CT colonograph)' s<:reening. In its 
submission, GE Eeallhcare requeslod that CDRH hold as confidenlial commercial information 
its intent to ma.rte\ CT co]onography screening and made all c:ertifications required under section 
807.95(b). CDRH did nOI object to GE Healthcare's request. Because GE Healthcare met all the 
requirements of section &07.95(b), CDRH was nol permitted to reveal the existence of GE 
Healthcare's ; IO(k) submission for 90 days. OE Healthcare requested this confidentiality 
because it did not want its competitors to know that it was seeking this clearance, or create 
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confusion in the marl:;t?lace as to the cleared indications for the currently marketed device. 
Those goals are oow lost. 

GE Health.are has ",sponded to numerous formal and informal requests for additional 
required information frum CDRH since GE Healthcare submitted its 5 1  O(k) submission in 
November 2008. CDRH informed GE Healthcare in December 2009 that it wil l be issuing 
another request for eddilional information, which GE Healthcare is cu""ntly anticipating. In 
asking for additional information, FDA is effectively stating that GE Healthcare's premaxtet 
submission is not complete. According to section 807.95(c)(I) ,  requests for additional 
information resel the 90 day period in which FDA is required to keep the existence ofa 5 I O(k) 
submission confidential b:cause the period does not begin until FDA receives a complete 
premarket nOli lication submission. CDRH is not pennitled to reveal the exi stence of GE 
Healthcare's stlbm;ssi::m until the submission is complete, so in revealing the existence ofOE 
Healthcare's submission while still asking for additional information, CDRH has breached the 
confidentiality requirements of 21 C.F.R. § 807.95. 

II. CooditiODs linG.,. Which FDA Can Disclose the Contents of . S lO{k) Submission 

Dat. or informa;ion submitted "',th or incorporated by reference in a submiss ion an: not 
publicly eiselo,,,,,ie until the intent to market the device is no longer confidential. 2 1  C.f.R. § 
807 .95(e); see aiSO Preamble to Establ ishment Registration and Premarket Notification 
Procedures, fins, Rui", 42 fed. Reg. at 42525 ("Once FDA can disclose the fact that a 
premarket nOlification t>:ists, me contents of the submission (other than information protected 
under § 807.95(I1J} wi!! be available for public disclosure. "). FDA thus cannot disclose the 
contents ofa S IO(k) submtssion until it can disclose the fact that the submission exists. Certain 
information is ex!mpt !";-;)m disclosure even after the intent to market the device is revc:al� such 
as confidential cO!'nmercial information or safety and effectiveness data that have not already 
been disclosed to h1 • . oubEc. See id.; Trade Secrets and Commercial or Financial Information 
Which Is ?rivile£,e:i am: Coniic!e�;ial, 21 C.F.R. § 20.61(c) (2009). Once FDA makes a final 
classification dec'suw, snfety wd effectiveness information in the submission are available to the 
public upon re<jue,t, uruess the device is a Class III device. See 2 1  C.F.R. § &07.95(e). 

Because CDP�'l was not authorized to disci 0'" the existence ofGE Healthcare' s S IO(k) 
submission, it was not amhori.?.ed ;o disclose the contents ofOE Healthcare's submission either. 

CDRH has not Y'" made � fi� classification decision regarding CT colonography screening, 
and OE Heallhc2l'e stili nas not revealed its intent 10 market the use, so information in the 
submission is no' waH,S'. for public disclosure and should not have been released to the New 
l'ork Times. 

HI. Freedom (·f rclarmari"" Act Procedures for FDA Disclolure of Information 
Rei2ting ":{] 5"1 t{h) Submissinns 

\Vh� FDA, is �·J.ruQri?.-P(j ill disclose the existence and/or contents of a S IO(k) submission 

to the gell;rai PCl;'''C, .. may ao so only in response to a specific written request for disclosure 
under the F,""iom oiinfmm8.ion Act ("F01AU). See Policy on the Disclosure of Food and 
Drug ACministrs,i�n :.<e-:orcs. 2 i C.F.R. § 20.20(c) (2009); Establishment Registration and 
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Premarket Noriii:stion Procedures, Final Rule, 42 Fed . Reg. at 42524, 42525; FOOD AND DRUG 
ADMINISTRA TlO". FD.k. STAFF MANUAL GUIDES § 3297.1·7 A (2007). We are unaware that any 
such request was receivd and processed .... �th regard to OE Heal thcare's 5 1  O(k). 

FOIA r""ueSiS for information in 5 lOCk) submissions that meet the requirements of 
section 807.95(0) faii within 8 FOIA exemption ior records containing trade secrets and 

confidential co:rtrnerciai information ("Exemption 4"). Confidential commercial infonnation is 
any '\.>aluable, n�n�pu-bj:c deta or information relating to businesses, commerce, trade, 
employment, p"cfitt, or finances." FDA STAfF MANUAL GUIDES § 3297. 1-70(4). Records 
containing confi(ier.llg! commercial information are subject to predisclosure notification 
(" PDN") and fitst be withheld or redacted before release. See id. at § 3297.1 ·70. 

Under PuN procedures, fDA is supposed to make reasonable efforts to notify a submitter 
of a FOIA request for information in the submitter's 5 1 0(1<) if the submitter has designated that 
the submission be prctected as confidential commercial information, or if FDA !us reason to 
bolieve that disclosure could r=nably be expected to cause substantial competitive hann to the 

submitter. See Exec. Orde, No. 12,600 § 8(d), 52 Fed, Reg. 23781 (June 25. J 987); 2 1  C,F,R: § 
20.61(e)( I ); Con:ldent:e!!ty of Information, Final Rule, 59 Fed. Reg, 64287, 64289, 64290 (Dec. 
14, 1 994); FDA STAFf I,' ANLiAL GUIDES § 3297.1 -8L. FDA practice is to provide the submitter 
with a copy oft!,� request and 5 J O(k) submission prior to release so that the submitter can object 
to disclosure b)' l'!>dacling ;ony trade secrets or confidential commercial information from the 
submission. See 2 1  C.F.?-. 9 10.61 (e)(I); FDA STAFF MANUAL GUIDES § 3297.2-7B(6)(A), The 
submitter hzs five &�'s t-� cn!ecl to the requesled disclosure, 21 C.F.R. § 20.61 (e)(2). If FDA 
decides to ciisclo,: Lne ,,,formation despite a submitter's objections, it must inform the submitter 
of why it did no'. susw.n his ilbjections. See 2 1  C.F.R. § 20.61(e)(3). No such efforts were made 
in this case, a1tho�gl". it b OUf experience that FDA always follows these procedures. 

TI,ere 'S ,"0 f:'\';aehce ,hal Ihe New York Times made any FOlA requests for information 
relating to GE Healthc";,,e's submission. Even if it had, it is unlikely that the infonmBtion 
requested woule! ;'<lYe b""n :'"rrushed so quickly because FOIA requests generally lllke several 
months to years f.::Jr !'DiI. m �rocess. See Eric P. Racili and James D. Clements, A Trap for Ihe 
Wary: How Cmnv!it;-I1cc WI/O FDA Medical Dt:\'ice Regulations Can Jeopardize Palenl Rights, 
46 IDEA 3 7 1 .  3'9 (2006). even ;fthe New York Times had made a ForA request, GE 
Healthcare shout" have been notified of the request and given 8 chance to object to the disclosure 
because the req""" involved confidential commercial infonnation. However. at no lime was OE 
HeaJthc8l'!> inforre.e': OfL1e request or disclosure until it was conlacted by New York Times 
reporter G!!Icliner Her", o n  March 25. 2010, By not waiting for a FOIA request before 
disclosing infom" lio" i� 05 Healthcare's submisSion and not allowing GE Healthcare a chance 
to Object even if ':oe ,,\-'ew Yor.� Times had made a fOIA requesl, CDRH acted in violation of both 
federal reguh.tic--5 �r:: inie� 3�:ncy procedures when disclosing information in GE 
Healthcare's 5 1  �:�'<} "i"'��:1 is�i':m. 

wbile F:'A ge:6:3.iiy favors pubHc disclosure of infonnation, sp!!Cific conditions 
constrain when "�;!" ;me. (.)o;",fo,", CDRJ-I, can disclose information relating 10 51O(k) 
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submissions. FDA may oniy disclose the existence ofa  SlO(k) submission for a device that i s  

not on the marke: and where ihe intent to  marl;et the device i s  not public if the submitter has not 

designated the su�missbn as confidential or made the proper certifications, or FDA disagrees 
with the designa:ion. Ol�erwise, FDA must wait 90 days to disclose the existence of the 5 1  O(k). 
I f  FDA asks the submitter for additional required information, it cannot reveal the existence of 

the 51 O(k) even zrter 90 days have e lapsed, because the confidential period does not start until 

FDA receives a cDmplele submission. FDA cannot reveal the contents of a 5 1 0(k) until it can 

disclose the existenc� of the submission, such as when the intent to market is no longer 

confidential, or dter FDA !:lake. a final non-Class III classification decision. Even when the 

existence or co:o::nts of a submission are disclosable, FDA will not disclose infonnation until it 

has received a ";oecif,e ,.,Tilten request and given a Submitter notice of the request and a chance 10 
object ,to Lhe ciisdcsure. 

None of te,e w!>ditions pennitting FDA and CDRH to reveal the existence or contents of 
GE Healthca,-e's 510(k) submission were present when CDRH disclosed information to the New 
York Times. EVfn i f Lley were, GE Healthcare was not given a chance 10 objecl to (he release of 
confidential inforonaticn in its submissions, in violation of federal regulations and internal 
agency procedure. 

The con;.,;.entia.;,y or 5 1  O(k) submissions is protected by federal regulations that resulted 
from extensive puo!ic discussion and comment In creating these regulations, FDA's goal was to 
balance the need for L"" iullest possible government disclosure with the property rights of 
persons in contici!:nttal '::ort'.mercisl information and the agency's need for frank internal policy 
deliberalio!ls. See 2 1  C.F.R- § 20.20(a). A breach in the confidentiality of 5 1 0(k) submissions 
up::nds the balan�,e FDA has stricken between the need of companies (0 pro teet information that 
could cause competitive harm and the need of the public for government transparency. CDRH's 
release of internal docu.."ems such as emails and minutes of meetings also jeopard izes FDA's 
slated goal of p.",eCIing ·'the need for the agency to promote frank internal policy deliberations 
and to pursue itr. egda'cry Betivities without disruption.� 21 C.F.R. § 20,20(a). By disclosing 
information in G3 H,,�'ti·.care's submission in violation of these regUlations, CDRH has 
disru!'ted ,-"is fin�-nl.":,a bs:!<..,,,e of interests and sacrificed pressing private and governmental 
needs in the narn-: of ...:n'�/arra.�teG public disclosure. 

Your prcmpl £".-ntifJ:'I [0 :'11s maner would be greatly appreciated. I will be contacting 
your office 10 s:;:�;dule � meeting 10 discuss this matter. 

S incerely, 

r�d{ ��. 
Edward M. Basile 

cc: Dee Me':0r, C�kfQua!it)' Officer, GE Healthcare 
Patricia A.aeding, C1iefReguiatory Counsel, GE Healthcare 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES 

The Honorable Charles E. Grassley 
Ranking Member 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Senator Grassley: 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Assistant Secretary for Legislation 
Washington. DC 20201 

March 13,2013 

Thank you for your letter of July 24,2012, concerning the unauthorized disclosure of 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) documents through a publicly accessible server 
operated by Quality Associates, Inc. (QAI). FDA and Department of Health and Human 
Services (Department) staff provided your staff, and staff of the House Committee on 
Oversight and Government Reform, a briefing on this matter on September 14,2012. For 
purposes of this written response, Dr. Hamburg asked that I respond on her behalf 
because the business arrangement with QAI involved the Department of Health and 
Human Services (Department). 

As we have previously advised, both the Department and FDA take seriously the 
unauthorized disclosure of sensitive personal information, confidential commercial 
information, and trade secrets entrusted to us. The Department is required to investigate 
security breaches in order to minimize the risk to the Department and individuals 
affected, and conducted such an inquiry in this case. The results of our internal review 
are included in the attached written responses to your specific questions. We apologize 
for the delay in providing you this follow-up written response, and appreciate your 
patience in this regard. 

It is important to note that the FDA and the Department of Health and Human Services 
Program Support Center (PSC), which handled the Government Printing Office (GPO) 
contracting vehicle for the QAI task order, went to great lengths in attempting to protect 
the material in question from improper disclosure. At all times while the data was in the 
custody of the FDA and the PSC, it was securely maintained on an encrypted, 12-digit 
passcode-protected external hard drive. Data stored on the hard drive included, among 
other things, confidential commercial information, which the FDA is obligated to protect 
under federal law . 

FDA requested the PSC's assistance in arranging for the conversion of the securely 
stored data to readable and printable format. FDA indicated to the PSC that the materials 
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were highly sensitive and requested that the copying job be assigned a contractor that had 
prior experience with large copying jobs of sensitive and confidential documents. The 
PSC designated QAI under a Simplified Purchase Agreement (SPA), a streamlined 
printing procurement vehicle used by the GPO's customer agencies in the Executive 
Branch. 

The PSC advised QAI that the documents were sensitive and that access to them should 
be limited. The PSC further requested that QAI delete all files on its computers after 
completing the job, and shred any printed documents in its possession. Regrettably, 
despite these instructions, QAI's unauthorized use of an unsecure website caused QAI to 
lose control of the confidential material. Although the PSC reviewed this matter with the 
GPO's Contracting Officer, unfortunately, the GPO's formal complaint process is limited 
to reports of poor printing quality, and is not designed to address security breaches. 

Again, we share your concern about the data breach that occurred here. Any 
unauthorized use, disclosure, or loss of confidential information, such as the breach that 
occurred here, has the potential to undermine the public's trust and confidence in the 
Department's ability to properly protect such material, a matter we take quite seriously. 

We would be happy to answer any further questions you may have. 

Sincerely, 

'P~;(1. T 
Jim R. Esquea 
Assistant Secretary for Legislation 

Enclosure 
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RESPONSES TO SENATOR GRASSLEY'S QUESTIONS REGARDING 
QUALITY ASSOCIATES, INC. WORK ORDER 69308 

1. Please provide and describe all communications to Quality Associates regarding the 
file converting contract, DHHS\FDA work order 69308. 

The first direct contact between personnel of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA or 
Agency) and Quality Associates, Inc. (QAI) regarding the work perfonned under this 
contract occurred on July 13,2012, when FDA learned from a reporter that confidential 
Agency records appeared to have been released to the public. 

In late April, 2012, individuals in FDA's Office of Infonnation Management contacted 
the Program Support Center (PSC) of the Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS), to request its assistance in arranging for certain FDA records to be organized and 
produced, in portable document fonnat (PDFs), and printed. FDA personnel hand
delivered these records to the PSC on April 30, 2012, on an encrypted, 12-digit passcode
protected external hard drive. FDA requested that PSC utilize a contractor with proven 
experience handling sensitive infonnation, and with whom PSC had a strong 
confidentiality agreement. The PSC later arranged for the data to be delivered to QAI via 
the same secure hard drive. For added security, FDA separately conveyed the 12-digit 
passcode to the PSC by telephone. 

The PSC initially engaged a different finn, Ideal Scanners and Systems Inc. (Ideal), to 
organize and produce material from files stored on the FDA's encrypted hard drive in 
PDFs. On May I, 2012, Ideal personnel picked up the hard drive and took it to Ideal's 
facilities. However, after Ideal obtained the 12-digit passcode from the PSC, Ideal 
detennined that it lacked the technical capability to convert all of the hard drive data to 
PDFs. The next day, Ideal contacted the PSC Printing Specialist, who was on-site at QAI 
at the time for unrelated reasons. After the Printing Specialist and QAI conferred by 
phone with Ideal, QAI indicated that it could meet the technical and expedited time 
requirements for the job. 

The FDA had requested that the job be completed within 72 hours, by Friday, May 4, 
2012. The Printing Specialist verbally infonned QAI that this was a "sensitive job" 
involving litigation and was to be treated as such, including by ensuring the files were 
handled by as few staff as possible and removed from computers when the job had been 
completed. QAI sent a courier specifically cleared to handle sensitive data to pick up the 
hard drive from Ideal. Moreover, Ideal gave QAI the passcode verbally. 

The PSC did not authorize QAI to load the files on a publicly accessible file transfer 
protocol (FTP) site. Although QAI shared with the PSC a link to its FTP site with the 
first set ofPDFs it generated, FTP sites may be shielded from public view through at 
least two techniques: (1) password protection and (2) "locking down." Thus, QAI's 
reference to its use of an FTP site failed to alert the PSC that documents would be 
publicly available. Indeed, neither the PSC nor FDA were aware that the material was 
available on a publicly accessible network until a reporter for the New York Times 
infonned the FDA of this fact on July 13,2012. 
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QAI completed the job on May 9,2012. The PSC documented the work done by QAI, 
which included organizing, bates-stamping, and converting data to PDFs, as part of Work 
Order 69308 on May 23,2012. 

Unfortunately, the GPO's required Work Order forms do not reflect the variety of 
confidential material frequently handled by Executive Branch agencies, including 
material as to which Congress has imposed specific statutory protections. The forms 
provide only three document category options: a) Classified; b) SBU (sensitive but 
unclassified); and c) PII (personally identifiable information). Other options for 
identifying protected information, such as confidential commercial information, are not 
available on GPO's Work Order form. 

Although the FDA hard drive in fact contained PII (one ofthe designated options on the 
form), the Work Order that the PSC later submitted to document the job order 
inadvertently indicated that the material did not contain PII. Notably, however, this 
erroneous documentation occurred after QAI had completed its work, and, therefore, 
could not have contributed to QAI's unauthorized disclosure of FDA's sensitive and 
confidential data. 

2. Prior to May 23, 2012, did FDA represent to Quality Associates that the files 
submittedfor conversion contained no information that was classified, SBU, or PIl? 
Please describe all communications with Quality Associates regarding the nature of 
the documents to be converted and provide all records relating to those 
communications. 

As noted above, FDA had no direct contact with QAI prior to the completion ofQAI's 
work in this matter. The PSC verbally informed QAI on May 2,2012, the same day work 
on the job commenced, that this was a "sensitive job" involving litigation and was to be 
treated as such, including by ensuring the files were handled by as few staff as possible 
and removed from computers when the job had been completed. The fact the data was 
delivered on an encrypted, 12-digit passcode-protected external hard drive reinforced the 
extra security precautions that the PSC expected QAI to take. The PSC's Printing 
Specialist also asked QAI to shred any documents they had in their possession derived 
from the work. 

3. Why was Quality Associates allowed to begin work without an authorizing work 
order? Was the work completed on a rush basis, and ifso why? 

The PSC and the vendor were attempting to accommodate the FDA's request for 
expedited delivery; i.e., to have the job completed and delivered to FDA within 72 hours. 

4. Please explain the timeline as to when Quality Associates actually performed 
services for the federal government. More specifically, please clarifY how Quality 
Associates claims that the files were uploaded on May 3, archived on May 9, the 
order was placed on May 21, and the work order was approved May 23. 

2 
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QAI received the job from PSC on May 2,2012, and completed it on May 9, 2012. The 
final print order was generated afterward. While the initial request was for approximately 
10,000 files of various sizes in approximately 1,000 folders on a hard drive to be 
converted to PDFs for purposes of printing, the number of PDF pages requested to be 
converted, and the formatting of the job, changed several times during the process, 
thereby delaying delivery on the initially requested date of May 4,2012. 

5. Who was responsible for initiating the work order eventually received by Quality 
Associates? Please provide the originating document(s}. 

The Printing Specialist for the PSC was responsible for initiating the print order. The 
originating document is Work Order 69308 (attached to your letter). 

6. Were there any additional employees, either within FDA, the Government Printing 
Office (GPO), or any other federal agency responsible for passing along the details 
of the Quality Associates work order? Please provide the information about the 
documents related to all of the steps required from the originating document until 
the purchase agreement is considered complete. 

a. No additional employees within FDA, or any other executive branch agency, or 
GPO, were responsible for passing along details of the QAI work order. 

b. A completed HHS-26 Form is the originating document for a print order. If an 
HHS-26 is not accessible, a customer may email its job requirements and method 
of payment to initiate work on the part of the Program Support Center. On May 
2, 2012, the Program Support Center received the final set of requirements from 
FDA, including the funding information. 

c. We note that the work order and invoices were included with your letter. 
Attached hereto are the terms and conditions and instructions for completing the 
4044. 

7. Who was responsiblefor preparing the "Simplified Purchase Agreement Work 
Order Form 4044" for Quality Associates' DHHSIFDA work order no. 69308? 
Where did that person obtain the information contained within the document? 

a. For Work Order 69308, the PSC Printing Specialist was responsible for filling 
out the Simplified Purchase Agreement Work Order Form 4044. 

b. FDA provided information to PSC regarding the nature of the documents. 
Although this information was not fully reflected on the completed form, the 
form was not prepared until after the work was done. Nonetheless, PSC did 
convey the sensitive nature of the information to QAI orally, before it undertook 
the work. 

8. Does the FDA still maintain that the documents provided to Quality Associates 
contain no information that is classified, SBU, or defined as PI! under the Privacy 
Act? 

3 
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The FDA and HHS have never maintained that the hard drive contained no personally 
identifiable information. The absence of such a notation on the later-completed work 
order was the result of a clerical error at the PSC. 

9. What litigation was this document conversion being prepared for? Were the 
documents being prepared for production or merely for review in order to determine 
what would and would not be produced? 

At the time QAI was engaged to convert the FDA data into a readily printable form, 
concerns related to the computer monitoring of certain current and former FDA personnel 
were already the subject of Congressional and Office of the Special Counsel (OSC) 
investigations, as well as litigation. The printing was principally intended to enable 
review of these records to facilitate understanding facts thought to be potentially relevant 
to these matters, and not for production in response to a specific request. 

10. Quality Associates asserts that the original files were initially supplied on physical 
media to another contractor. What is the name of the other contractor? 

The original contractor requested to perform this work was Ideal Scanners and Systems 
Inc. Ideal was unable to perform the work. 

11. How many files were contained on the physical media? 

The PSC did not open the files on the media provided; however it is estimated to be ~ 
10,000 files per emailed requirements. 

12. What was the total number of pages provided from Quality Associates to FDA 
following the conversion? 

The total number of pages provided from QAI following the conversion to PDF was 
83,187. Three copies were printed and delivered to FDA. 
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QUALITY 
ASSOCIATES 
,!Ii< x)RPORATED , ' 

United States Senate 
Committee on the Judiciary 
Attn: Senator Grassley 
Washington, DC 20510-6275 

RE: Letter received on July 16th (attached) 

July 17,2012 

Quality Associates, Inc. is extremely concerned by your letter and would like to address your 
questions. We have also contacted your staff in the interest of providing information and 
clearing any misunderstandings that we have done anything other than follow our Clients 
directions. 

Please see the following answers to your questions: 

1) With how many government agencies does Quality Associates have contracts? 
Please provide the total dollar amount for each agency. 

Response - QAI has hundreds of government Clients and the dollar values for each range from 
hundreds of dollars (for product purchases) to millions of dollars for multi-year support 
contracts. 

2) Which ofthese other agencies' internal information, if any, was accessible through 
the Internet prior to Friday afternoon? 

Response - The FTP site is used to make available conversion tools (script files, custom coding, 
etc.) and DLL files for our engineers to download and implement at client sites. Occasionally, 
we have Clients that request files and, with their approval, we use the FTP site for the transfer. 

3) Why were these internal documents publicly available and searchable on search 
engines, such as Google? 

Response - The files were put on our FTP site at the direction of our Client. During the time that 
they were there the files were "crawled" by the Google engines. 

4) What services, specifically, do you provide for each of these agencies? 

Response - Quality Associates Inc. (QAI), a Maryland based Small Business, was established in 
1986 as a Quality Assurance (QA) Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) consulting company to 

1 
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QUALITY 
ASSOCIATES 
IN(. 'ORPORATED 

proy ide services to the pharmaceutical, pesticide, and other appropriate chemical and biotech 
industries. In the late 1990's, QAI started to focus more on the Federal marketplace, primarily 
with the regulatory/research agency's who required day-to-day business solutions for turning 
paper-based information into usable electronic data. In recent years, QAI has expanded its client 
relationships to include educational, healthcare and banking customers and is now providing full 
document/content management solutions based on the Microsoft SharePoint ECM platform. 

5) Has Quality Associates ever discovered a similar leak as the one identified in The 
New York Times article? If yes, please provide a detailed explanation of each 
instance. 

Response - Never. 

6) How long were the FDA documents publicly available on Quality Associates Internet 
site? 

Response - The files were first uploaded to the site, at the direction of our Client, late in the 
evening on May 3rd

• There were several iterations of file revision and reloading to help our 
Client with their printing of the files. The last day that we worked with our Client and these files 
was on May 9th

. Our records show that the files were archived on May 9th
. 

7) What steps have you taken to ensure that such internal information is not 
inappropriately available online in the future? 

Response - We have removed the FTP site and will handle all future receipt and delivery of 
Client information, regardless of Client direction, via physical pick-up/delivery and/or 
secure/encrypted transfer. 

Paul Swidersky 
President, CEO 

2 
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Ipl'ClVldlHl To: 

Quality Aaoctltel. Inc. 

8181 lIaple Lawn Blvd, 

Maple Lawn. MD 20759 

F.x  

Tel: 

PI'Inting 8peel,lIIt. Pub IIgmt Bl'IIIICh 

DIY of Support 8ervk:el 

Program Support Center 

5800 FllhenI Lane. Room  

Rockville. MD 20857 

PSC Contact: 

project: 

Agenr:;J: 

PSc Conlact Phone: 

Email: 

Preper.d By Name: 

• Payment ta""S are net 30 days. 

C_lon8eMcH 

PSC • DIY of Support Servicel 
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Laptop Name - DRL0 0 9 8 6 8 6  

Spector Client : i n s t a l led and act ive since 4 / 2 2 / 1 0  

SUBJECT : Robert C .  Smith ( RCS ) 
Medical Officer 
W06 6  RM0 3 1 9G HFZ - 4 7 0  
CDRH - ODE/DRARD 

Search Terms : 
Colonography - SUBJECT feels the FDA is not handling this i ssue we l l . 

Allegation s : 
Sending proprietary documents and information out of the FDA. Some 
docume n t s  are may have the l e t t e r  " K "  f o l l owed by a string of s i x  ( 6 )  
numbe r s . Check to s e e  i f  SUBJECT i s  sending these outs ide the FDA. 
Probabl y u s ing Gmai l  to send out .  

SUBJECT sent proprietary documents to pres s ,  poss ibly NY Times ( Gartner 
Harris - s p ? ) - ( Gardiner Harris - Corrected) for a r t i c l e  a l ledging the 
FDA was mis-handling the Colonography topic . 

H i s  superiors believe HE is " ghost wri t i n g "  h i s  subordinates FDA report s . 
Check a l l  p o s s i b l e  avenues for poss ible occuranc e s . 

SUBJECT ' S  subordinates or co-hort s :  

Nancy 
Lakshmi V i shnuva j j al a  

DRL0 0 9 1 4 9 4  
DRL0 1 02 3 1 5  

DRL0 1 0 1 0 4 6  DRL5 1 2 5 4 4 9  
DRL0 1 0 1 6 0 0  
DRL5 1 1 4 9 2 4  
DRL5 1 2 5 6 1 7  DRL0 0 9 6 3 2 2  

Check a l l  for possible POP3 o r  enterna l ,  non-FDA email conversa t ions , 
either via Websens e ,  Enca s e ,  Mandiant, or Spector .  
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Actors List: 

PrimalY Actors 

1 .  Robert C. Smith Medical Officer, CPRR, ODE/DRARD 
W066, 10903 New Hampshire Ave, Silver Spring, MP 

2. Paul T Hardy (also referred to as "PJ") - Regulatory Review Oftlcer, CDRH, 
OIVD 
W066,_ 1 0903 New Hampshire Ave, Silver Spring, MP 

3. Julian J. Nicholas - Fonner CDRH Physician 

Summary - The above listed actors appear to be the point men. All communications 
amongst all the actors filter through one or all of these three primary actors. These actors 
appear to perfOlm the majority of any review, editing, compilation, production or 
distribution of verbiage, documentation and info11llation. Actors 1 and 3 appear to have 
the greatest involvement with media outlets and external organizations. 

Secondary Actors 

.t:HOlOIl18!. CDRH, OPB/PRARO 
470, [0903 New Hampshire Ave, Silver Spring, MP 

5. 

6. 

Visiting Scientist, CDRH, OSELlDlAM 
0903 New Hampshire Ave, Silver Spring, MD 

Biomedical Engineer, CDRH, ODE/POS/IDB 
10903 New Hampshire Ave, Silver Spring, MP 

7. Nancy Wersto Biologist, CDRH, ODE/DRARD 
W066, _, 10903 New Hampshire Ave, Silver Spring, MD 

8. Lakshmi Vishnuvajjala - SUPV. Mathematical Statistician, CPRH, 
OSB/PBSIPPB 
W066, __ - 550, 10903 New Hampshire Ave, Silver Spring, MP 

9. PJ.",o;�i<+ CPRH, OPE/PRARP 
470, 10903 New Hampshire Ave, Silver Spring, MP 

Sununary - The secondary actors listed above are in constant communication amongst 
themselves and the primary actors via FPA email, Yahoo Mail and Gmail. 
Communications involve review, editing, compilation, production Or distribution of 
verbiage, documentation and information pertaining to medical reviews, CUll'ent 
investigations, claims against HHSIFPA, release of infomlation to the press and extemal 
organizations. 

Ancillary Actors 

10. Ned Feder Staff Scientist ! Writer 
Oversight) 

POGO (Project On Govemment 

11ot�l\Oo\ � It) In 

,.:: 7 0001023 
.,;. j,. v 
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1 1 00 G Street, NW, Suite. Washington, D.C 

1 1 .  - Associate of Ned Feder 
Nuclear Engineering, Texas A&M University 

12.  Jack Mitchell - United States Senate, Special Committee on Aging 
G31 Dirksen or 628 Hart Senate Office Buildings, Washington, D.C. 

1 3 .  Joan Kleinman District Director, Congressman Chris Van Hollen (D-Md) 
Office of Representative, 51  Monroe Street #507, Rockville, Md. 

14. Congressman Clu-is Van Hollen (D-Md) 
House of Representatives 
1707 Longworth RO.K, Washington, D.C. 
District Office - 51 Monroe Street #507, Rookville, Md. 

Summary - The ancillary actors above are actively participating with primary and 
secondary actors with regard to complaints and claims filed against HHSff'OA 
referencing FDA review / approval process, discrimination and hostility within the 
workplace. The above actors (with the exception of Congressman Chris Van Hollen and 

directly) have received a substantial number of documents primarily 
from Actors 1 and 3 .  There has also been numerous communications with many of the 
secondary actors either directly or through the primary actors. References to one or more 
of the above ancillary actors providing a cond�lit to release information to the press has 
been identified. 

Media Outlet Actors 

15.  Gardiner Harris - Reporter, New York Times 

16. Matthew Perrone - Reporter, Associated Press 

17.  Alyah Khan - Reporter, Inside Washington Publishers news organization 

18 .  Joe Bergantino - Reporter, RCN Cable Washington based Direct Cable provider 

1 9. Rochelle ( last name unknown) Assooiate of Joe Bergantino 

20. Lainey Moseley - Journalist, Unknown Philadelphia news organization - looking 
for a "Bigger Story" on CT scans, patient safety and FDA recommendations 

2 1 .  Joe (last name unknown) - DoclUnentaries, Frontline PBS (Public Broadcasting 
Service) 

Sununary - The media outlet actors listed above have actively and recently 
communicated primarily with Actor 1 .  Actor 1 has been in constant contact with Actors 
15, 16, 17, & 1 8  via email, phone COllUl1unications andlor in-person meetings regarding 

"issues with in the FDA". Actor 20 was refcned to Actor 1 hy Actor 3.  Aotor 21  has 
been referenced to Actor 1 by Actor 2. 

0001024 
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Scott A, Vantrease 
U.S. Department of HealLo. a."ld Human Services 
Office of Inspector General 
Office of Investigations 
Special Investigations Unit 
330 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20201 

RE: GE Healtbcare Complaint 

Dear ASAIC Vantrease: 

r l l  F ropy J � _ • ., ".0 . .. . ..- « .. 

Food and Drug Administration 
Office ofImernal . n .. ,,",,';,;(1' 
One Church 
Rocb'ille, MD 

May 14, 2010 

��the Office of Internal llifairs was given a copy of a complaint from King and Spalding, a law 
firm esenting GE HeaIthcare. This complaint alleges disclosure of confidential information by 
unknown individuals at the FDA's Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH). 

As these allegations are very serious and to avoid any appearance of impropriety, I respectfully request that 
HHS/OIG/SIU investigate GE Healtbcare's allegations. Because the ora is entirely independent of the 
programs and officials being investigated, any potential allegations of conflict of interest by any PartY, Or 
members of congress would be eliminated. Please contact me at (240l_if you wish to discuss this 
matter. 

Enclosure 

Cc: 
Case File 
ChrOIl 

Sincerely, 

AJ�t1f-U 
Mark S. McCormack 
Special Agent in Charge 
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Food and Drug Administration 
Office of Internal -"iTa irs 

Case InitiaJion and Fact Sheet 

Case Number: 201 0-0LA.-9iO-073 Case Title: GE Hea\thcare 

Case Type: Unauthorized Disclosure of Information Case Assignment: 

COMPLAINT: 

Date Received: 4i23ilO Person Receiving Allegation: S.A..IC McCormack 
Complaint'received by: Telephone: Letter: Other: X (email) 

Name of Complainant: King and Spaulding, LLP 
Address: 1 700 , WDC 20006 
Telephone NUlml,er: 

Allegation and/or Issues: GE Healthcare alleges unauthorized disclosure ofinfonnation by 
unknown FDAlCDRH employees, TItis allegation is being referred to HHS/OIG/Sru to remove 
any potential allegations of impartiality, 

SUBJECT(S): 
Grade: 
Title: 
Component: 
Region: 
Ad dress : 
Telephone Number: 

Other Agency Invol\'ement: 

OlG Notification: Telephone: 
Date Notified: 5'/1 7 / 1 D 
Person Notified: 5.c:<'i-t" Vc:n fo' 4 S<: 

COl.\1MENTS: 

SAle Signarure/I J -1 !ffw 

---
Memorandum: 

Date: 5' !If Ie" /0 

Fax: 
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DEPARTMEl'>'T OF HEALTH ANO H1JMAN SERVICES Office ofln.peetor General 
Office of Investigations 

.�S�i;!!�estig�.i�!!s BT8E� 
Washington, DC 20024 

Mr. Mark McConnack, 
Special Agent in Charge 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Food and Drug Administration 
Office of Criminal Investigations 
Office of Internal Affairs 
I Church Street,_ 
Rockville. MD 20850 

RE: Case Name: Unauthorized Disclosure of Information 
OI File #: H-IO-<l-OI41-3 

Dear SAC McConnack: 

JUL 2 6 2012 

I IUD writing to clarifY our May 1 8, 2010, letter to you reganling your referral (OIA File #: 2010-
OIA-970-073). First, the Office of Inspector General (OIO) does not delermine the legality of 
disclosures of con�dential government-held information. Instead, an OIG conducts 
investigatiOlis and refers matters to the Department of Justice when the orG determines there are 
�""--'1Sonable grounds to believe" there has been a violation of Federal criminal law. (lG Act, § 
4(d)). Our 20lO lelter should not be read to reflect a detemrination by orG about the reach of 
Federal criminal law. Again, that determination rests with the Department of Justice and the 
courts. OlG's May 2010 decision to take no further action on your referral was based on our 
assessment of the evidence available at that time under the standard set forth in the IG Act 

If you have any 
free to contact me 

Enclosure 

additional information regarding tills matter, pJease feel 

Sincerely, 

4tio:::7Yl� 
Elton Malone 
Specinl Agent in Charge 
Special Investigations Branch 

Pl 
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("'� DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES �.:�f-
Mr. Mark McConnack, 
Special Agent in Charge 

MAY 1 8 2010 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Food and Drug Administration 
Office of Criminal Investigations 
Office ofIntemal Affairs 
l Chillch S�� 1IIIIII 
Rockville, MD 20850 

RE: Case Name: Unauthorized Disclosure of Infonnation 
01 File #: HI00001413 

SAC McConnack: 

Office of Inspector General 
Office oflnvestigations 
Special Investigations Branch 
Washington, D.C. 20201 

The U.S. Department of HeaJth and Human Services (HHS), Office ofInspector General (OIG), Office 
of lnvestigations (01), Special Investigations Branch (SIB), is in receipt of yo ill referral (OIA File #: 
20 1 0-OIA-970-073). At this time, based on the infonnation provided, OIG/Ol/SIB will be taking no 
action. The referral lacks any evidence of criminal conduct on the part of any HHS employee. 
Additionally, 5 U.S.C. § 1213,  identifies that disclosures, such as the ones alleged, when they relate to 
matters of public safety may be made to the media and Congress as long as the material released is not 
specifically prohibited by law and protected by Executive Order or National Security Classification. 

The OIG is appreciative of yo ill support in its overall mission. Thank you for contacting the oro on this 

me at 
any.questions, or need any additional infonnation, please feel free to contact 

�' 
Scott A. Vantrease 
Assistant Special Agent in Charge 
Special Investigations Branch 
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McKee, Ruth E 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Marty, Kenneth L (01 

Friday, June 1 0 , 201 1 1 :37 PM 

McKee , Ruth E 

�'ubJect: Complaint RE: Hardy et.al. 

A:tachments: H1 00024830016a2449 2 0 1 01 1 1 5  Closing Memo to CDRH.pdt, H1 0 0024830015a2449 2010 1 1 05 
Declination Letter from DOJ PI N. pdf 

Ruth, 
The ref!!rral you made to our office in March of this year regarding the .wav files was subsumed into case 
H100002483 since it pertained to the same category of conduct. �� 

Attached are previous documents our office transmitted to your office regarding that case. As in that instance, we 

a re deferring to FDA for any a ppropriate administrative action. 

If you need a more official letter from us, please let me know. 
Sincerely, 

Kenneth Marty, Inspec/or 
Special investigations Branch 
Office of Inspector General, Office 'of Investigations 
U.S. Department of Health & Hllman Services 
330 Independence Ave., S. w._ 
Cohen Bldg., 

This £;,maiI may contain l'ellsitive /aw enforcement muUor pril'ileged iJljorllUltion. If you are not 'lte illtended reCipient (or 
IImle received tilis E-mail in error) please notify Ihe sender immediatel)' and destroy this E-maiL Any unauthorized copying. 
di§.�los.I.f!.�.or ifislribu.tior!.9/lize ,!!�eria!l!.!J.!lis E-mqiJ}s sl!.lE!.(I �lorbidlle'!.: __ . 

From: Mehring, David 5 (OlGjOl) 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 10:27 AM 
To: Marty, Kenneth L (OIGjOI) 
Subject: Complaint from Ruth McKee 

Kent 

Here's the a dditional complaint sent to us by Ruth M cKee after we closed our investigation (H10002483), and my 

email response. I've also included DOl/PIN'S declination letter, and our case closing memo to CDRH. 

Let me know if I can provide any further info, or assist with the response to CDRH. 

Dave 

David Mehring, Special Agent 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Office of Inspector General 
Special Investigations Branch 

1/3 1 /20 1 2  P I  
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(/� DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES -.,.,-:::z� 
. ... . ,.�� 

QjlPiel R. Levinson, Inspector General 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Office ofInspector General 
Washington, DC 20201 

Re: Potential Unlawful Wiretapping By FDA Employee 

Dear Mr. Levinson: 

Food and Drug Administration 
1 0903 New Hampshire Avenue 
Silver Spring, MD 20993-0002 

We have obtained evidence that at least two FDA employees appear to have engaged in 
widespread recording of telephone calls and meetings regarding FDA business without the 
consent of all other parties. We are concerned that these actions violated state and/or federal 
criminal laws. I have enclosed with this letter a draft summary of some of the recordings we 
have obtained, and I am sending all the recordings to you via your secw:e IT portal. Please 
review this inforn1ation to determine whether the Office of Inspector General (OIG) will open an 
investigation. 

In the course of network monitoring, we discovered 96 .wav files containing recordings of 
conversations the employees had with other FDA employees and with representatives of 
companies with matters pending before FDA. These . wav files were located on a thumb drive 
connected to an FDA computer in "tmallocated space" indicating they had been "deleted" but not 
yet overwritten. The recordings themselves suggest that they were made by two different 
employees, and the recordings also suggest that many of the participants were not aware that 
they were being recorded. The subject matters of these recorded calls and meetings include the 
review of pending medical device submissions, FDA persOimel matters, and efforts of the 
employees to use the press and Congress to force the removal of specified FDA managers. 
These recordings include non-public information, some of which appear to constitute 
confidential commercial information. For instance, Files 1 6  and 1 7  are recordings of 
conversations with a manufacturer regarding a device submission. Although the files we have 
obtained do not specify the dates or times of the calls themsel ves, we expect, based on the 
context and subject matter of the recordings, that the calls generally took place between 2008 and 
201 0. 

. 

The employees seem to have been in several different physical locations, all of which were likely 
in the State of Maryland, when they made the recordings. In particular, the recordings suggest 
that they were variously recording the calls and meetings from their FDA offices (in White Oak, 
Maryland or Rockville, Maryland), and from coffee shops near the FDA offices. 
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There is no FDA policy or practice that supports the unauthorized taping of phone calls or 
meetings by employees, or the use of FDA equipment or resources for such pwposes. 1  
Moreover, the creation and storage of these recordings might run afoul of the requirements 
relating to the secure storage and destruction of sensitive information and prohibitions against 
the concealment ·of such information for personal use; these requirements are contained in the 
Department of Health and Human Services Rules of Behavior For Use of Technology Resources 
and Information, which all employees must read and sign. 

More significantly, these nonconsensual recordings potentially violate state or federal criminal 
wiretapping laws. For example, Maryland law prohibits the interception of oral or electronic 
communications unless "all of the parties to the communication have given prior consent to the 
interception . . . .  ,,2 Violations are felonies subject to imprisonment and fines. Federal law 
appears to require the consent of only one party to the interception of a phone call,4 but the 
unauthorized taping of calls by federal employees involving confidential information may 
constitute prohibited conduct. 

If you have any questions, or if you need any additional information, please let me know. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Shuren, M.D., J.D. 
Director 
Center for Devices and 

Radiological Health 

I FDA regulations generally allow the recording of public administrative proceedings, with advance notification to 
the agency. See 2 1  C.F.R. § 1 0.204. None of the caUs at issue here appear to constitute public administrative 
proceedings. 

Md. COURTS & JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS Code Ann. § 10-402(c)(3) (emphasis added). Other exceplions 
apply, which do not appear to be relevant here. 
, Id § 1O-402(b). 
• See 1 8  U.S.C. § 251 1 .  
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------- -----

/":I-'-'� 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES 

! 
.. 
... �WlvJII 

Office of the General Counsel 

Office of the 'Chief Counsel 
Food and Drug Administration 
10903 New Hampshire Avenue 
Silver Spring, MD 20993-0002 

TO: Walter Harris, Chief Operating Officer 
Eric Perakslis, Chief Infonnation Officer 

FROM: Elizabeth H. Dickinson, Chief Counsel �.� .... ----__ > 

RE: Rcquirements for Deploying Spector Software 

DATE: August 1 , 2012 

Effective immediately -

Per the direction of Commissioner Margaret A. Hamburg, the FDA Office of Infonnation 
Management will not deploy the Spector 360 software without written approval by the Chief 
Counsel or her delegee. The Chief Infonnation Officer is to immediately instruct his staff 
accordingly. 

Questions on this policy are to b()_.directed to Elizabe\h Dickinson, Chief Counsel. 

cc: Margaret A. Hamburg, Commissioner of Food and Drugs 
Lis� Barclay, Chief of Staff 
John M. Taylor, III, Counselor to the Connnissioner 
Mark Raza, Acting Deputy Chief Counsel 
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FROM: 

TO: 

RE:  

DATE: 

Margaret A, Hambur�ommissioner 

Walter Han'is, Chief Operating Officer 
Eric Perakslis, Chief Information Officer 
El izabeth H. Dickinson, Chief Counsel 

Monitoring of FDA Personnel Work Computers 

September 24, 20 1 2  

Food and Drug Administration 
Silver Spring, MD 20993 

The Food and Drug Admini stration has recently undertaken a review of the standards and 
procedures for monitoring the use of government-owned computers issued to FDA personnel. 
After careful consideration, I am issuing additional guidance to ensure that such activity 
continues to be conducted in an appropriate manner. I Accordingly, I am directing the FDA 
Chiefinfornlation Officer (CIO) to put into place promptly procedures that will strengthen 
FDA's ability to effectively document, analyze, and authorize requests for employee computer 

. . , 
momtorlng.-

Pursuant to this m emorandum, which is effective immediately, I am directing that the CIO and 
ChiefCounsef promptly develop a wlitten procedure that includes the following elements: 

Express Written Authorization of Monitoring: The CIO may not initiate monitoring of FDA 
employees' computers without advance written authorization by one of the following: The 
Commissioner, a Deputy Commissioner, or the Chief Operating Officer (COO). This authority 
may not be redelegated. Requests for monitoring must be approved by the Chief Counsel in 

writing prior to implementation, as described below. 

I As an initial interim step. by Memorandum dated August 1 , 2012. I directed that the FDA Oftice oflnformation 
Management will not deploy new uses of the Spector 360 software without written approval by the Chief CouI1!'el or 
her delegee. 

There are currently a number of inquiries into monitoring practices that will inform FDA's policies and practices 
and that may result in additional changes to FDA procedures in the longer tenll, including a Depm1ment-wide 
review requested by the Office of Management and Budget and two reviews by the HHS Inspector General 
requested by the Secretary. J will update FDA's policies as needed once those reviews are completed. 
2 This memorandum addresses the use of monitoring software directed at individual FDA computers issued to 
specific employees which operates by making a continuous record of activity on such computers; it is not intended 
10 address standard infonnation technotogy (IT) security controts employed throughout the FDA IT system to 
implement Federal lnfonnation Security Management Act of 2002. Other FDA information technology practices 
may raise legal and policy concenlS similar to those identified in this memorandum. The CIO and Chief Counsel 
Sllould develop procedures as necessary to address these as well. 
' FDA's Office of the ChiefCoullsel is part ofBBS' omce of General Counsel (OGC): I expect that in advising 
FDA. acc will consult and work closely with other OGC experts and management. 
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Basis for Monitoring: Computer monitoring may be authorized only for the following reasons: 
( I )  at the request of an outside law enforcement or national security authority (e.g., FBI, DHS) or 
the HHS Inspector General; (2) based on reasonable grounds to believe that the individual to be 
monitored may be responsible for an unauthorized disclosure of legally protected information, 
such as contidential commercial or trade secret infOJTIlation; or (3) based on reasonable grounds 
to believe that the individual to be monitored has violated HHS or FDA personnel or 
administrative policy or HHS or FDA policy on the use of government infonnation technology 
equipment and systems. 

Docllmentation: The written authOJization for monitoring of FDA employee computers must 
describe the reason for the monitoring. If the monitoring is initiated at the request of an outside 
law enforcement or national security authority or by the HHS Inspector General, the 
authorization must state that the request was approved by the Director of FDA's Office of 
Climinal lnvestigation or by the HHS Inspector General, as appropriate 4 

For monitoring that is initiated for reasons other than at the request of an outside law 
enforcement or national security authority or the HHS Inspector General, the party requesting the 
monitoring must document in writing the factual basis justifying the monitoring. The Chief 
Counsel shall document in writing the legal basis for any such monitoring. 

Limiting the Time, Breadth, and Invasiveness of Monitoring: The written authorization for 
monitoring should reflect that the CIa has identified a method of computer monitoring that is as 
narrow, time-limited, and non-invasive as is appropriate to accomplish the stated information
gathering objective. The cIa also shall consider and advise on whether there are alternative 
steps the agency could take to address the concem. 

When monitoring is i nitiated at the request of an outside law enforcement or national security 
authority or the HHS Inspector General, the cIa should, to the extent possible under the specific 
circumstances, obtain appropriate infOlmation to advise on the use of a method of computer 
monitoring that is as nanow, time-limited, and non-invasive as is appropriate to carry out the 
req\lest. 

Legal review: When a request for computer monitoring is made by a pat1y other than an outside 
law enforcement or national security authority or the HHS lnspector General, the Chief Counsel 
will detemline whether the monitoring is legally suppOJ1abie and will notify the Cl0, the COO, 
and the Commissioner or her designee, of these conclusions, includillg any recommended limits 
or boundaJies. ln evaluating the monitoring, the Chief Counsel shall consider whether the 
proposed monitoring is consistent with all applicable legal requirements, including the 
Whistleblower Protection Act. 

In addition, the Chief Counsel shall inform the parties to whom information derived from 
monitoring is to be made available that such information may not be used in violation of the 

4 Monitoring initiated at the request of outside law enforcement or national secmity authorities or the HHS Inspector 
General raises issues that warrant additional consideration OIl a Depal1mcnt-wide basis. These aTC expected to be 
addressed by the additional HHS reviev./S referenced elsewhere in this document. 

2 
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Whistleblower Protection Act and related protections. The Chief Counsel will advise other 
components of FDA on implementing these protections effectively. 

Periodic review of monitoring: The CI0 shall review any computer monitoring on a monthly 
basis and, in consultation with the individual who authorized the monitoring, assess whether it 
remains justified or must be discontinued. A decision to continue monitOling shall be explained 

and documented in writing by the CIa, who shall report monthly to ( I )  the Commissioner or her 
delegate, (2) the COO, and (3) the Chief Counsel, regarding the status of any on-going 
monitoring. 

Special circumstances: The cia and Chief Counsel may make recommendations to the 
Commissioner for additional procedures, i f  nccessary, to address specific circumstances not 
addressed in this memorandum. 

3 
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STAFF MANUAL GUIDE 32S2.XX 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

EFFECTIVE DATE: 09/26/20 1 3  

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

Food and Drug Administration 
Silver Spring MD 20993 

INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

SECURITY 

OPERATIONAL CONTROL POLICIES 

MONITORING OF USE OF HHS/FDA IT RESOURCES 

1. PURPOSE. 

This Staff Manual Guide establishes interim policies and procedures that will strengthen the 

Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) ability to effectively document, analyze, authorize, and 

manage requests to monitor use of Department of Health and Human Services (HHS or 

Department) and FDA information technology (IT) systems and resources. 

2. SCOPE. 

This interim policy: 

• Applies to all individuals (including, but not limited to current and former civilian 

govemment employees, contractors, local or foreign govemment exchange program 

participants, Commissioned Corps personnel, guest researchers, visiting scientists, 

fellows and intems), provided access to HHSIFDA IT systems and resources; 

• Covers real-time or contemporaneous observation, prospective monitoring (e.g., using 

monitoring or keystroke capture software), and retrospective review and analyses (e.g., of 

e-mail sent or received, or of computer hard-drive contents) targeting an individual; 

• Does not apply to computer incident response monitoring of systems relating to national 

secUlity or the Federal Infonnation Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) that 

perfonn general system and network monitOling, or examinations of computers for 

mal ware; 

• Does not apply to any review and analysis requested or consented to by the individual(s) 

being monitored; 

• Does not apply to retrospective searches for documents in response to valid infomlation 

requests in the context ofiitigation, Congressional oversight, Freedom of Infonnation Act 
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(FOIA) requests, and investigations by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) 

and the Office of Special Counsel; 

• This interim policy does not supersede any other applicable law or higher level agency 

directive, or existing labor management agreement in place as of this interim policy's 

effective date; and 

• Excludes routine IT equipment examinations. Any unintended discoveries of 

problematic content and resulting follow-up actions are not subject to this interim policy, 

although follow-up actions that involve computer monitoring are subject to this interim 

policy. 

3. BACKGROUND. 

FDA is required to protect vast quantities of sensitive infonnation including, but not limited to, 

confidential commercial and financial infonnation, trade secrets, protected health care 

information, and classified infonnation. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 

Policy for Information Systems Security and Privacy (IS2P), I requires the use of a warning 

banner on all Department IT systems. The warning banner must state that, by accessing an 

HHS/FDA IT system,2 (e.g., logging onto a Department computer or network), the employee 

consents to having no reasonable expectation of privacy regarding any communication or data 

transiting or stored on any HHSIFDA IT system, and the employee understands that, at any time, 

the Department may monitor the use of Agency IT resources for lawful govenllnent purposes. 

While the warning banner gives FDA the authority to monitor employee use of Agency IT 

resources, FDA must carry out computer monitoring in a manner that recognizes employee 

interests and relevant legal protections. FDA will comply with all applicable laws, including but 

not limited to the Privacy Act of 1 974, the privacy provisions of the E-Government Act of 2002, 

Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act of 201 2, and the Federal Infonnation Security 

Management Act, as well as administration policy directives issued in furtherance of those Acts. 

4. REFERENCES. 

HHS Policyfor Monitoring Employee Use of HHS IT Resources, dated June 26, 201 3 

FDA Memorandum, Monitoring of FDA Personnel Work Computers, dated September 24, 2 0 1 2  

H H S  IRM Policy for Personal Use of Infonnation Technology Resources dated February 1 7, 

2006 

HHS Policyfor h1formation Systems Security and Privacy. dated July 7, 201 1 

NIST SP 800-6 1 ,  Computer Security Incident Handling Guide, dated March 2008 

NIST SP 800-86, Guide to Integrating Forensic Techniques - Incident Response, August 2006 

J A vailab1e at: 11 [ro:llintranct. I1h:->. gov/i tll:vbcrs ccuri Iv/nol icicslindl.!x . html 

, 
According to the warning banner, an HHS IT system includes "( I )  the computer being accessed, (2) the computer 

network, (3) all computers connected to this network, and (4) all devices and storage media attached to this network 
or to a computer on this network." 
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Presidential Policy Directive/PPD- 1 9, Protecting Whistleblowers with Access to Classified 

b?forll1ation, dated, June 26, 20 1 3  

5. INTERIM POLICY. 

5.1. BASIS FOR COMPUTER MONITORING. 

Computer monitOling may be authorized only for the following reasons: 

a. A written request by OIG, OSSI or an outside law enforcement authority (e.g., FBI, DHS); 

b. Where reasonable grounds exist to believe that the individual to be monitored may be 

responsible for the unauthorized disclosure of legally protected information (e.g., confidential 

commercial infom1ation or Plivacy Act-protected infom1ation); or 

c. Where reasonable grounds exist to believe that the individual to be monitored may have 

violated applicable law, regulation or written HHS or FDA policy. 

5.2 EXPRESS WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION FOR COMPUTER 

MONITORING. 

No agency official, including the Chief Infonnation Officer (CIO), may conduct computer 

monitoring without prior written authorization by one o f  the following officials :  

• FDA Commissioner 

• FDA Deputy Commissioner 

• FDA Chief Operating Officer 

The authority identified herein may not be (re)delegated below the office of Chief Operating 

Officer. All requests to initiate monitOling must be in writing and shall include an explanation of 

how the monitoring will be conducted, by what method the infonnation collected during 

monitoring will be controlled and protected, and a listing of individuals who will be provided 

access to the infonnation gathered through monitoring. Except for monitoring requested by 

outside law enforcement authority or the OIG, the party requesting the monitOling must 

document the factual basis justifying the request for monitoring and the proposed scope of the 

request. The requesting organization shall document the basis for any request for computer 

monitoring. 

5.3 REVIEW COMMITTEE. 

A Review Committee shall be established as described below and as further set forth in 

implementing procedures. This Review Committee shall consist of a representative from the 

Office of the Chief Counsel, a representative fi-om the Office of Infom1ation Management with 

Systems Administration expel1ise, and a representative from the Office of Human Resources 
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with Human Capital expertise. The Review Committee may draw on additional expertise, as 

needed. 

For designated requests for monitoring, the Review Committee shall review such requests and 

recommend to an authorizing official specified in 5.2 above, that the official authorize or not 

authorize a specific request. For other requests, the Review Committee will not ordinarily 

recommend authorization or non-authorization, although it may at its discretion put a request on 

hold or make a recommendation concerning authorization to an FDA authorizing official as 

specified in 5.2 above. 

The Review Committee shall develop, as soon as practicable, procedures by which it will review 

and receive notification of requests for computer monitOling and, if appropriate, explain how 

such requests are to be submitted and documented. The Review Committee's procedures should 

ensure that the Committee promptly and efficiently reviews requests for computer monitOling 

that require a Committee recommendation to an agency authorizing official or which require that 

the Review Committee be notified of such requests. 

In developing implementing procedures, the Review Committee should consider the following 

framework for review, authOlization, and notification of requests for computer monitoring: 

a. Requests from outside law enforcement: The Review Committee should be 

notified of requests from outside law enforcement for which a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) or similar written agreement is in effect. Provided such an 

MOU or similar written agreement is in effect (see 5.4 below), the Review 

Committee will not ordinarily make a recommendation concerning such requests 

to an FDA authorizing official. If an MOU or similar written agreement is not in 

effect, all such requests should be provided to the Review Committee for review 

and recommendation. 

b. Requests from OIG: The Review Committee should be notified of requests from 

OIG. 

c. Requests from sources other than outside law enforcement/OIG for prospective 

monitoring should be provided to the Review Committee for review and 

recommendation to an authorizing official. 

d. Requests from sources other than outside law enforcement/OIG for retrospective 

monitoring should, when implementing procedures have been developed, be 

provided to the Review Committee for review and recommendation, or 

notification and appropriate action. 
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5.4 MONITORING REQUESTS FROM DIG AND OUTSIDE LAW 

ENFORCEMENT. 

Computer monitoring may be requested by outside law enforcement authorities (e.g., Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Depa!1ment of Homeland Security (DHS))3 or the HHS Office of 

Inspector General (OIG). All requests from outside law enforcement agencies must be 

coordinated through the OIG, except for requests relating to national security or non-criminal 

insider threat matters, which must be coordinated with the Office of Security and Strategic 

Infornlation (OSSI) and/or the FDA Security Liaison Officer/Insider Threat Coordinator. Such 

external computer monitoring requests may be subject to different standards partly because they 

are covered by the internal controls of the requesting agency or judicial process. 

If the monitoring is requested by outside law enforcement authorities, a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOUl or similar written agreement may be developed with outside law 

enforcement as a precondition for approving computer monitoring requests from these 

organizations. 

Such an MOU or similar written agreement shall include the following: 

a. The title and organizational component of the person(s) authorized to request 

monitoring on behalf of the law enforcement agency; 

b. Documentation of the source of the official request, demonstrating approval by an 

official of the governmental entity that has the authority to request the initiation of 

such monitoring (e.g., a subpoena (administrative or grand jury)), waITant or 

national security letter (NSL), or other acceptable documented request (e.g., a 

written administrative request that meets the HlPAA Privacy Rule's requirements 

for certain disclosures to law enforcement agencies); 

c. Any restrictions applicable to the handling and disclosure of confidential 

information that may be produced by the computer monitoring; and 

d. Other items consistent with this memorandum, including the handling of sensitive 

communications. 

5.5 SCOPE OF COMPUTER MONITORING. 

Requests for computer monitoring shall be narrowly tailored 111 time, scope, and degree of 

monitoring. All requests to monitor shall identify the least invasive approach to accomplish the 

monitoring objectives. When reviewing requests for monitoring, authorizing officials shall also 

consider whether there are alternative information-gathering methods a v a i l a b l e  ( in lieu of 

monitoring) t h a t  can be utilized to address the potential risk, without jeopardizing the agency's 

objectives. When the monitoring request originates from OIG or outside law enforcement, 

� For the purposes of this interim policy, the term "law enforcement authority" includes national security and 
intelligence agencies of the U.S. Government. 
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the authorizing official will grant appropriate deference to requests made in accordance with 

this memorandum. 

5.6 DOCUMENTATION. 

The wlitten authorization for computer monitOling must describe the reason for the monitoring. 

If the monitOling is initiated at the request of outside law enforcement, the authorization must 

document that the request was approved by an official of the governmental entity that has the 

authority to request the initiation of such monitoring. 

Except for computer monitoring initiated at the request of an outside law enforcement authority 

or OIG, the party requesting the monitoring must document the factual basis justifying the 

request for monitoring and the proposed scope of the request. Requests for such monitoring must 

include: an explanation of how the monitoring will be conducted, by what means the information 

collected during monitoring will be controlled and protected, and, a listing of individuals who 

will be provided access to the resultant monitoring infonnation. 

A record of all requests for monitoring shall be maintained by the FDA COO, along with any 

other summary results or documentation produced during the period of monitOling. The record 

also shall reflect the scope of the monitoring. All infonnation collected from monitoring and 

maintained by the FDA COO must be controlled and protected, with distribution limited to the 

individuals identified in the request for monitoring and other individuals specifically designated 

by the COO as having a specific need to know such infonnation. 

5.7. LIMITING THE TIME, SCOPE AND INVASIVENESS OF 

MONITORING. 

The FDA COO will authorize computer monitoring that is appropriately nalTOW in scope, time

limited, and takes the least invasive approach to accomplish monitoring objectives. The COO, in 

reviewing requests for computer monitoring, must also consider whether there are alternative 

information-gathering methods that FDA can utilize to address the concern in lieu of monitoring. 

When the computer monitoring request originates from OIG or outside law enforcement, the 

COO authorizing the monitOling will grant appropriate deference to a request made in 

accordance with this interim policy. 

5.S. SENSITIVE COMMUNICATIONS. 

No computer monitoring authorized or conducted may target communications with law 

enforcement entities, the Office of Special Counsel, members of Congress or their staff, 

employee union officials, or private attorneys. If such communications are inadvertently 

collected or inadvertently identified from more general searches, they may not be shared with a 
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non-law enforcement paliy who requested the monitoring, or anyone else, without express 

written authorization iiOln OGC and other appropriate HHS and FDA official(s). 

5.9. PERIODIC REVIEW OF MONITORING. 

The COO shall review all computer monitoring 011 a monthly basis and, in consultation with the 

party who requested the monitOling (e.g., OCI), assess whether it remains justified or must be 

discontinued. The COO shall consider i f  the decision for ongoing computer monitoring should 

be reviewed by OGe. A decision to continue monitOling shall be documented in writing by the 

COO, who shall repOli at least monthly, to the Commissioner regarding the status of any ongoing 

monitoring. 

5.10. LEGAL REVIEW. 

Review by the FDA Office of the Chief Counsel of a request for computer monitoring will 

include, as necessary, consultation with other Divisions of HHS Office of the General Counsel, 

such as the General Law Division, especially concellling legal requirements such as the 

Whistleblower Protection Act and the HIP AA Privacy and Security Rule, about which other 

OGC Divisions have expertise. 

5.11  SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES. 

The authorizing official and Chief Counsel may make recommendations to the Commissioner 

for additional procedures, if necessary, to address specific circumstances not addressed in this 

Staff Manual Guide. Policies and procedures that deviate from the elements of the HHS 

Memorandum may not be implemented without the written concurrence of the HHS COO in 

consultation with the OGe. 

6. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES. 

FDA Chief Counsel. Provides legal review and advice regarding requests for, and 

implementation of, computer monitoring of HHS IT systems and resources. OCC will consult 

with HHS OGC as needed. 

FDA Chief Operating Officer (COO). The COO Provides executive direction, leadership, 

coordination, and guidance for the overall day-to-day administrative operations of the FDA 

ensuring the timely and effective implementation and high quality delivery of services across the 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The COO will coordinate with the Office of Chief 

Counsel, the Chief Infollllation Officer, Office of Criminal Investigation (OCI), law enforcement 

and other authorities on actions and activities involving monitoring of use of IT Resources. 

FDA Chief Information Officer (CIO). The CIO in the Office of Information Management 

(OIM) is responsible for executing monitoring as authorized by the Commissioner and COO 
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following consultation with Chief Counsel. The CIO provides the overall policy, guidance and 

general oversight of FDA's electronic records and for establishing and implementing the agency 

incident response plan for responding to the detection of adverse events involving FDA 

infonnation systems. 

FDA Chief Information Security Officer (CISO). The FDA CISO is responsible for the 

establishment and management of the FDA incident response process. The FDA CISO serves as 

an FDA focal point for incident reporting and subsequent resolution. The CISO provides advice 

and assistance to Agency managers and other organizational personnel concerning incident 

response activities. 

FDA Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT). Headed by the CSIRT Lead, the 

Incident Response OR) Team will conduct computing monitoring, forensic capabilities and 

techniques in accordance with established NIST Standards. The CSIRT provides centralized 

monitoring, tracking, analysis, insider threat detection, rep0l1ing, notification, and coordination 

of computer security incidents and to report the finding with the appropriate officials in support 

oflaw enforcement and national security officials. 

7. DEFINITIONS. 

Employee - All individuals (e.g., including, but not limited to current and fonner civilian 

govemment employees, contactors, local or foreign govemment exchange program participants, 

Commissioned Corp personnel, guest researchers, visiting scientists, fellows and intems), 

provided access to Department of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug Administration IT 

systems and resources. 

IT System - Includes ( I )  the computer or electronic device being accessed, (2) the computer 

network (3) all computers connected to this network, and (4) all devices and storage media 

attached to this network or to a computer on this network. 

Accessing an HHS/FDA System - e.g., logging on to a govemment or contractor furnished 

computer, laptop, Blackberry, iPad, scanner or other electronic device or logging on to the FDA 

network via local or remote use. 

IT Resonrces - Includes but is not limited to: computers and related peripheral equipment and 

software, network and web servers, telephones, facsimile machines, photocopiers, Internet 

connectivity and access to intemet services, e-mail and, for the purposes of this policy, office 

supplies. It includes data stored in or transported by such resources for HHS/FDA purposes. 

Outside Law Enforcement Authority - Includes national security and intelligence agencies of 

the United States. 
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Passive Monitoring/Computer Incident Response Monitoring - The Federal Infonnation 

Security Management Act (FISMA) requires each federal agency to develop, document, and 

implement an agency-wide program to provide infonnation security for the infonnation and 

infonnation systems that support the operations and assets of the agency, including those 

provided or managed by another agency, contractor, or other source. 

Walter S. Harris, MBA, PMP 

Deputy Commissioner for Operations 

Chief Operating Officer 

Date: 
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May 9 ,  20 1 2  

The Honorab le Richard A .  Li dinsky, Jr .  
Chairman 
Federal Mariti me Commission 
800 North C apitol S treet, NW 
Washington,  DC 20573 

Dear Mr.  Chairman Lidinsky : 

E L IJAH E. CUM M I N GS. M ARYLAN D 

RA N KI N G M I NOR ITY M E M BER 

E DOL PH U S TOWN S. N E W  YO R K  
CAROLYN B. M ALO N EY . N E W  YORK 
E LEANOR H O L M ES N ORTON . 

DI STRICT OF COLU M B IA 
D E N N I S J. KUCI N IC H . O H IO 
J O H N  F. TI E R N EY. MASSACH USETTS 
WM . LACY CLAY. MISSOURI  

STE P H E N  F. LY N CH. MASSACHUS ETTS 
J I M  COOPER. TEN N E SSEE 
G ERALD E. CO N NO LLY. V I R G I N I A  
M I K E  O U I G lEY. I LL I N O I S  
DANNY K. DAVIS. I LL I N OIS 
B R U C E  l. B R ALEY. IOWA 
PETER WE LCH , V E R M O NT 
J O H N  A. YAR M UTH . KE NTUCKY 
C H R I STO PHER S. M U RP HY. CO N N ECTICUT 
JACK IE SP E I ER , CAL I F O R N IA 

It h as come to my attention that the Federal Maritime Comm ission (FMC) may be an 
agency in cris is .  Commission insiders allege that the politici zation of the Commission ' s  core 
functions and administrative decis ions has contr ibuted to a cl imate of fear and intimidation 
among agency managers and staff. As you knovv, the Office of Special Counsel has opened an 
investigation into these al legations.  

The effect on the staff has been measurable.  Accord ing to the Partnership for Pub l ic  
Service, which prod uces the respected federal employee satisfaction survey The Best Places to 
Work in the Federal Government, in 20 1 1 the FMC suffered the largest drop i n  employee 
satisfaction of any agency in goverrunent. l The Committee observed a s imi lar chil l i ng effect on 
the staff when the Chai lman of the Nuclear Regu latory Commiss ion politicized the agency and 
bu l l ied career staff. The Committee treats al legations of po l iticization of independent regulatory 
agencies very seriously because, if true, they can undermine the perforrnance of an agency ' s  
mi ssion. The purpose o f  this letter is  to request documents and inforrnation to better understand 
the allegations concerning the Federal Mari time Commission. 

The al legations center on your treatment of staff who obj ected to banning owner-operator 
truck drivers from provid i ng services at the Port of Los Angeles (POLA) . Prior to your being 
named Chairrnan in September 2009, the FMC was involved in liti gati on concemi n� the POLA 
C l ean Truck Program (CTP), wh ich was intended to red uce air pollution at the port. The FMC 
opposed one provis ion of the CTP, unrelated to air pollution, which would have effectively 
banned independent owner-operator truck drivers , who prov ide the vast maj ority of port drayage 
services, from working at POLA . 3 Instead , under POLA ' s  proposal ,  only trucking compan ies 
uti l iz ing employee-drivers , who are subj ect to unionization, would be al lowed to work at the 

I THE B EST PLACES TO WORK IN TH E FEDERAL GOVERN M ENT (20 I I ), 
http : //bestp lacestowork . orglB PTW/rank ings/overa I Ilsm a l l .  
2 Ronald  D. Wh ite, Agency Objects to  Clean Truck Program, L . A .  TIMES, Oct. 3 0 , 2 0 0 8 .  
J S. Calif Port Truck Plan Supporters Warn Current Version Will Fail, SHIPPERS' N EWS WIRE,  J u l y  5, 2007.  
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port. However, FMC economists Roy Pearson and Robert Blai r  testified in federa l court that this 
provision would reduce competit ion and "unreaso nably i ncrease transportation costs ," and was 
"not in any way critica l to sustaining the CTP 's  environmental and publ ic  health benefits . , ,4 

Labor unions, s envi ronmental  groups, 6 and "green j o bs" advocacy organizations d ecri ed 
FMC ' s  opposition to the employee-driver mandate, as set forth b y  Pearson and B lair in their 
court testimony. 7 The Natmal Resomces Defense Counc i l  filed a Freedom of Information Act 
request fo r FMC documents in an attempt to prove that "external influences" may have 
precipi tated the agency ' s  "rabid  attacks and scruti ny" of the employee-d river mandate. 8 

Accord ing to i nformation recei ved by the Commi ttee, the nonpartisan Office of the Secretary and 
the General Counse l ' s  office - not the Chairman:> s Office - typical ly hand le FOIA requests. 

One of your first acts as Chairman was to i nsert yourself i nto the nonpartisan FOIA 
process by ordering that six b oxes of B lai r ' s  work p apers concerning CTP be sent to your office 
for revi ew. You made this request despite the fact that these docmnents were the subj ect of 
ongoing l iti gation between the FMC and the Natw'al Resources Defense Counc i l .  

The Committee has learned that Blair and Pearson may have faced retaliation for 
testifying i n  opposition to the empl oyee-d river mandate in federal court .  According to 
information received by the Comm i ttee, in October 2009 you tol d  Blair and Pearson ' s  supervisor 
Austi n Schmitt to "keep an eye on" them .  You further advised their supervisor that Blair  and 
Pearson d id not reflect wel l  on the agency, and that Blair, who had worked for a ti me at the 
Worl d Shipping Council ,  an association representi ng ocean carriers, was a "'spy for the carriers" 
inside the agency. Furtherm ore, yo u al l eged ly to J d  S chmitt that you regretted not having sought 
permiss ion from OPM to fire B l air and Pearson .  In another instance, fo l lowing a p resentation 
Pearson gave to Commissioners and staff, you stated : 

I ' ve had several cOlTIplaints concerning [Pearsons ' s] ' performance ' at 
meeti ng yesterday - which fel l  somewhere between a red brick poly in  
Liv'erpool or a too-c 1ever-by-half over the hi l l  vaudevil lian vvho once read 
a book. He took way too much time o n  a ve ry busy d ay, too obtuse charts 
and his  never-ending arrogant sneer toward the bench. Who vetted his 

4 Dec l .  o f  Dr .  Roy J .  Pearson in  S Upp. o f P I . ' s  Mot .  for Prel im . Inj . ,  at 5 , 6-7 , Fed . Mar. Com m ' n v .  City o f  Los 
A n geles, et a \ . ,  N o .  0 8 - 1 8 9 5  (D.D.C.  Nov. 1 7 , 2008) .  
5 Press Rel ease, I nternati on a l  B rotherhood of Teamsters, En viron mental-Led Port Coal it ion Praises President 
Obama ' s  P ick of J oseph Bren nan to Lead FMC (June 9, 2009),  http ://www.team ster. orglcontentlenvironmental-led
port-coal i ti on-praises-presid ent-obamas-p ick -j oseph-brennan- Iead -fmc. 

Dav i d  Pettit, A Truckload of Hyprocrisy, N ATURAL RESO U RCES DEFENSE CO UNC IL , Sept.  1 7, 200 8 ,  
http ://switch board . nrdc . o rgib logs/dpettitla_truckload_o f_hypocrlsy. htm l .  
7 Press Re lease, Coa l ition for C lean & S afe Ports, N ational " B lue-G reen" Coal iti on App lauds Key Obama 
Appoi ntee ' s  I n augura l Earth Day Award to LA C lean Truck Program (Apri l 2 1 , 20 I 0), 
h ttp :// c leanandsa feports .org/resou rces-for-the-med iaJpress-re leases/na ti ona I-b I ue-green-coa I i t i  on -app laud s-key
obama-appointees- i naugura l-earth-d ay-award-to- la-c le an-truck-program/. 
8 N RDC , "The Fed era l  Mariti me Comm ission Needs a Lesson in  Transparency," May 1 9 , 2 0 09, available at 
httD:lls w i tch board . nrd c . org/b logs/arnartinezll'he federa l mari t i me comm iss i on . h tm ! .  
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performance time? I wil l  decide in  the future what t ime he has. Take this 
up with his supervisor, RL .9 

The Committee has l earned that Schm i tt may al so have faced reta l iation for defend ing 
Blair  and Pearson. On S eptember 20, 20 1 0 , Schmi tt, i n  his capacity as B lair and Pearson ' s  d i rect 
supervisor, gave them an adj ectival performance rating of "Outstanding" and recommended they 
each receive an annual performance award of 3 percent of base salary, the minimum amount 
commensurate with an "Outstanding" rating under establ ished FMC pol icy , l O  According to 
documents reviewed by the Committee, thi s  wou ld  have equated to awards of roughly $3 ,800 to 
$4,200, respectively. ) I 

In spi te of these ratings, you informed Schmitt through the Managing Director that you 
wanted B lai r and Pearson to receive no more than $200 each, d espite the fact t hat bo th  their 
d irect supervisor and FMC Com missioner Rebecca Dye had lauded the i r  work perfonnance as 
"outstanding. ,

, 1 2  After Schmi tt protested that thi s  would viol ate agency policy ,  you agreed to a 2 
percent award for B lair  and Pearson. You refused to put your rationale for rej ecting the 
reviewing supervisor ' s  recommendation in writ ing, despite the fact that doing so is also required 
by establ i shed agency pol icy. J 3  

Accord ing to documents obtained by the Committee,  on the same day that Schmi tt 
refused to arbi trari ly lower h is  recommended performance award for B lai r and Pearson without 
wri tten explanation from your office,  you informed Schmitt that h is  department would be 
subj ected to a "management survey. , , ) 4  One of the staffers tasked to conduct th is  "management 
survey" later res igned , in part because he bel ieved his task was to conduct a biased investigation 
designed to produce predetermined conclusions and damaging information about Schm i tt and 
others . 

In addition to adverse personnel decisions taken against them, the Committee has l earned 
that agency management subj ected Schmitt, Blair  and Pearson, along with at least three other 
FMC employees, to covel1 survei l l ance of their computers and e-mai l s  by means of software 
cal led Spector 360 .  Accord ing to the company' s  website,  thi s  software captures all  the 
workstation activ ity of a monitored employee. I S The Committee has learned that the Inspector 
General for the FMC expressed concern about whether the agency' s  use of thi s software violated 
federal privacy regulations and requested that agency management stop using i t  in January 20 1 2 . 

9 E-mai l from Richard A .  Lidinsky, Chai rman, Federal Maritime Comm ission,  to Ro na ld Murphy, Managing 
D i rector, Federa l Mar i t ime Com m ission (July 1 4, 20 1 1 ) . 
1 0  FEDERAL MAR ITIM E  COM M ISSION, RECOM M EN DATION FOR PERFORMANCE OR I N CENTIVE A WARD 
(Sept. 20,  20 I 0) .  
I I  FEDERAL M AR ITIM E COMM ISS ION, supra note 1 0 . 
1 1  Memoranda from Rebecca Dye,  Comm iss i oner, Federal  M aritime Comm iss ion to Aust in  Schm itt, D i rector, 
Bureau of Trade Analysis ( Sept. 1 3 , 20 1 0) (on fi l e  with author) .  
1 3  FEDERA L  MAR ITTM E  COM M ISS ION, supra note 1 1 , § (f)(7). 
1 4  Memorandum from Ron a l d  D. Murphy, Managing D i rector, Federal Maritime Co m m ission to Austin S c h m i tt, 
D i rector, Bureau of Trade Ana lysi s (Sept.  2 2 ,  20 1 0) .  
I S  S pectorSoft, Computer & Internet Mon i toring Software, http ://www.spector3 60.com/ ( last v is i ted May 8 ,  20 1 2).  
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Despite this  adlTIonit ion, it appears agency management continued using Spector 360 against the 
advice of the Inspector General . 

The Committee is a l so concerned about misuse of taxpayer funds. For example, 
accord ing to information we have received, the FMC procured an official car and chauffer used 
mostly to drive you from FMC headquarters to Union Station, a distance of approximately three 
blocks . 

To assist the Committee ' s  investigation of  th is matter, p lease provide the fo l lowing 
documents and information as soon as possible, but by no later than May 22, 20 1 2 , at noon : 

1 .  All documents and communications, from July 1 ,  2009, to the present, between and 
among Richard A. Lidinsky, Ronald D .  Murphy and the following 
organ izations/ind ividuals :  

a .  Natural Resources Defense Counci l ;  
b .  International Brotherhood o f  Teamsters ; 
c .  International Longshoremen's  Association; 
d .  International Longshore and Warehouse Union; 
e .  Coalit ion for C lean & Safe Ports;  
f. Change to Win; 
g .  Office of the Honorable Antonio Vil laraigosa, Mayor of Los Angeles; 
h. Office of Geraldine Knatz, Executive Director, Port of Los Angeles; 
1 .  Office o f  the Honorable Nancy Pelos i ;  and 
J .  Executive Office o f  the President. 

2. 'Al l  documents and communications, from Ju ly 1 ,  2009,  to the present, referring or 
relating to Austin Schmitt, Roy Pearson, Robert B lair, Edward Anthony, Spector 3 60 
software, the Survey af Bureau afTrade Analysis Programs (Aug. 22 ,  20 1 1 ) ,  the 
Natural Resources Defense Counci l FOIA request, the Port of Los Angeles Clean 
Truck Program, and the Chairman's  Inaugural Earth Day Award, between and among 
Richard A. Lidinsky, Ronald D. Murphy and the following individuals :  

a .  Rebecca A .  Fenneman; 
b .  Adam R. Trzeciak; 
c .  Laura Mayberry; 
d .  Jerome Johnson; 
e .  Michael H. Ki lby; 
f. David Story ;  and 
g .  Anthony Haywood. 

3 .  ,A complete accounting of the agency ' s  purchase and use of Spector 360 software, 
includ ing the total amount of agency funds expended, the agency employees 
subjected to monitoring, the j ustification for monitoring them, whether the FMC 
Inspector General requested that the agency stop using Spector 360 to moni tor certain 
emp loyees, and whether the agency immediately compJ ied with that d irective. 
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4 .  A comp lete accounting of the agency' s procurement o f  a vehic le fo r the purpose of 
transport ing commi ssioners and agency employees , inc l ud ing : 

a.  The year, make and model of the vehicle; 
b. The tota l  amount spent o n  the vehicle, inc l ud ing any costs invo lved in securi ng 

garage space for the veh i cle;  
c .  The salary of any individual whose j ob description inc ludes driving the vehicle; 

and 
d .  All  records describing the use of the veh ic le inc lud ing or igins, destinat ions , 

frequency of use, and passengers . 

5 .  A comp lete accounting o f  the agency ' s  purchase o f  any decorative o r  commemorative 
items such as paint ings, scu l ptures , works of art, furniture, or coins on behalf of the 
Offi ce of the Chailman since September 1 1 , 20 09, including the total amount spent 
and the method of payment . 

6 .  A comp lete accoW1ting of the agency' s  50th Anniversary Party , includ i ng total funds 
expended and a break-down of funds expended by category . 

The Committee on Oversi ght and Government Reform is the pri nc ipal oversight 
committee of the House of Representatives and may at "any t ime" investigate "any matter" as set 
forth in HO'use Rul e  X. 

When producing documents to the Comm ittee, p lease d el iver production sets to the 
Maj ori ty Staff in Room 2 1 5 7 of the Rayburn House Office B ui ld ing and the Minority S taff in  
Room 247 1 of the Rayburn House Office Build ing. The Committee prefers, if poss ib le , to 
receive all documents in e lectronic format. An attaclunent to this letter provides additional 
information about respondi ng to the Comm ittee ' s  req uest . 

If you have any questions about these requests, please contact Brien Beattie or Jonathan 
Skladany of the Committee staff at (202) 225 -5 074.  Thank you for your attention to this 
important matter.  

Attachment 

cc :  The Honorable E lij ah E .  Cummings, Ranking Minori ty Member 
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Majority (202) 225-5074 
Minoritv {202} 225-5051 

Respo nd ing to Com mittee Do cument Requests 

1 .  In comply ing wi th th i s  request, you should  produce a l l  responsive documents tha t  are 
in  your possess ion, custody, or contro l ,  whether held by yon or your past or present 
agents, employees, and representatives act ing on your behalf. You should a lso 
produce documents that you have a legal ri ght to obtain, that  you have a ri ght to copy 
or to which  you have access, as wel l as documents that you have placed in the 
temporary possession, custody, or contro l of any thi rd pal1y .  Requested records, 
documents , data or  information shou ld  not be des t royed, mod ified, removed,  
transferred or otherwise made inaccess ib le  to the Committee . 

2 .  I n  the event that any enti ty , organization or i nd i v i dual  denoted in  th is  request has 
been, or  is a l so known by any other name than that here in  denoted, the request s ha l l  
b e  read a lso t o  inc lude that al ternati ve identification .  

3 .  The Committee ' s  preference i s  to receive documents i n  e lectronic form (i . e . ,  CD, 
memory st ick,  or thumb drive) in  I ieu of paper productions. 

4. Documents produced i n  electronic format shou ld  a lso be organ ized, identified, and 
indexed electronica l l y. 

5 .  Electronic document producti ons shou l d  b e  prepa red according t o  the fo l l owing 
standards :  

(a) The product ion should  consist of s ingle page Tagged Image Fi le ("TIF"), fi les 
accompan ied by a Concordance-format load fi le, an Opticon reference fi l e, and a 
fi l e  defining the fields and character lengths o f  the load fi le .  

( b) Document numbers in  the load fi le should match document Bates numbers and 
T I F  fi l e  names . 

(c) I f  the product ion i s  comp leted t hrough a ser ies  of mult ip l e  part ial product i ons, 
field names and file o rder in all load fi l es sho u l d  match . 
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6 .  Documen ts produced t o  the Com m i ttee shou l d  i ncl ude a n  i ndex de scri b i ng the 

contents o f  the prod uct i o n .  To the extent more (han o ne CD, hard dr i ve ,  memory 
st ick ,  thumb drive ,  box or fo l der  i s  produ ced, eac h CD, hard d rive,  memory s t i c k ,  
t humb d ri ve,  b o x  or fo l der should  conta i n  an i ndex d escr i b i ng i ts  contents . 

7 .  Documents prod uced i n  response t o  th i s  request sha l l  b e  prod uced together  with 
c o p ies  of  fi l e  label s, d i vi ders or ident ify i ng marke rs wi th  which they were assoc ia ted 
when they were req uested , 

8 .  \V hen you produce docume nts , you shou l d  ident ify the paragraph i n  t he Com m i ttee ' s  
req uest to wh i c h  the doc uments respond . 

9 .  T t  shal l not b e  a bas i s  for refusal  t o  produce documents  t hat any other person or  ent i t y  
a lso po ssesses n o n - i d ent ica l or ident ica l  co pies  o f  t h e  same docu ments.  

1 0 . I f any of the req uested i n format ion i s  only reaso nab l y  ava i l able in mac h i ne-readab l e  
form (such as o n  a com puter server ,  hard dr ive ,  or  co mputer backup tape) �  yo u should 
consul  t \vi th t he Com m i t tee sta ff to  d eterm ine the appropr i a te  format in wh i c h  to 
prod uce t he i n format ion .  

1 1 .  I f  compl iance with t b e  request cannot be m ad c  i n  fu l l ,  compl iance sha l l  be m ad e to  
the  ex ten t  poss i b l e  and sha l l  i nc l ude an ex p lanat ion of why fu l l  co m p l i ance i s not  
possi b le .  

1 2 . I n  t he event  that  a document i s  wi thhe ld  on the bas i s  o f  pri v i l ege, prov ide a pri v i l ege 
log conta i n i n g  the fo l l owing i n fo rmat ion  co ncern i ng any such document : (a) the 
pr iv i lege asselted ; (b) the type of d ocument;  (c) the genera l su bj ect matter; (d) t he 
d ate,  a uthor and ad d ressee ; and (e) the relat ions h i p  o f  the author and addressee to 
eac h other .  

1 3 . If  any document respon s i v e  to th is  request  was,  but no longer is ,  i n  you r  possess ion ,  
custod y, o r  co ntro l ,  i de nt i fy the document  (stat i ng i t s dat e ,  autho r , subj ect and 
rec i pi e n t s) and ex p l a i n  the  c i rcumstances under w h i ch the  document ceased to be i n  
your  possess i o n ,  c u stody, o r  co n t ro l . 

1 4 . I f a  da te  or o ther descr ipt i ve deta i l  set  fort h i n  t h i s  req u est  re fe rr i ng to a d ocument  i s  
i naccurate,  b u t  t h e  actual  d ate o r  o t h e r  d escri pt ive deta i l i s  k no wn t o  y o u  o r  i s  
o t herw i s e  apparent fro m  the context o f  the req ues t ,  YOll sho u ld produc e a l l  documents 
wh i ch wo u l d  be responsive as if  the  date or other  d escri  pt i ve detai l were correct .  

1 5 . The t ime period c overed by t h i s  req uest  is  i nc l uded i n  the a ttached req uest .  To the 
ex tent a t i m e per iod i s  not speci ried , prod uce re levant doc uments  fro m  Jan uary 1 � 

2 009 to the p resent .  

1 6 . Th i s  req uest i s  c on t i nu i ng i n  nat u re and appl ies  to  any newl y-d i scovered i n format i o n .  
A ny rec o rd ,  docLiment �  c o m pi lat ion o f  data or i n format i on �  not produced because i t  
has not been l ocated or  d i sco vered by the re tu rn d ate,  sha l l be p roduced i m med i ate ly  
upon subseq uent l ocat ion or  discovery . 

2 
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1 7 . A l l  documents sha l l be B ates-stamped sequen t i a l l y and p roduced sequen t i a l l y . 

1 8 . Two sets o f  documents  sha l l  be de l ivered, one set  to the Maj o ri ty S t a ff and one set to 
the M i n o r i ty Sta ff. W hen documents  are p roduced to the Com m i t tee ,  prod uct i o n  sets 
sha l l  be  d e l  ivered to  the M aj ori ty  Sta ff in  Room 2 1 5 70 f  the Rayburn I-rouse O ffice 
B u i l d i n g  and the Mi nori ty S taff i n  Room 247 1 of t he Rayburn H o use O ffi c e  Bui ld ing .  

1 9 . U po n  c o m p l et i o n  of t h e  document produc t ion ,  you shou l d  sub m i t  a wri t t e n  
cert i ficat i o n ,  s i gned by y o u  o r  yo ur  c o u nse l ,  stat i n g  that :  ( \ )  a d i l igent  searc h  has 
been comp l e ted o f  a l l d oc uments in your possess ion,  cust ody, or control  w h i ch 
rea so n a b l y  cou l d  conta i n respo ns ive d o cument s ;  and (2) a l l  d o c u m ents  l ocated d ur ing 
t he search that  are respo n s i ve have been prod uced to the Commi t tee . 

D efin itions 

I .  The term " d o cu ment"  means an y wTi tten, record ed,  or graph ic  matte r  o f  any  nature 
whatsoever, regard less o f  how recorded, and w hether  ori g ina l or copy ,  i n c l ud i ng, but 
not l i m i ted to, the fo l l owi ng:  memoranda,  repo rts, expense reports, books , manua l s ,  
i n s truct i ons,  fi nancia l  reports,  work ing pa pers, records, notes, letters, not i ces,  
c o n fi rmat ions , te legrams, rece i p t s ,  appra i sa l s ,  pamphlets ,  m agazi nes, newspapers ,  
prospec tuse s ,  i n ter-o ffi c e  and i n t ra-o ffice co mniun icat ions,  e l ectro n i c  mai l (e- m a i l ) , 

contracts ,  cables ,  no ta t i o ns o f  any type o f  co nversat ion,  te lephone cai l ,  mee t i ng or  
o t he r  communicat ion,  bl1 l 1 e t i ns �  prin ted matter, co m puter printouts,  t e l etypes,  
i nvo ices,  t ranscript s ,  d i a r i es,  ana l yses,  returns ,  su mmar i es , m i n utes, bi l l s ,  accounts,  
es t i mates,  proj ec t i o ns,  c o m parisons, messages, correspondence,  press re l eases , 
c i rcu lars,  fi nanc ia l  state ments,  rev i ews) o p i n i ons, offe rs, st u d i es and i nvest igat ions ,  
quest i o nna i re s and surveys ,  and work sheets  (and a l l  drafts ,  pre l i m i nary vers i o ns ,  
a l terat ions ,  m o d i  fica t ion s, rev is ions,  c h anges , a n d  amend ments o f  a n y  of  the 
fo rego i ng,  as we l l  as any attac hments or append i ces thereto), and graph ic  or oral 
reco rds or  representat ions  of any k i nd ( i n c l ud i ng vv i thout l i mitati on , photographs ,  
charts ,  graphs,  m i c ro fi ch e ,  m i c ro fi l m , v ideotape, record i n gs and m ot ion  pi c t u res) � an d 
e lectro n i c ,  mecha n i c a l ,  and e l ect ri c records  or representat i ons o f  any k i nd ( i nc l ud i ng, 
wi thout  l i m i ta t i o n ,  tapes ,  ca sse t tes, d i sks,  a nd recordi ngs) a nd o ther wri tte n ,  pri nted, 
typed , or other graphi c or  reco rded matter of any k i nd or nature, ho wever prod uced or  
reproduc ed ,  a nd whet her p reserved i n  wr i t i ng, fi l m , tape , d i sk,  v ideotape or 
otherwi se .  A document  beari n g  any nota t i on not a part of t he o ri g i na l  text is to be 
consi dered a sepa rate document .  A draft or non - i dent ical  copy is a sepa rate document 
wi th in  the mean i ng of th i s  term . 

2 .  The term "co m municat i o n"  mean s each man ner or  means o f  d i sc l osure o r  exchange 
o f i n fo rrnat i o n ,  regard l ess o f  means ut i l i zed , whet her ora l ,  e l ectron ic ,  by document  or  
otherwise,  and whether in  a meet i ng,  by te lepho n e ,  facs i m i le ,  emai l ,  regu l ar m ai l ,  
t el exes,  re leases,  o r  o t h erwi se .  

3 .  The terms "and " and " o r" sha l l b e  const rued broad l y and e i the r conj u nc t i ve ly or 
d i sj unc t i ve l y  to  br ing w i t h i n  the scope of this req uest any i nfo rmat i on w h i c h  m i g h t  
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otherwise be construed to be outside i t s  scope. The s ingular  i nc l udes p l ural  number. 
and v ice versa .  The mas c u l i ne i nc l udes the fem i n i ne and neuter genders.  

4 .  The terms " perso n "  o r  " persons"  mean natura l persons, fi rms, partnersh i ps, 
associat ions ,  corpo rat i 011S, subsi d iar ies,  d i vis ions ,  departments ,  j o i nt ven t u res, 
propri etorships ,  sy nd icates ,  or  o t her lega l ,  busi ness or gove rnment e n t i t ies,  and a l l  
subs i d iari es ,  a ffi l ia tes ,  d i v i s i ons, departments,  branc hes,  or  other un i ts thereo f. 

5 .  T he term " i dent i fy , "  when Ll sed i n  a quest ion abou t i n d i v i dual s ,  means to prov ide  the 
fol l owing i n format ion : (a) the i n d i v idual 's  com ple te  name and t i t l e ;  a nd (b) the 
i nd iv i d ua l 's bus i ness address  and phone n u m ber.  

6.  The te nn " re ferring or  re l at i ng,"  w i t h  respect to any given subj ect ,  means anyt h i ng 
that const i tutes,  conta i ns,  embodies ,  refl e c ts, ide n t i fies ,  states, refers to.  de a l s  with  or 
i s  perti nent  to that subj ec t  i n  any manner whatsoever .  
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